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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE
This preliminary draft document has been prepared at the request of the U.S.

Department of Justice to help support its preparation for potential out-of-court
negotiations regarding settlement of damages caused by the Exxon-Valdez oil spill. This
document is meant only for this purpose, where rigorous proofs are not at issue, and
should not be used or referenced outside of that narrow context. Also, this document
does not present an overall Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA) settlement
proposal. Nor does it address uses for additional funds (beyond those necessary for the
restoration projects discussed herein) that may become available based on direct injuries
and lost use values. Rather, this document supports only one portion of a potential
settlement: restoration. It is assumed that direct injuries and use values are being
compiled and evaluated separately, and that restoration needs/costs will be integrated
with those efforts. Information contained in this document can be updated as results
from ongoing NRDA studies become available.

1.2 GENERAL APPROACH

The overall philosophy of this document is to help achieve a negotiated
settlement of the maximum possible amount. Consistent with this purpose, restoration
projects are included that may be in excess of injuries that can be reasonably proven with
presently available NRDA data. Therefore, potential restoration measures are evaluated
individually so that adjustments to the recommended restoration "package" can be made
easily as appropriate to the negotiations, and as additional NRDA data becomes available.
At the same time the overall benefits described for the total restoration package would
still be realized, albeit to a modified degree.

The recommended measures reflect an ecosystem approach to restoration (with
resource-specific components). In particular, restoration measures that benefit multiple
resources are given preference over actions that would benefit only individual species.
This helps to address ecosystem components and interactions not directly targeted by
NRDA studies, and in many cases also advances the goal of maximizing the realized
benefit of a settlement by pooling even slightly injured resources to help justify larger
"equivalent resource" acquisitions.

Potential restoration measures have been identified with both technical and
public input obtained by the Restoration Planning Work Group, as documented in its
three reports.a,b,c/ All options are based on the definition of "restoration" contained in
the draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between all of the Trustee agencies and
EPA (the MOA definition itself is based on the definition in the Department of the
Interior NRDA regulations [43 CFR Part 11]):
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"Restore" or "Restoration" means any action in addition to cleanup response
activities required or authorized by state or federal law which serves to restore any
natural resource injured, lost or destroyed as a result of the Oil Spill and the
services provided by that resource to their pre-spill condition, or which replaces or
substitutes for the injured, lost or destroyed resource and affected services.
Restoration includes, without limitation, replacement of resources and acquisition
of equivalent resources and services, and, to the extent permitted by law, long-term
environmental monitoring and research programs in the area affected by the Oil
Spill directed to the prevention, containment, cleanup and amelioration of oil
spills.

1.3 SPECIFIC APPROACH/ASSUMPTIONS
Each potential restoration project is evaluated in terms of the "6 Burdens" that

are expected to be relevant should the NRDA settlement go to litigation, as outlined by
the Department of Justice. (This document does not attempt to satisfy these burdens to
the degree that would be required for litigation.) The "6 Burdens" are:

1. Relationship to (proof of) injury
2. Natural recovery is "inadequate"
3. Restoration measure is technically feasible
4. Restoration measure would have a net environmental benefit
5. Cost of implementing the restoration measure would not be "grossly

disproportionate" to the values of the resource
6. Restoration measure is cost-effective relative to alternative methods for

restoring the resource
With respect to these points, this document assumes that #1 (proof of infury)

exists for all of the resources addressed. It is assumed that the necessary proofs are being
compiled and will be presented elsewhere. The "injury statements" given in this
document for each resource represent independent assumptions about injuries that could
reasonably be expected from the spill (and in some cases preliminary information from
discussions with NRDA principal investigators), and are presented only for the purposes
of preparation for negotiation. These injury statements should not be referenced outside
of that context.

Similarly, #2 (natural recovery is inadequate) is assumed to be the case for the
resource addressed. The primary justification for this assumption relates to the overall
"ecosystem approach" to this restoration proposal. Different ecosystem components
(individuals, populations, communities, and the ecosystem as a whole) will exhibit
different rates of natural recovery. For example, it is to be expected that barnacles will be
among the most resilient intertidal organisms in terms of recolonization rates. However,
other intertidal species (including certain crustaceans and molluscs) will be much slower
to recover to pre-spill conditions. The time necessary for "full recovery" of intertidal
communities will in turn be dictated by the recovery rates of the slowest species in that
community. At the same time, recovery of higher trophic level species that use intertidal
areas as habitat - such as those that feed extensively in the intertidal zone (e.g., sea otters,
oystercatchers, some sea ducks) - will be linked to the recovery rates of the species on
which they feed (not necessarily the fastest recolonizers). Therefore, this document takes
the approach that restoration of the ecosystem as a whole is inextricably tied to the
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recovery of all its major components. In this sense, relatively rapid recovery of
individual species or habitats does not necessarily constitute "adequate" recovery.

Burdens 3,4, and 6 are evaluated directly for each resource.
Burden #5 ("zrossly disproportionate" test) is not evaluated for the resources

addressed in this document. First, we have no information at this time about the degree
of injury that DOJ will present (for negotiating purposes or otherwise). Therefore, the
application of this test is currently outside the scope of this document. In addition, the
Ohio case (State of Ohio v. Department of the Interior; July 14, 1989) is vague about what
could be considered as "grossly disproportionate," and it would be inappropriate for this
document to make any independent assumption in this regard. Finally, consistent with
the philosophy of supporting negotiations by maximizing the absolute size of the
proposed settlement, it is suggested that the "grossly disproportionate" test be applied to
the recommended settlement package (Le., the mix of ultimately recommended
restoration measures) rather that to each of the potential restoration options outlined.
This is also consistent with the overall "ecosystem" approach, where resources (such as
intertidal habitats, discussed above) are recognized as having ecological values (uses)
beyond their individual values.

In addition to the considerations described above this document makes
numerous other assumptions, particularly with respect to estimating costs. For example,
although it is recognized that some resources may require longer periods of attention
while others may require less, 10 years is routinely used for calculating operating costs,
monitoring periods, etc. The pertinent resource-specific assumptions are presented along
with the discussions for the individual resources.

2. DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROJECTS

2.1 COASTAL HABITATS

This category includes those areas directly injured by the oil spill and subsequent
clean-up activities. Virtually all of the oil that did not evaporate or was not quickly
recovered ended up in these habitats. These areas include the "supratidal" (splash zone
and immediately adjacent uplands including beach ryegrass zones), intertidal, and
nearshore subtidal areas. These areas represent important and in some cases critical
habitats for a variety of plant, invertebrate, and vertebrate species, many of which were
also directly injured by the spill. Supratidal are key interface areas for upland species, incl.
mammals and birds. Intertidal and shallow subtidal areas, including estuarine salt
marshes and eelgrass beds (which comprise a small % of spill area, but are
disproportionately important habitats) are critical for many feeding and rearing bird, fish,
and marine mammal species.

Some measures are presented that address direct restoration of some of the
injuries to coastal habitats. However, for many coastal habitat injuries, feasible techniques
do not exist to directly accelerate natural recovery. Another major consideration in
considering coastal habitat restoration projects is the fact that all Alaska tidelands
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(intertidal) and submerged lands are presently in public ownership. Therefore, acquisition
of unoiled tidelands and submerged lands to replace damaged areas is generally not
possible. However, changes in management practices/use restrictions on public lands, and
enhanced protection of adjacent upland and marine areas (through acquisition or other
means) can benefit both the coastal habitats themselves and the species they support, by
reducing cumulative effects on stressed populations/habitats.

Injury Statement
[CALL DAVE G.! Consider ryegrass, high fringing salt marshes, erosion, debris,

connection to archaeological injuries, habitat values for birds, mammals,carbon source for
aquatics, connection to recreational uses and subsistence gathering, etc.] [NEED handle on
potential amt of coastline needing attention - absent, can assume ryegrass exists along 25
30% of injured coastline, and was 10-25% (?) injured there; marshes occur along 1% of
injured coastline with about 50% of them being injured to a degree; etc ,.,]

Options
- BEACH RYEGRASS RESTORATION: Feasibility: Techniques proven in

Alaska, rapid coverage, high success rate. Benefit: To erosion, cultural resource site
stabilization, recreational resource aspects incl. aesthetics, habitat values for associated
species. Cost: [CALL Stoney W. to get idea of unit cost, incl. logistics support, etc.] Cost
effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; addresses
multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly
disproportionate" test).

- ESTUARINE SALT MARSH RESTORATION: Feasibility: Techniques proven
elsewhere (fertilization and transplanting), moderate success rates, may require follow-up
work depending on degree of remnant oiling. Benefit: To feeding birds and fish,
terrestrial mammals, local water quality, erosion in sheltered embayments. Cost: $10
million [$500,OOO/acre full restoration (adjusted for Alaska based on $300,OOO/acre N.J.
experience) for 10 acres plus $5 million total for less intensive restoration work (limited
replanting, fertilization, and reapplication, plus monitoring for up to 10 years) on up to 100
acres]. Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology;
addresses multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing
"grossly disproportionate" test).

- EELGRASS RESTORATION/ENHANCEMENT: Feasibility: Techniques
established elsewhere, moderate success rates, may require some follow-up work. Benefit:
To feeding and rearing fish and shellfish including juvenile salmonids, crabs, and shrimp;
to feeding shorebirds and diving ducks; to ecosystem functions such as nutrient cycling
and stabilization from erosion; and to other (mostly non-targeted) resources. Cost: $ _
(_acres, estimated $_/acre transplanting, monitoring, and re-planting). Cost
effectiveness: Direct, in-kind, on- or off-site measure using established technology;
addresses multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing
"grossly disproportionate" test).

- EQUIVALENT RESOURCES: Enhanced protection of supratidal and intertidal
areas can be achieved through management changes on and/or direct acquisition of
upland and marine areas immediately adjacent to the shoreline. To be most directly
beneficial, lands threatened by potential timber harvestand associated log-transfer sites,
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subsurface (mineral) development, or other disturbance-creating activities (including
tourism developments such as lodges or ports/marinas) should be targeted. (Note that
many of these options have benefits to other than coastal habitat resources. Other sections
of this document will refer to these options where appropriate to avoid multiple
accounting'>

ACQUISITIONS:
Potential acquisitions are presented below in no particular order. Acquisition

options are prioritized in the "Recommendations" section. (It is assumed that all
acquisitions would be made on a willing buyer-willing seller basis. Eminent domain is
assumed not to be an option.)

- Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (direct
purchase: 77,450 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $77.5 million);1

- Other non-federal lands within Kenai Fjords, excluding mining claims (direct
purchase, 20,125 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $20 million);

- Mining claims within Kenai Fjords (estimated 800 acres, estimated
value/acquisition cost $_ million);

- Native inholdings, allotments, and applications within Katmai National Park
(53,706 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $54 million);

- Other non-federal lands within Katmai (128,379 acres, estimated value/acquisition
cost $128 million);

- Inholdings and subsurface interests within Aniakchak National Monument and
Preserve (197,817 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $198 million);

- Inholdings in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface
and subsurface rights to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $262 million);2

- Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000
acres, estimated acquisition cost $30 million);3

- Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights
to 111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $111 million);4

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, 9,100 acres,
estimated acquisition cost $82 million);5

1 Figures for lands associated with National Parks/Monuments based on average cost of
$1,000 per acre, which reflects higher assumed value for these lands than have been paid
in recent agreements for purchasing lands & development rights (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist) in Alaska. (Incl. the Kijiik agreement that
paid approximately $400/acre for a conservation easement, and the USAF's "Backscatter"
radar project which purchased title to Interior lands at $450/acre.)
2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive Settlement of
Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill" ("Proposal") dated July 4, 1990.
Costs adjusted upward from average of Proposal by approximately 50% (to $1,000 per acre) to
include an estimate for acquisition of subsurface right as well as timber harvest rights, and
to include operating (management) costs for a period of 10 years.
3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million, adjusted upward by 50% as in footnote 2,
above.
4 See footnote 2, above.
5 Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimate based on 5 major parcels
valued at from $8,000 - $10,000/acre each.
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- Non-federal lands within the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge (surface and
subsurface rights to 400,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $200 million)6

- Native timber lands rights on Afognak Island (surface {and subsurface?} rights to
211,664 acres, appraised value $210 million)

- Non-federal lands within the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge
(purchase of 260 acres {two islands}, estimated cost $0.3 million)

Feasibility: Feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods 
Le., 10 years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the
Native corporations. (Can be addressed for individual acquisitions, as well.) Benefit:
Addresses multiple species, habitats, and uses. Reduction of cumulative effects will
provide for enhanced recovery of eagles, peregrine falcons, sea ducks, some Alcids,
oystercatchers and other shorebirds, sea otters, sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial
mammals, intertidal organisms, salmonids and other fish, cultural resources, and
recreational resources. Acquisition options also provide the only direct benefit for
resources not specifically targeted in NRDA studies (including fish and wildlife species that
receive limited commercial, recreational. or subsistence use). Cost: Up to $_ million
(total detailed above). Note that additional opportunities are available, but would have
less direct benefits than the options listed. Cost-effectiveness: Addresses many
species/resources, including resources and ecosystem components not targeted in NRDA
studies; for several resources, methods do not exist to undertake direct restoration
measures. Therefore reducing cumulative effects through acquisition of equivalent
resources is one of the only means of enhancing natural recovery. Assumed extremely
cost-effective overall (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES:
- ESTABLISH NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIES within the spill area,

adjacent to federally-managed uplands. Combined with protections afforded to upland
habitats and uses by National Parks, Monuments, and Wildlife Refuges, this approach
would allow better regulation of (reduction/minimization of impacts from) developments
and disturbance-producing activities that could injure coastal habitats. Without this type
of status, federal land managers have little real ability to regulate activities occurring just
offshore, even if the activities adversely affect the management purposes and uses of the
upland areas (e.g., recreational activities,fish harvest methods/levels). Feasibility: several
federal sanctuaries already exist (none in Alaska), flexible regulatory aspects (can establish
purposes/regulate uses specifically to benefit injured or recovering marine resources),
extensive public and legislative involvement required to establish. Benefit: to fish,
shellfish, aquatic birds, marine mammals, recreation, and to scientific study of the
sanctuaries' ecosystem. Cost: $45 million (for three sanctuaries).? Cost-effectiveness:
Addresses multiple species and uses, addresses gap in uplands acquisition programs by

6 Potentially less threatened lands. $500/acre average assumed, as paid in the recent
Kijiik agreement for purchasing development rights in Alaska (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist - approximately $400/acre for surface and
subsurface rights).
7 Based on existing sanctuaries: includes $2 million each for the public establishment
process (EIS, hearings, etc.), $1 million per year each operating expenses for 10 years, and
$3 million each capital costs for boats capable of administering/conducting research in all
seasons.
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complementing and supplementing abilities to protect aquatic resources injured by the oil
spilL Assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH STATE MARINE PARKS adjacent to state-managed uplands.
Feasibility and Benefits: similar to those listed for national marine sanctuaries, but
potentially with less certainty about effectiveness of restrictions. Cost: (Not yet available;
expected to be substantially less expensive than national marine sanctuaries.) Cost
effectiveness: assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH COLLEGE FJORD/NELLIE JUAN WILDERNESS AREA(s) within
Prince William Sound. Feasibility: Existing Wilderness Study Area(s), extensive
public/legislative participation required to establish. Benefits: Similar to coastal habitats
benefits of upland habitat acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple
species/habitats/resources. More protective of natural resources and more restrictive of
uses. Particular benefit to recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost: (Not yet available;
expected to be relatively smalL) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND NATIONAL RECREATION AREA
from major portion of the existing Chugach National Forest. Feasibility: Feasible to
establish; potentially extensive public and legislative participation required, but expected to
be considerably less that for marine sanctuaries, wilderness areas, etc. Benefits: Will
disallow all logging within the NRA. Similar to coastal habitats benefits of upland habitat
acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple species/habitats/resources. Particular benefit to
recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost: (Not yet available; expected to be relatively
small.) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly cost-effective.

- [ADD: other (more minor) measures, incL intertidal debris pick-up programs,
public education programs, "Adopt-a-shoreline" type programs, etc.] Feasibility:

Benefit: Cost: Cost-benefit:
-- [ADD: NO ACTION ("natural recovery") ALTERNATIVE] Feasibility:
Benefit: Cost: Cost-benefit:

2.2 FISH AND SHELLFISH
(Same Format)
- Category intro: specific assumptions, etc.
- Species-specific presentations:

- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options

[INCL: commercial and recreational fishing area/time restrictions; establishment of
limited entry-type programs for injured species not yet so regulated, hatcheries for salmon,
spawning enhancements for wild salmon stocks (egg boxes, habitat rehab, etc.), buy-back of
limited entry permits (with or without redistribution to Natives/locals), temporary buy
back of permits during a "recovery" period, support for development of "new" fisheries,
rehabilitation or substitution of subsistence shellfish harvest areas, expansion of
monitoring facilities for contaminants in seafoods (particularly with access by locals),
public education program (for commercial, recreational, and subsistence harvesters),
artificial habitat structures for both fish and shellfish,~
[ROUGH COST OF TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED PROJECTS (not listed elsewhere):
$700 million}
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(for each resource, list):
- Feasibility statement,
- Environmental benefit statement,
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion.

- Other (non-targeted by NRDA) resources (discussion)
[- Resource list for Fish and Shellfish (tentative):

- Sport fish harvest and effort
- Salmon spawning areas
- Egg/pre-emergent fry
- Early marine, salmon
- Adult salmon returns (coded-wire tags)
- Sockeye overescapement
- Dolly Varden
- Herring
- Larval fish
- Rockfish
- Groundfish (trawl survey)
- Clams
- Spot shrimp
- Crabs
- Sea urchins
- Other fish and shellfish resources (not targeted by NRDA)]

2.3 BIRDS
(Same Format)

[INCL: introduced predator (fox) removal from island nesting colonies, nesting and
roosting habitat protection/acquisition within the spill area, forage base enhancements
(incl. fishing restrictions), reduction/elimination of mortalities due to high seas drift net
fisheries, management changes to minimize disturbance of rookeries, nesting habitat
enhancement ("Ducks Unlimited" type) projects, acquisition/protection of San Juan
Islands winter loon habitat, Willamette National Wildlife Refuge expansion, etc.]
[ROUGH COST OF TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED PROJECTS (not listed elsewhere):
$150 millionl

[- Resource list for Birds (tentative):
- Bald eagles
- Peregrines
- Sea Ducks (Harlequins, etc.)
- Passerines
- Seabird colonies
- Loons
- Common Murres
- Marbled Murrelets
- Pigeon Guillemots
- Other Alcids
- Black-legged Kittiwakes
- Glaucous-winged Gulls
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- Oystercatchers
- Cormorants
- Mergansers
- Other bird species (not targeted by NRDA)]

2.4 MAMMALS;
(Same Format)

[INCL: rookery/haulout habitat acquisitions, forage base enhanceme11ts (incI. fishing
restrictions), management changes/actions to minimize disturbance, public education
programs, limited reintroductions, etc.]
[ROUGH COST OF TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED PROJECTS (not listed elsewhere):
$35 million}

[- Resource list for Mammals (tentative):
- Humpback whales
- Orcas
- Sea lions
- Harbor seals
- Sea otters
- Black-tail deer
- Black bear
- Brown bear
- River otter and mink
- Small mammals]

2.5 RECREATIONAL USES AND INTRLN"SIC VALUES
(To Be Same Format)

[ROUGH COST OF TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED PROJECTS (not listed elsewhere):
$150 million}

[- Resource list for Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values (tentative):
- Kayaks and canoes
- Other pleasure boats
- Charters, tour boats, etc.
- Marine sport fishing
- Freshwater sport fishing
- Shellfishing
- Trapping
- Hunting, terrestrial mammals
- Hunting, waterfowl
- Public-use cabins/sites
- Low-impact camping
- Hiking and climbing
- Berry picking, picnicking, etc.
- Photography
- Nature study
- Other recreation uses
- Aesthetic values
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- "In-absentia" values (including option, existence, and bequest values)]
Intro and Assumptions:

Human use of ecological resources for recreation is an important category of services
which must be addressed by the restoration process. Biological and physical restoration of
ecological resources is fundamental to the restoration of recreational uses; however, such
biophysical restoration is not sufficient to address certain wilderness values, aesthetic values,
and other "in-absentia" values such as option, existence, and bequest values. To the extent
that restoration of recreational uses is partially accomplished by biophysical restoration, it is
assumed that those actions are discussed under the appropriate biological resource. This
section includes recreation-specific restoration actions.

All recreational uses are not equal; to the extent possible, the same type and quality
of recreational experience must be restored. Injury to recreational resources must be
evaluated in terms of changes in both actual use and perceptions. (Perception is at least as
important as reality.) Measures of simple use levels are inadequate because they do not
capture important changes in the type and quality of experience. Similarly, increased use
numbers are not necessarily desirable. Impacts may be higher to some recreational uses than
to others. For example, beach-dependent activities (e.g., kayak camps) will be more impacted
than off-shore activities (e.g., cruise ship tourism).
Injury Statement (tentative):

Little injury assessment information is available; some use level data is available for
Kenai Fjords National Park, but necessary data on quality of experience and user perceptions is
lacking. Data available for Kenai Fjords National Park follows:

Approximately 30 percent of the 400 miles of coastline within Kenai Fjords National
Park received some degree of oiling: 50 miles experienced very light impact, 50 miles
light impact,S miles moderate impact, and 0.31 miles heavy impact.
Visitation of park has increased approximately 10-13% per year since establishment in
1980.
Between 1988 and 1989 overall visitation increased 30% from 59,000 to 77,000 visitors.
Note that a decrease in some types of recreational use requiring early reservations (such
as cruise ship packages) would not be expected to suffer a decline in visitation
immediately following a spill. A decrease in Kenai Fjords National Park visitation by
other groups (kayakers and anglers) was observed in 1989.

Resource-specific Presentations:
[REITERATE: importance of overall ecosystem restoration. INCL: Establishment of
National Recreation Area, wilderness area(s), marine sanctuaries/parks, acquisition of
development rights in important recreation areas, establishment of additional public-use
recreational facilities/uses/species in the spill area or at alternate locations, sea-going
vessels for Katmai National Park and Preserve and other management units, .ekJ

Include: No action / natural recovery.

2.6 CULTURAL AND SUBSISTENCE RESOURCES
(SAME FORMAT)

[EMPHASIZE.: Idea that archeological/historic resources are unique with respect to
restoration in that they have no capacity for self-regeneration). INCL: site
stabilization/rehabilitation work; intensive archeological surveys on spill area; search,
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catalog, and/or repatriation of artifacts; "site watch" type programs (local invlovement);
increased enforcement; public education programs; museum/exhibit
establishment/support; etc.]
[ROUGH COST OF TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED PROJECTS (not listed elsewhere):
$150 million}

[- Resource list for Cultural and Subsistence Resources (tentative):
- Archaeological/historical sites and artifacts
- Subsistence lifestyle and values
- Subsistence hunting
- Subsistence fishing
- Public trust (in subsistence resources and in government)
- Other]

2.7 MONITORING
- Approach (inc!. MOA)
- Basis (Puget Sound, Chesapeake)

[ROUGH COST OF TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED PROGRAM (not yet determined)!
2.8 RESEARCH

- Approach/Basis (incl. MOA)
- Additional restoration benefit (connection to cultural/social restoration, etc.)

[ROUGH COST OF TENTATIVELY IDENTIFIED PROGRAM (not yet determined)!

3. SYNTHESIS DISCUSSION

- Ecosystem as a whole benefitted by acquisitions, incl.:
avoidance often = surest
addresses non-targeted resources, as well
addresses cultural/social/political aspects of restoration, as well

- Justifications for combining restoration options common to multiple resources
- Ability to reduce (negotiated) magnitude of acquisition while retaining overall
benefits
- Application of cost-effectiveness/"grossly disproportionate" tests to combined
options
- Brief discussion of restoration projects not recommended
- (Note relation to Coastal Coalition proposal vis-a-vis acceptability)

(Continues ... )
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4. RECOMMENDED RESTORATION PACKAGE AND COST

- Reminders re: degree-of-injury assumptions, and that we can't address "grossly d."
- List suggested restoration package (prioritized plan elements/projects)
- Note injured resources addressed by each
- Total cost presented for recommended restoration package: $_

Coastal Habitats restoration cost: $
Fish and Shellfish restoration cost: $
Birds restoration cost: $
Mammals restoration cost: $
Recreational Resources restoration cost: $
Cultural Resources restoration cost: $_
Other Ecosystem Components restoration cost: $_

5. REFERENCES
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

Office of the
General
Counsel

Washington,
D.C.
20250·1400

William D. Brighton, Esq.
Environmental Enforcement Section
Environment and Natural Resources Division
U.S. Department of Justice
Washington, D.C. 20530

September 24, 1990

Subject:

Dear Bill:

Exxon Valdez Oil Spill
Settlement and Restoration Projects

Enclosed are comments from the Forest Service and Bob Maynard from OGC,
Juneau, regarding EPA's draft plan for restoration.

While we believe any listing of our restoration needs are conjectural at this point,
the Forest Service has provided a list of potential categories of restoration and sample
projects along with cost estimates if needed for settlement purposes. That list is attached
to Bob Maynard's memorandum.

We emphasize that the Forest Service's list of restoration projects is made for
settlement purposes only and should not be used as the basis for developing the
proposed 1991 restoration plan and project list. As we learn more in the damage
assessment process, and move forward on restoration planning, we should be able to
identify restoration needs with greater assurance, and to prioritize those needs in terms
of importance and chronology. .

Finally, with regard to EPA's draft restoration program memorandum, we take
exception to a number of projects listed. Our concerns are set out in the Forest Service's
and Bob Maynard's memoranda. In particular, we disagree with the implication that
management activities on the National Forests have a negative impact on resources.

We look forward to further discussion of these matters.

Sincerely,

1JiM-1
Alan Charles Raul
General Counsel

Enclosures
cc (w/encl): Thomas A. Campbell

Daniel Esty
Martin L. Suuberg
George Van Cleve
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CON~IDEUTIAL ATTORNEV WORK PROrUC'f/OO NOT RELEASE UNDER fOrA

'1'0:

FROM:

Ali\D R~111, Generi'l.l Counsel
V;.:jYY\--/

Robert. A. Maynard~'

Assist~nt Regional Attorney

SUBJECT: Exxon Valdez Oil 0pill; Settlement Considerations:
Pot.entii'l.l Rp.stot"ation Projects

Attached is an updated list of potential restoration projects for
~ettlement negotiAtion purpnse~ provided by the Forest Service.

Wi thou t a more complete asseSSI:ient of the injuries resulting from
the spill. determininq specific restoration projects that should be
implemented remains very speculative. Efforts to expedite damaQe
assessment and restoration planning and implementation are
underway. But at present, rather than incorporate specific
restoration projects into a settlement or rely very much on ideas
abou t poss ible proj ects in reach ing a 5e t t Iemen t, it re,mains
preferable that any settle~ent agreement provide for the
establishment of a restoratioll fund, a process for managinQ the
fund, a planning and implementation process for restoration
projects, a timeframe for completion of all restoration work, and
a rnech~nism for returning ~ny balance to the responsible parties.
The planning and implementation process should be controlled by the
designated Natural Resource Trustees. If any spacific restoration
projects are included in a negotiated settlement, the projects
sho\1ld be sllbject both to further r~view and modificAtion by the
Trustees as part of the restcration planning and implementation
process ~nd to preliminary and final results of the damage
assessment process.

Also attf\ched are Fot'est Service comments reQarding the preliminary
draft report of Potential Restoration Projects and Costs prepared
by the EPA. The EPA draft illustrates the current 9reat
uncerta inties about. res tora t ion options, priori ties I and cos ts .
The EPA draft neither prioritizes the suggested restoration
projects nor bases its approach on the damage assessment process.
The proposed mei'l.SllreS appear to be based on comments from town
meetings and a public restoration symposium. The projects proposed
are not based on documented injury nnd do not reflect Forest
Service or, apparently, other trustee agency concern or priorities



Th ,;' I' ;.~~; I: c, C ..\ t i :.' rr () ~I ~ ; ,." -;: !; 'I'J'" '-: ' ".0'1 [ , I I' (, , ; /\ ,~ t cl 1. l: .Il) : T. '" r c: :c: 2~; l r ~ t': \
ll\.;;[I<1.';(t;'li,<::lll dctivit.i,.:~ 'jfl tli..: 1'<.111<'1'1,11 [(>tl:~;r Cln.J ";1'1'='t,'itic:111:.'
target til1lh:~r h::trv(-::~ tin';! t !'f,inel'sl dE'v~lc)pr\lent, and "other
dist l llCb8.nce-crE'.Hi n9 activiti~s." A suggested managerr.ent
alternative is to create a national recreation are~ from existing
portions of the Chug.::l('h Haticn:'\l f':::>rest. No basi.s, however, is
given for the ,,\s31.lmptif')n th.-"\t ..'·Ilrrent tin;ber or miner-3.1s m:=\n:'\gem8nt
p r .3. c t" icc, sadv e r s ely a f f >? C t e i t :ll? l' S '.t P l' a tid ,:'\ lor 1. n t e r tid :~.l h "l. bit at.
The draf.t fT.lrt.hermore incl llrJes an unsUPPOl'ted Il.=tll.le j\lc1~p"8nt that:.
such activities "threaten" upland and freshwat~r habitats used by
fish and wildlife species affected by the spill. The clyaft furthe~

assumes, without substantiati~nt that alteration of such habitat
Tf111St be minind,zed to encol..1rag,;- !:'EeCOv8ry of such species from oil
s pi] 1 in jUt'yin in t e r - an d S U 1" 1:- CI - tida 1 co a s tal h a bit.atsand to
compens'3 t: e f or pI? rc e i ved de']l8.<}a t i on 0 f 011 impac t to habi t.a tin
l' Eo <J ;j l' d tor P CT "" :'l t ; 0 n f\ n d " t: h Eo·, d i. r (, (' t h 1HP i'\ n h ~hit a t 'J S tl .

SimilArly, n0 pri0riti~s or objectives are stated for the proposed
acquisitions of Nativ.;: Corporation and other private land. The
restoration objective for e"l.ch listing m\lst be clarified if
proposed Bcqutsitions are to be identified at this timp. Since
sonle private lal1d h'.:>ldings a-:; well ::lS public: land RrE'riS in t.he
spill at'ea enCOl!lpRf'S potentially signi.ficant fossil fuel (leologic
S trllC tllt'es , C<)lH., i,dera t ion 0 ( acqll i 5i t i,)n Or res tl" ic t: ions on
develop-'!l(mt of thes." Rreas s:-,ould encnPlpi':\~~ irnpacts on national
enprgy needs.

The 1i.stin l} of Actions for lAnel accp.'isi tions and oth,:..r meanS of
res t ric t i ng devt::' Inpmen t and mu1 t i pI e us.:- malv,\gl?ln\2n t opt ions in the
spill <'I:rea, in Sl1m, Appe:·w to reflect a l~rQer agen(''Ia espoT1sed by
n<'lt.ional and some local environment<'ll groups to minimize alteration
of the "nat.ural" ect)syst8rilS in Prince William SOllnd ;;,nd elsewhere
in the region. This a<J8nc18. exi$t.ed prior the Exxon Valdez oil
spill. It shol.llo be evaluated carefully in terms of scientific
merit, as a contribution to restoring oil spill injured resources
and rel~ted uses, direct cost~. and pot~nti;;,l adverse econo~ic qnd
other impacts, prior to a d~cision to Rdopt such a strategy as part
of an oil spill. restorf;ltic.,n plJ:\l1 by the Tnlstees. Unless
implem~nted by legislation. ~.mposition of substantial changes in
management policie~:; on Chll<Jach Nation~l Forest lanfJ,s wonld probl'\bly
have to be preceded with a r~vision to the forest plan under the
Nation~l Forest Man-3.'Jen)ent. A~t.. incl11ding prepl'\l'ation of an EIS,
Restrictions on mineral entry would require withdrawals in
compliance with the Federal LAnd Policy <'Ind Manl'\gement Act as well.

The discussion regarding diminished recreational uses provides no
SUbstantive docuro~ntation to support the approl'\ch that recre~tion

has only been injured ptrceplually. The Forest Service indicates
res tot' a t i.on proj ects for recreation should inc1 \.ld~ interpre ti ve
programs in the spi11-affecterl ar.a to improve public understanding
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TENTATIVE POTENTIAL RESTORATION PROJECTS BY PRIORiTY
[in t~ntatlv~ order .... f prlndty f"(lm hiflhp.st to 10·.oIest.i

L. (urnpleu· 1·.'c;tOl'd:::ioll pl,)le<:t,~ t·,o/· dt:f"'(:ll.'d ,,]l1dl1rl~ (i"d

l't!:ilet-le;; 5pecll"~~ in 1'1-1.1W~' \·1111 1.I:a ~;(".\fld iHld lI\,: i;<';(II"~r

i{iv~r Lkita. [·\.·f e;-;ilillplc:

- Anadromous fish habitat improvement in Prince William Sound
and on the Copper River Delta including spawning channels,
rparing pond development, channel stabilization, and lake
f ~ n ! 1i;;.t r. 1<) n

· Pre'.'e.nt the decline of the Thre.atened Dusky Canadian Geese
by adding nest islands on the Copper River Delta and by
purchasing key wetlAnd habitat in the tHllflmetta
Valley. This bird just last }ear was fcderal.ly classified as
threAt",np.o due to i t:!'i rec.mt rapid population decline

- Largest concentration of shor0birds In North America us~ the
Copp8r River Delta and trdv~r~O Prince William Sound while
migraring. Hanagement stn.J.tE>/:ies ~nd hnhi tHt AnAlyseR
need to be prepcn-p.d [01" 11 ml\lt'ttllde of species

· Endow the Copper River Delt:a :;:nstitute too conduct baseline fish,
wildlife and related habitat studies on the NRtional
Forest in Prince WllliAllI Sounli and on the CoppE'r River D'?lta

- Assist in the tTsnspl.Antation of bald eagles to Prince
william Sound.

2. Complete restoration options for Injurll"B identified in , $210,000,000
the Coastal Hahitat study. For example:

- Conduct Restoration feasibility studies on supra- and inter
tidal flora and fauna. For e~ample:

-rock wE'ed re-rstahlishmenr in rocky low energy beaches
-re-estahlishment of ~Titl~al fauna in low energy rocky
intertidal ecosystems

-restorRtion of intertidal and supratidal marshes

- Restoration of intertidal and subtidal ecosystems via
enrichment <1lld other form!~ of enhancement ftwllldi ng. 1ncuhat1 on
facilities and hatcheries.

3. Inventory. restore And interpret injured culturRl resources $6,000,000
for eXAmple

· R~cover and displAy selectpd 9ignfficant Rr~heolngical artifacts in
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If. Flail. dp.slg.ll <lcJ ':(IOCI\.II.:C illti:rr.r.'I..'Il'i·:~. l'lfc,rlil ..,'.l'-'ll il,tli :;)li,(d~II·,.c)f:(1

I""L:l'~iiti(.n;d. [. ..:llll.!(:s \.:> lJJI[·rO\· ..· ··/i:;Ltl.ll •.::fJ'::l'st.,wl!llf:, .}i.
the 011 spill and I'hfO USA of injured reAources. For eXi-irnpie:

- establish int~rprel'8tl.ve And information centors at ValdAz,
ml1ttler And Cnr~0VA

- COn9rrUc.t public c~bins and trails

5. Conduct long-term recovery monitoring of surra-tidal and $45,000,000
intertidAl hAhitills along the path of the spill concentrating
on Pr1nce William Sound. For eXAmple:

-select representative sites within oiled and nonoiled areas.
as well as \olithin the fiv& htlhitat types l.dent1fied during the
damage Assessment process: rocky exposed and non-exposed.
coarse textured expos~d And nor: - E-xposed. and fine textu1'ed.

6. Assist privAte land owners throufh a cooperative extension $10,000,000
program of State and Private For~stry in vegetation management.
Coonlinate the extent of this as~i.stance to the quantity of
ilvailBhlE'!, f>uitahll3 hahitat clas.sE!s [01' key fish and wildlife
species. For eXRmple:

- vegetation managem€'nr on timhnL harvested portions of
Afog,nak Isltnld

TOTAL $456.000, 000
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ALASKA AFFAIRS COORDINATION

This memo reflects the combined comme.nts of the F01.'est Service in Alaska, Bill
Opfer. L1nd myself. They aro intend.:d to assist you in the upcoming meeting
with the WAshington Policy Group on this subject.

General Comments: The pU4pose of the report is not well documented nor does it
contain a strong linkage to the D8ma~e Assessrr.ent work that is currently
underway. It will be some time yet before the damage assessment work is
completed. evaluated and a complete picture of the injury to natural resources
as a result of thp. Exxon Valdez. oil spill is developed. Without a complete
picture of this d<lmage, it is prematllre in many cases to discuss the specific
type of restoration work or effort. Any specific restoration projects included
in a potential set.tlem811t should be subject to furthel' revie.w and modification
by t}le Trustees AS part of the restoration planning and implementation process.

We feel that that it would be prefeLable that any settlement agreement be
limited to establishment of a funding pool, & process for managing the pool,
establishment of criterin to qualify and to set priorities. a timetrame for
completion of all restoration w01.·k and a mecl.anism for returning any balance to
Exxon. The planning and implementation proc&ss should be controlled by the
designated Natural Resource Trustees. Specific restoration projects included
in a potelltial settlement should 81,,0 be subject to further revievl and
modificrition by the TrusteE'S as part of the l'estoJ:ation pl-ocess.

Section 1.3 . The document assumes that proof of injury exists for all of the
specific resources. This should be revised to indicate that injury has
occurred and the extent 1s bein& determined through the damage assessment work
currently undel-way. The l-eference to an assumption that "natural recovery is
inadequate" should be deleted as then· is no basis for validat.ion of this
statf\rnent.

Section 2.1: The first para&raph includes a statement that all oil that
didn't evaporate or wasn't recovered ended up in the coastal habitat. This may
be it correct: statement but cannot be validated at this timB, so it should be
deleted or revised.

The second paragraph includes a proposal to restrict management activities on
National Forest l~mds/pubHc lands. We do Out view activities that OCCl.lr on
the National Forest: lands w:l.thin the scope of the. Forest Plan for the Chugach
National Forest such as log transfer sites a~d resorts or marinas as having 8.

negative effect on the resources involved. Theref.ore we strone1y oppose this
propOSAl as it does not meet the "6 Burdens" for qualifying as a restoration
project.



rli"" ~e:'ti;'ll Qli ?(,·,;lJl~.:L'll()NS is I·.,rt I.clll,.r1.v ..... ,;,! .. Tlw priorities and
c)bjt2.c:tlVet; lw.:.:d ttl be c:le81'ly Sltttl:'d 1f thv pllJjlC,sed llCqlli;;it1.01l", al'e etl 1>1:

identified at this time. ~hA-re18tionship is not very obvious for m~ny of'the
,1t'e~4$ '.~hich certainly wenke-Ilf. the case for acquirin/?, lands £is a restoration

The sect-ioll dealing "lith Hanagement Alternatives appears to ignore potential
S(.cj ill restor:ition effects. Clot:inr; or redllcing cornmcl:~i!1l and sport hunting
and fishing should 8180 be c0nsjdel:ed AS alt,ernatives and added actions for
re~torRtion of wildlife And fish numbers in the affected arcas.

TIlis is not considered to be the approprinte forum for considering
establishment of Prince William Sound as a·National Recreation Area.
Designating of the National Forest lands as 8n NRA would pt-eclude any logging
t'{) tJ..lt10nal F0n·~;t Lands but not stop it on pd,I1Htc lands.

Section 2.5 The diRcussion on recreRtional use provides no substantive
information to support the conclusion that recreation is impacted other than
preceptional1y. We do not believe this is entirely the case. We believe the
narrative shOUld addtess the need for siBnificantly expanding the interpretive
programs in the area affected by the oil spill to improve public understanding
of the effects nnd recavAry effort.s being made to deal with them.

In closing our real concern is that we try to get the settlem~nt agreement to
be more generic in nature and wait until the damage assessment is completed if
possible. Otherwise we may wind up arguing about the merit of a bunch of

,specific proposals witbout anything substantive to support our argument. We
recognize the role of establishing a negotiating position to work from but fear
the framework as currently laid out grossly exceeds its own premise that
"restoration projects are included that may be in excess of injuries that can
be reasonably proven with pre,sently avaiJ able N:RDA data". It also assumes
sources of injtlries for some agencies that are unfounded.

Bill and! would be happy to further discuss t.hese COllllllents. Copies of this
memo will be prov1n~d to aGe in Alaska as ~etl.

/s/ Oave

DAVE RITTF.NHOUSE
Alafika AffAtrs Coordinator

cc: Opfer
Barton
Gibbons
Maynard
Lisowski
Wolfe.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE
This preliminary draft document has been prepared at the request of the U.S.

Department of Justice to help support its preparation for potential negotiations regarding
settlement of damages caused by the Exxon-Valdez oil spill. This document is meant only
to support potential out-oJ-court negotiations, where rigorous proofs are not at issue, and
should not be used or referenced outside of that narrow context. Also, this document
does not present an ov~rall Natural Res;urce Damage Assessment (NRDA) settlement
proposal. Nor does it address uses for additional funds (beyond those necessary for the
restoration projects discussed herein) that may become available based on direct injuries
and lost use values. Rather, this document supports only one portion of a potential
settlement: restoration. It is assumed that direct injuries and use values are being
compiled and evaluated separately, and that restoration needs/costs will be integrated
with those efforts. Information contained in this document will be updated as results
from ongoing NRDA studies become available.

1.2 GENERAL APPROACH

The overall philosophy of this document is to help achieve a negotiated
settlement of the maximum possible amount. Consistent with its purpose to support
negotiations, restoration projects are included that may be in excess of injuries that can be
reasonably proven with presently available NRDA data. Therefore, potential restoration
measures are evaluated individually so that adjustments to the recommended restoration
"package" can be made easily as may be appropriate to the negotiations. At the same time
the overall benefits described for the recommended restoration package would still be
realized, albeit to a lesser degree.

The recommended measures reflect an ecosystem approach to restoration (with
resource-specific components). In particular, where alternatives exist for restoring and
injured resource, restoration measures that benefit multiple resources are given
preference over actions that would benefit individual species. This not only helps to
address ecosystem components not directly targeted by NRDA studies, but in most cases
also advances the goal of maximizing the (requested) settlement amount in that pooling
many slightly injured resources can help justify larger "equivalent resource" acquisitions
than could be the case if smaller-scale direct restoration measures were proposed. In
addition, this approach reflects the realization that few direct restoration measures will
even remain viable if negotiations (or litigation) were to become protracted.

Potential restoration measures have been identified with both technical and
public input obtained by the Restoration Planning Work Group, as documented in its
three reports.a,b,c/ All options are based on the definition of "restoration" contained in
the draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Trustee agencies and EPA (the
MOA definition itself is based on the definition in the Department of the Interior (DOl)
NRDA regulations [43 CFR Part 11]):

1
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"Restore" or "Restoration" means any action in addition to cleanup response
activities required or authorized by state or federal law which serves to restore any
natural resource injured, lost or destroyed as a result of the Oil Spill and the
services provided by that resource to their pre-spill condition, or which replaces or
substitutes for the injured, lost or destroyed resource and affected services.
Restoration includes, without limitation, replacement of resources and acquisition
of equivalent resources and services, and, to the extent permitted by law, long-term
environmental monitoring and research programs in the area affected by the Oil
Spill directed to the prevention, containment, cleanup and amelioration of oil
spills.

1.3 SPECIFIC APPROACH/ASSUMPTIONS
Each potential restoration project is evaluated in terms of the "6 Burdens" that

are expected to be relevant should the NRDA settlement go to litigation, as outlined by
the Department of Justice. (This document does not attempt to satisfy these burdens to
the degree that would be required for litigation.) The "6 Burdens" are:

1. Relationship to (proof of) injury
2. Natural recovery is "inadequate"
3. Restoration measure is technically feasible
4. Restoration measure would have a net environmental benefit
5. Cost of implementing the restoration measure would not be "grossly

disproportionate" to the values of the resource
6. Restoration measure is cost-effective relative to alternative methods for

restoring the resource
With respect to these points, this document assumes that #1 (proof of injury)

exists for all of the resources addressed. It is assumed that the necessary proofs are being
compiled and will be presented elsewhere. The "injury statements" given in this
document for each resource represent independent assumptions about injuries that could
reasonably be expected from the spill (and in some cases preliminary information from
discussions with NRDA principal investigators), and are presented only for the purposes
of preparation for negotiation. These injury statements should not be referenced outside
of that context.

Similarly, #2 (natural recovery is inadequate) is assumed to be the case for the
resource addressed. The primary justification for this assumption relates to the overall
"ecosystem approach" to this restoration proposal. Different ecosystem components
(individuals, populations, communities, and the ecosystem as a whole) will exhibit
different rates of natural recovery. For example, it is to be expected that barnacles will be
among the most resilient intertidal organisms in terms of recolonization rates. However,
other intertidal species (including certain crustaceans and molluscs) will be much slower
to recover to pre-spill conditions. The time necessary for "full recovery" of intertidal
communities will in turn be dictated by the recovery rates of the slowest species in that
community. At the same time, recovery of higher trophic level species that use intertidal
areas as habitat - such as those that feed extensively in the intertidal zone (e.g., sea otters,
oystercatchers, some sea ducks) - will be linked to the recovery rates of the species on
which they feed (not necessarily the fastest recolonizers). Therefore, this document takes
the approach that restoration of the ecosystem as a whole is inextricably tied to the
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recovery of all its major components. In this sense, relatively rapid recovery of
individual species or habitats is "inadequate" until all the other uses of those species or
habitats have also been restored.

Burdens 3, 4, and 6 are evaluated directly for each resource.
Burden #5 ("grossly disproportionate" test> is not evaluated for the resources

addressed in this document. First, we have no information at this time about the degree
of injury that DOJ will present (for negotiating purposes or otherwise). Therefore, the
application of this test is currently outside the scope of this document. In addition, the
Ohio case (State of Ohio v. Department of the Interior; July 14, 1989) is vague about what
could be considered as "grossly disproportionate," and it would be inappropriate for this
document to make any independent assumption in this regard. Finally, consistent with
the philosophy of supporting negotiations by maximizing the absolute size of the
proposed settlement, it is suggested that the "grossly disproportionate" test be applied to
the recommended settlement package (i.e., the mix of ultimately recommended
restoration measures) rather that to each of the potential restoration options outlined.
This is also consistent with the overall "ecosystem" approach, where resources (such as
intertidal habitats, discussed above) are recognized as having ecological values (uses)
beyond their individual values.

In addition to the considerations described above this document makes
numerous other assumptions, particularly with respect to estimating costs. For example,
although it is recognized that some resources may require longer periods of attention
while others may require less, 10 years is routinely used for calculating operating costs,
monitoring periods, etc. The pertinent resource-specific assumptions are presented along
with the discussions for the individual resources.

2. DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROTECTS

2.1 COASTAL HABITATS

This category includes those areas directly injured by the oil spill and subsequent
clean-up activities. Virtually all of the oil that did not evaporate or was not quickly
recovered ended up in these habitats. These areas include the "supratidal" (splash zone
and immediately adjacent uplands including beach ryegrass zones), intertidal, and
nearshore subtidal areas. These areas represent important and in some cases critical
habitats for a variety of plant, vertebrate, and invertebrate species that were also directly
injured by the spilL Supratidal are key interface areas for upland species, incL mammals
and birds. Intertidal and shallow subtidal areas, including estuarine salt marshes and
eelgrass beds (which comprise a small % of spill area, but are disproportionately important
habitats) are critical for many feeding and rearing bird, fish, and marine mammal species.

Some direct restoration measures are available to address some of the injuries to
coastal habitats. However, for most species feasible techniques do not exist to accelerate
natural recovery. Another major consideration in identifying restoration projects that
would benefit coastal habitats is the fact that all Alaska tidelands (intertidal) and
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submerged lands are already in public ownership. Therefore, direct acquisition of unoiled
tidelands and submerged lands to replace damaged areas is not possible. However, changes
in management practices/use restrictions on public lands, and enhanced protection of
adjacent upland and marine areas (through acquisition or other means) can benefit both
the coastal habitats themselves and the species they support, by reducing cumulative
effects on stressed populations/habitats.

Injury Statement
[CALL DAVE G.! Consider ryegrass, high fringing salt marshes, erosion, debris,

connection to archaeological injuries, habitat values for birds, mammals,carbon source for
aquatics, connection to recreational uses and subsistence gathering, etc.] [NEED handle on
potential amt of coastline needing attention - absent, can assume ryegrass exists along 25
30% of injured coastline, and was 10-25% (?) injured there; marshes occur along 1% of
injured coastline with about 50% of them being injured to a degree; etc ...]

Options
- BEACH RYEGRASS RESTORATION: Feasibility: Techniques proven in

Alaska, rapid coverage, high success rate. Benefit: To erosion, cultural resource site
stabilization, recreational resource aspects incl. aesthetics, habitat values for associated
species. Cost: [CALL Stoney W. to get idea of unit cost, incl. logistics support, etc.] Cost
effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; addresses
multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly
disproportionate" test).

- ESTUARINE SALT MARSH RESTORATION: Feasibility: Techniques proven
elsewhere (fertilization and transplanting), moderate success rates, may require re-work
depending on degree of remnant oiling. Benefit: To feeding birds and fish, terrestrial
mammals, local water quality, erosion in sheltered embayments. Cost: $10 million
[$500,000/acre full restoration (adjusted for Alaska based on $300,000/acre N.J. experience)
for 10 acres plus $5 million total for less intensive restoration work (limited replanting,
fertilization, and reapplication, plus monitoring for up to 10 years) on up to 100 acres].
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; addresses
multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly
disproportionate" test).

- EELGRASS RESTORATION/ENHANCEMENT: Feasibility: Techniques
established elsewhere, moderate success rates, may require some re-work. Benefit: To
feeding and rearing fish and shellfish including juvenile salmonids, crabs, and shrimp; to
feeding shorebirds and diving ducks; to ecosystem functions such as nutrient cycling and
stabilization from erosion; and to other (mostly non-targeted) resources. Cost: $__
(_acres, estimated $_/acre transplanting, monitoring, and re-planting). Cost
effectiveness: Direct, in-kind, on- or off-site measure using established technology;
addresses multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing
"grossly disproportionate" test).

- EQUIVALENT RESOURCES: Enhanced protection of supratidal and intertidal
areas can be achieved through management changes on and/or direct acquisition of
upland and marine areas immediately adjacent to the shoreline. To be most directly
beneficial, lands threatened by potential timber harvest, subsurface (mineral)
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development, or other disturbance-creating activities (such as lodges) should be targeted.
(Note that many of these options have benefits to other than coastal habitat resources.
Other sections of this document will refer to these options where appropriate to avoid
multiple accounting.)
ACQUISITIONS: Potential acquisitions are presented below in no particular order.
Acquisition options are prioritized in the "Recommendations" section. (It is assumed that
all acquisitions would be made on a willing buyer-willing seller basis. Eminent domain is
assumed not to be an option.)

- Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (direct
purchase: 77,450 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $77.5 million);1

- Other non-federal lands within Kenai Fjords, excluding mining claims (direct
purchase, 20,125 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $20 million);

- Mining claims within Kenai Fjords (estimated 800 acres, estimated
value/acquisition cost $_ million);

- Native inholdings, allotments, and applications within Katmai National Park
(53,706 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $54 million);

- Other non-federal lands within Katmai (128,379 acres, estimated value/acquisition
cost $128 million);

- Inholdings and subsurface interests within Aniakchak National Monument and
Preserve (197,817 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $198 million);

- Inholdings in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface
and subsurface rights to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $262 million);2

- Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000
acres, estimated acquisition cost $30 million);3

- Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights
to 111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $111 million);4

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, 9,100 acres,
estimated acquisition cost $82 million);5

1 Figures for lands associated with National Parks/Monuments based on average cost of
$1,000 per acre, which reflects higher assumed value for these lands than have been paid
in recent agreements for purchasing lands & development rights (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist) in Alaska. (IncI. the Kijiik agreement that
paid approximately $400/acre for surface and subsurface rights, and the USAF's
"Backscatter" radar project which purchased title to Interior lands at $450/acre.)
2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive Settlement of
Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill" ("Proposal") dated July 4, 1990.
Costs adjusted upward from average of Proposal by approximately 50% (to $1,000 per acre) to
include an estimate for acquisition of subsurface right as well as timber harvest rights, and
to include operating (management) costs for a period of 10 years.
3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million, adjusted upward by 50% as in footnote 2,
above.
4 See footnote 2, above.
5 Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimate based on 5 major parcels
valued at from $8,000 - $lO,OOO/acre each.
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- Non-federal lands within the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge (surface and
subsurface rights to 400,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $200 million)6

- Native timber lands rights on Afognak Island (surface {and subsurface?} rights to
211,664 acres, appraised value $210 million)

- Non-federal lands within the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge
(purchase of 260 acres {two islands}, estimated cost $0.3 million)

Feasibility: Feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods 
i.e., 10 years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the
Native corporations. (Can be addressed for individual acquisitions, as well.) Benefit:
Addresses multiple species, habitats, and uses. Reduction of cumulative effects will
provide for enhanced recovery of eagles, peregrine falcons, sea ducks, some Alcids,
oystercatchers and other shorebirds, sea otters, sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial
mammals, intertidal organisms, salmonids and other fish, cultural resources, and
recreational resources. Acquisition options also provide the only direct benefit for
resources not specifically targeted in NRDA studies (including fish and wildlife species that
receive limited commercial, recreational. or subsistence use). Cost: Up to $_ million
(total detailed above). Note that additional opportunities are available, but would have
less direct benefits than the options listed. Cost-effectiveness: Addresses many
species/resources, including resources and ecosystem components not targeted in NRDA
studies; for several resources, methods do not exist to undertake direct restoration
measures. Therefore reducing cumulative effects through acquisition of equivalent
resources is one of the only means of enhancing natural recovery. Assumed extremely
cost-effective overall (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES:
- ESTABLISH NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIES within the spill area,

adjacent to federally-managed uplands. Combined with protections afforded to upland
habitats and uses by National Parks, Monuments, and Wildlife Refuges, this approach
would allow better regulation of (reduction/minimization of impacts from) developments
and disturbance-producing activities that could injure coastal habitats. Without this type
of status, federal land managers have little real ability to regulate activities occurring just
offshore, even if the activities adversely affect the purposes and uses of the upland areas
(e.g., recreational activities,fish harvest methods/levels). Feasibility: several sanctuaries
already exist (none in Alaska), flexible regulatory aspects (can establish purposes/regulate
uses specifically to benefit injured or recovering marine resources), extensive public and
legislative involvement required to establish. Benefit: to fish, shellfish, aquatic birds,
marine mammals, recreation, and to scientific study of the sanctuaries' ecosystem. Cost:
$45 million (for three sanctuaries).7 Cost-effectiveness: Addresses multiple species and

6 Potentially less threatened lands. $500/acre average assumed, as paid in the recent
Kijiik agreement for purchasing development rights in Alaska (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist - approximately $400/acre for surface and
subsurface rights).
7 Based on existing sanctuaries: includes $2 million each for the public establishment
process (ElS, hearings, etc.), $1 million per year each operating expenses for 10 years, and
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uses, addresses gap in uplands acquisition programs by complementing and
supplementing abilities to protect aquatic resources injured by the oil spill. Assumed
highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH STATE MARINE PARKS adjacent to state-managed uplands.
Feasibility and Benefits: similar to those listed for national marine sanctuaries, but
potentially with less certainty about effectiveness of restrictions. Cost (Not yet available;
expected to be substantially less expensive than national marine sanctuaries.) Cost
effectiveness: assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH COLLEGE FJORD/NELLIE JUAN WILDERNESS AREA(s) within
Prince William Sound. Feasibility: Existing Wilderness Study Area(s), extensive
public/legislative participation required to establish. Benefits: Similar to coastal habitats
benefits of upland habitat acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple
species/habitats/resources. More protective of natural resources and more restrictive of
uses. Particular benefit to recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost: (Not yet available;
expected to be relatively small.) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND NATIONAL RECREATION AREA
from major portion of the existing Chugach National Forest. Feasibility: Feasible to
establish; potentially extensive public and legislative participation required, but expected to
be considerably less that for marine sanctuaries, wilderness areas, etc. Benefits: Similar to
coastal habitats benefits of upland habitat acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple
species/habitats/resources. Particular benefit to recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost:
(Not yet available; expected to be relatively small.) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly
cost-effective.

- [ADD: other (more minor) measures, incl. intertidal debris pick-up programs,
public education programs, iiAdopt-a-shoreline" type programs, etc.] Feasibility:

Benefit: Cost Cost-benefit:
-- [ADD: NO ACTION ("natural recovery") ALTERNATIVE] Feasibility:
Benefit: Cost: Cost-benefit:

2.2 FISH AND SHELLFISH
- Category intro: specific assumptions, etc.
- Species-specific presentations:

- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options

[INCL: commercial and recreational fishing area/time restrictions; establishment of
limited entry-type programs for injured species not yet so regulated, hatcheries for salmon,
spawning enhancements for wild salmon stocks (egg boxes, habitat rehab, etc.), buy-back of
limited entry permits (with or without redistribution to Natives/locals), temporary buy
back of permits during a "recovery" period, support for development of "new" fisheries,
rehabilitation or substitution of subsistence shellfish harvest areas, expansion of
monitoring facilities for contaminants in seafoods (particularly with access by locals),
public education program (for commercial, recreational, and subsistence harvesters),
artificial habitat structures for both fish and shellfish, etc.]

(for each, list):

$3 million each capital costs for boats capable of administering/conducting research in all
seasons.
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- Feasibility statement
- Environmental benefit statement
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion

- Other (non-targeted by NRDA) resources (discussion)
[- Resource list for Fish and Shellfish (tentative):

- Sport fish harvest and effort
- Salmon spawning areas
- Egg/pre-emergent fry
- Early marine, salmon
- Adult salmon returns (coded-wire tags)
- Sockeye overescapement
- Dolly Varden
- Herring
- Larval fish
- Rockfish
- Groundfish (trawl survey)
- Clams
- Spot shrimp
- Crabs
- Sea urchins]

2.3 BIRDS
(SAME FORMAT)

[INCL: introduced predator (fox) removal from island nesting colonies, nesting and
roosting habitat protection/acquisition within the spill area, forage base enhancements
(incl. fishing restrictions), reduction/elimination of mortalities due to high seas drift net
fisheries, management changes to minimize disturbance of rookeries, nesting habitat
enhancement ("Ducks Unlimited" type) projects, acquisition/protection of San Juan
Islands winter loon habitat, Willamette National Wildlife Refuge expansion, etc.]

- Resource list for Birds (tentative):
- Bald eagles
- Peregrines
- Sea Ducks (Harlequins, etc.)
- Passerines
- Seabird colonies
- Loons
- Common Murres
- Marbled Murrelets
- Pigeon Guillemots
- Other Alcids
- Black-legged Kittiwakes
- Glaucous-winged Gulls
- Oystercatchers
- Cormorants
- Mergansers
- Other bird species
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2.4 MAMMALS;
(SAME FORMAT)

[INCL: rookery/haulout habitat acquisitions, forage base enhancements (inc!. fishing
restrictions), management changes/actions to minimize disturbance, public education
programs, limited reintroductions, etc.]

- Resource list for Mammals (tentative):
- Humpback whales
- Orcas
- Sea lions
- Harbor seals
- Sea otters
- Black-tail deer
- Black bear
- Brown bear
- River otter and mink
- Small mammals

2.5 RECREATIONAL USES AND INTRINSIC VALUES
(TO BE SAME FORMAT)
[INCL: importance of overall ecosystem restoration, establishment of National

Recreation Area, wilderness, marine sanctuaries/parks, acquisition of development rights
in important recreation areas, establishment of additional public-use recreational
facilities/uses/species in the spill area or at alternate locations, sea-going vessels for
Katmai NP and other management units, etc.]

Intro and Assumptions

Human use of ecological resources for recreation is an important category of services which
must be addressed by the restoration process.

Biological and physical restoration of ecological resources is fundamental to the restoration of
recreational uses; however, such biophysical restoration is not sufficient to address certain
wilderness values, aesthetic values, and other "in-absentia" values such as option, existence,
and bequest values.

To the extent that restoration of recreational uses is partially accomplished by biophysical
restoration, it is assumed that those actions are discussed under the appropriate biological
resource. This section includes recreation-specific restoration actions.

All recreational uses are not equal; to the extent possible, the same type and quality of
recreational experience must be restored.

Injury to recreational resources must be evaluated in terms of changes in both actual use and
perceptions. (Perception is at least as important as reality.)
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Measures of use levels are inadequate because they do not capture important changes in the
type and quality of experience.

Increased use numbers are not necessarily desirable.

Impacts may be higher on some groups than on others. For example, beach-dependent
activities <e.g., kayak camps) will be more impacted than off-shore activities <e.g., cruise ship
tourism).

Given the large acreage of public lands in Alaska, providing relatively small public access sites
will restore more value than acquisition or designation of additional wilderness acreage.

Little injury assessment information is available; some use level data is available for Kenai
Fjords National Park, but necessary data on quality of experience and user perceptions is
lacking. Data available for Kenai Fjords National Park follows:

Approximately 30 percent of the 400 miles of coastline within Kenai Fjords National
Park received some degree of oiling: 50 miles experienced very light impact, 50 miles
light impact,S miles moderate impact, and 0.31 miles heavy impact.

Visitation of park has increased approximately 10-13% per year since establishment in
1980.

Between 1988 and 1989 overall visitation increased 30% from 59,000 to 77,000 visitors.
Note that a decrease in some types of recreational use requiring early reservations (such
as cruise ship packages) would not be expected to suffer a decline in visitation
immediately following a spill. A decrease in Kenai Fjords National Park visitation by
other groups (kayakers and anglers) was observed in 1989.

Resource-specific Presentations

Public-use cabins/sites:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Provide alternative destinations.
• Minimize further cumulative impacts.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• No action / natural recovery.

Low-impact camping:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -
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Restoration Strategies
• Provide alternative destinations.
• No action / natural recovery.

Kayaks and canoes:

Injury statement - Kenai Fjords National Park experienced a decline in kayaker use in
1989. Kayakers and canoeists are strongly impacted by visible oiling of beach sediments
at sites where they camp or rest. In most areas, solitude is an important component of
the paddling experience; therefore, these users have been and will continue to be
impacted by clean-up activities, monitoring and research activities, development
activities visible (or audible) from the water and adjacent shoreline, and by increased
tourism which may result from increased public awareness of the oil-impacted area.

Adequacy of natural recovery - How long will surface and shallow subsurface oil rub off
on tent bottoms? How long will stain last on protected beaches?

Restoration Strategies
• Restore prime shoreline use sites.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Charter, tour boats, etc.:
Injury statement - The NRDA process does not address losses to commercial charter
and tour boat operators; however, it should address and restore injuries to the visitor's
experience due to natural resource injury. Many of these impacts will be perceptual
and can be addressed through education o~ interpretation.

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Other pleasure boats:

Injury statement - Other pleasure boats includes sailboats, inflatables, skiffs, etc. These
users will be affected perceptually in the manner similar to that of passengers on
charters and tour boats. In addition, to the extent that they use shorelines and beaches,
they will suffer direct use impacts similar to those affecting kayakers and canoeists.

Adequacy of natural recovery -
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Restoration Strategies
• Restore prime shoreline use sites.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Marine sport fishing:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Freshwater sport fishing:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action I natural recovery.

Shellfishing:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Hunting, terrestrial mammals:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Hunting, waterfowl:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -
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Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Trapping:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Hiking and climbing:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Berry picking, picnicking, etc.:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Nature study:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Photography:
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Aesthetic values:
Injury statement-
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Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Acquire equivalent resources.
• Minimize further development.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

"In-absentia" values (including option, existence, and bequest values):
Injury statement-

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Acquire equivalent resources.
• Minimize further development.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Other Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values

Restoration Options

Strategy: Restore prime shoreline use sites.

• Additional cleanup of prime shoreline use sites.
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit: On a site-by-site basis, additional cleaning of prime

shoreline use sites may be justifiable even if it sets back natural, biological
recovery. Additional restoration measures <e.g., transplanting) may be
considered to address some of these impacts on biological resources.

Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Provide alternative destinations.

• Provide alternative destinations for shoreline use where previous sites
have been irreversibly damaged.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
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• Add field personnel and/or revise regulations in response to increased
awareness of recreational opportunities following oil spill publicity and clean up.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Discourage use of new sites as well as continued use of oiled sites where
such use would slow natural recovery.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Minimize further cumulative impacts.

• Revise public-lands management plans to minimize further degradation
of recreational resources.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Minimize further development.

• Purchase private inholdings within public lands.
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Minimize development through tax incentives for not logging or
developing private lands and by obtaining development rights, easements, etc. (less
than-fee-simple title) on private lands.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Acquire equivalent resources.

• Acquire key public access sites within privately-owned lands and along
coasts and rivers.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:
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• Designate Prince William Sound as a national recreation area or national
monument.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

.. Establish new parks, refuges, and other protected areas.
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Acquire or otherwise protect "threatened" wilderness or recreation areas
within and outside of Alaska

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Education / interpretation.

• Publish brochure to educate recreational boaters about environmental
protection.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Develop unified agency-private tourism and public information program
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Construct and/or maintain public interpretive facilities in oil-spill
communities, perhaps associated with state or federal conservation units

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: No action / natural recovery.

2.6 CULTURAL AND SUBSISTENCE RESOURCES
(SAME FORMAT)
- Resource list for Cultural and Subsistence Resources (tentative):

- Archaeological/historical sites and artifacts
- Subsistence lifestyle and values
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- Subsistence hunting
- Subsistence fishing
- Public trust (in subsistence resources and in government)
- Other

2.7 MONITORING
- Approach (incl. MOA)
- Basis (Puget Sound, Chesapeake)

2.8 RESEARCH
- Approach/Basis (incl. MOA)

- Additional restoration benefit (connection to cultural/social restoration, etc.)

3. SYNTHESIS DISCUSSION

Re. acquisitions:
- Ecosystem benefitted acquisitions, incl.:

- avoidance often = surest
- addresses non-targeted resources, as well
- addresses cultural/social/political aspects of restoration, as well

- Justifications for combining restoration options common to multiple resources
- Ability to reduce (negotiated) magnitude of acquisition while retaining overall
benefits
- Application of cost-effectiveness/"grossly disproportionate" tests to combined
options
- Brief discussion of restoration projects not recommended
- (Note relation to Coastal Coalition proposal vis a' vis acceptability)

4. RECOMMENDED RESTORATION PACKAGE AND COST

- Reminders re: degree-of-injury assumptions, and that we can't address "grossly d."
- List suggested restoration package (prioritized plan elements/projects)
- Note injured resources addressed by each
- Total cost presented for recommended restoration package: $_

Coastal Habitats restoration cost: $
Fish and Shellfish restoration cost: $
Birds restoration cost: $
Mammals restoration cost: $_
Recreational Resources restoration cost: $
Cultural Resources restoration cost: $_
Other Ecosystem Components restoration cost: $_
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5. REFERENCES
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POTENTIAL RESTORATION PROGRN1

Project

Fish and Shellfish

Cost in Millions $

-Salmon hatcheries and stream enhancement in
and outside the spill area

-Endowment of hatchery operating costs

-Restoration of intertidal spawning areas for
salmon habitat

-sportfish restoration

-Herring__enh.ancem..ent ..

-Fishery closures to rebuild stocks

-Shellfish mariculture for sUbsistence users

-Monitoring subsistence fishery resources
(10 years)

-Endow trust fund for more intensive fishery
management

200

200

15

40

10

5

10

100

-Monitoring, assessment, and management projects
for various fishery resources (10 years)

FiSheries Subtotal

Coastal/Marine Habitats

-FucuS (marine algae) xecolonization

-Marsh rehabilitation (raking, revegetating)

-Re-establishment of intertidal fauna

-Create new marine parks/sanctuaries
(include 10 years' operation)

Coastal Habitat SUbtotal

2

70

660

50

50

50

10

:L60

.-



Mammals, Marine and Terrestrial

-Purchase critical pupping and haul-out areas for
marine mammals (e.g. Marmot Island for' Steller's
Sea Lions) 25

-Increased environmental law enforcement (10 years) 10

-Reduce competition for prey specues by restricting
fisheries harvests (10 years) 30

Mammals Subtotal 65

Birds

-Removal of introduced predatorsjvermin(e.•.g •..,
foxes and rats) from islands

-Purchase colony/public viewing sites for marine
birds (e.g., Gull Isl., Homer)

-Endow public environmental education

-Restoration of eroded upland nesting habitat
(e ••g., Simeonoff Isl. [check spelling])

-Acquisition of winter habitat for waterfowl and
other bird populations impacted by the spill
(e.g., Canada geese in oregon)

Birds Subtotal

Recreation

-Construct public-use Qabins and other
non-intrusive facilities as alternatives to
existing facilities at damaged sites

-Construct public use cabins and other non
intrusive facilities beyond the spill area

-Purchase small strategic sites (e.g., fishing/
camp sites) for pUblic access in private lands
(in spill area and southcentral AK generally)

-PUblic education and promotional program about
post-spill opportunities and problems (10 years)

-construct visitor facilities to interpret natural

:3

10

10

100

10

50

:L80

10

50

40

10



CONFI
history and oil spill for federal and state parks
in the impacted area

Recreation SUbtotal

Cultural

50

160

-Stabilization and protection of historic/
burial sites important to Alaskan Natives 100

-PUblic education program about post-spill
cultural/subsistence resources in rural
villages (10 years) 10

-Museum exhibitions on spill effects and recovery 10

-Foster Native cultural traditions through buy
backs of artifacts, education about methods, etc. 10

-Public education/law enforcement pertaining to
historical/burial sites (10 years) 5

Cultu~al Subtotal 135

Multipurpose Projects

-Purchase private timber rights in blocks and
buffers along coasts, streams, and adjacent
uplands (e.g., southeast Montague Island) for
wildlife, fisheries, and recreation

-Purchase in-holdings within existing· state/
federal protected units (e.g., Kachemak Bay
state Park, Kenai Fjo~s National Park)

-Designate new protected areas (state/federal)
(e.g., a National Monument. in prince William
Sound) (include 10 years operation)

-Establish trust fund or revolving fund to
support future acquisition projects within in
oil-spill. area

-Restore beaches and supratidal areas damaged
during clean up

-Eliminate foreign high-seas gillnet fisheries
to benefit salmon, marine mammals, and birds

4

300

15

10

10

5



-Clean up and eliminate future marine debris
harmful to marine mammals and birds

-Buy back both offshore and inshore oil leases
(e.g., Chuchi, Bristol bay)

-Establish new wilderness areas/better protect
existing wilderness areas (especially coastal)
in continental u.s.

-Acquisition of critical wildlife in Alaska
(e.g., Lake Florence, Admiralty Island)

-"Nongame" wildlife research and education
trust in Alaska

-subsidizeeco-tourism industry in oil spill
area and around Alaska (travel vouchers, Earth
keep project)

10

1000

50

50

100

20

-Enhance monitoring and enforcement related to oil
storage and transportation to reduce chronic
and catastrophic spills 20

-Abatement of water pollution in spill area from
sources other than oil (e.g., sewage) 100

-Establish required recycling program, 100

~Improve response capacity to continue and
clean up spills 25

-Funds to support public participation in restoration
planning and implementation 10

~Arctic Institute for Alternative Energy 100
.....

-Establish an Alaska Environmental Permanent'Fund (No Limitl

Multipurpose SUbtotal:

5
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IMPORTANT NOTE:

This document is INCOMPLETE.

This is a preliminary working version , and is
provided for discussion purposes. ONLY

Total costs for a restoration package~ be
calculated from this version.

Restoration options have not yet been
prioritized, and lack of discussion on particular
options at this time DOES NOT mean they are not
important or will not be added.

THIS DOClIMENT SHOULD NOT BE COPIED OR
FURTHER DISTRIBUTED
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE
This preliminary draft document has been prepared at the request of the U.S.

Department of Justice to help support its preparation for potential negotiations regarding
settlement of damages caused by the Exxon-Valdez oil spill. This document is meant only
to support potential out-of-court negotiations, where rigorous prOOfS are not at issue, and
should not be used or referenced outside of that narrow context. Also, this document
does not present an overall Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA) settlement
proposal. Nor does it address uses for additional funds (beyond those necessary for the
restoration projects discussed herein) that may become available based on direct injuries
and lost use values. Rather, this document supports only one portion of a potential
settlement: restoration. It is assumed that direct injuries and use values are being
compiled and evaluated separately, and that restoration needs/costs will be integrated
with those efforts. Information contained in this document ~l)lbe updated as results
from ongoing NRDA studies become available. \j" /'

·(jI;JJV
1.2 GENERAL APPROACH

The overall philosophy of this document is to help achieve a negotiated
settlement of the maximum possible amount. Consistent with its purpose to support
negotiations, restoration projects are included that may be in excess of injuries that can be
reasonably proven with presently available NRDA data. Therefore, potential restoration
measures are evaluated individually so that adjustments to the recommended restoration
"package" can be made easily as may be appropriate to the negotiations. At the same time
the overall benefits described for the recommended restoration package would still be
realized, albeit to a lesser degree.

The recommended measures reflect an ecosystem approach to restoration (with
resource-sPecific components). In particular, where alternatives exist for restoring and
injured resource, restoration measures that benefit multiple resources are given
preference over actions that would benefit individual species. This not only helps to
address ecosystem components not directly targeted by NRDA studieS, but in most cases
also advances the goal of maximizing the (requested) settlement amount in that pooling
many slightly injured resources can help justify larger "equivalent resource" acquisitions ~
than could be the case if smaller-scale direct restoration measures were proposed. In~ ./
addition, this approach reflects the realization that few direct restoration measures will .
even remain viable if negotiations (or litigation) were to ~-prd'treuaCtea."'O~. .

Potential restoration measures have been identified with both technical and
public input obtained by the Restoration Planning Work Group, as documented in its
three reports.iJ2&/ All options are based on the definition of "restoration" contained in
the draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Trustee agencies and EPA (the
MOA definition itself is based on the definition in the Department of the Interior (DOn
NRDA regulations [43 CPR Part 11]):

1
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"Restore" or "Restoration" means any action in addition to cleanup response
activities required or authorized by state or federal law which serves to restore any
natural resource injured, lost or destroyed as a result of the Oil Spill and the
services provided by that resource to their pre-spill condition, or which replaces or
substitutes for the injured, lost or destroyed resource and affected services.
Restoration includes, without limitation, replacement of resources and acquisition
of equivalent resources and services, and, to the extent permitted by law, long-term
environmental monitoring and research programs in the area affected by the Oil
Spill direct~~the-\prevention, containment, cleanup and amelioration of oil

SPillS>~ ./

1.3 Fij(]; PPROACH/ASSUMPTIONS
E potential restoration project is evaluated in terms of the "6 Burdens" that

are expected to be relevant should the NRDA settlement go to litigation, as outlined by
the Department of Justice. (This document does not attempt to satisfy these burdens to
the degree that would be required for litigation.) The "6 Burdens" are:

1. Relationship to (proof of) injury
2. Natural recovery is "inadequate"
3. Restoration measure is technically feasible
4. Restoration measure would have a net environmental benefit
5. Cost of implementing the restoration measure would not be "grossly

disproportionate" to the values of the resource
6. Restoration measure is cost-effective relative to alternative methods for

restoring the resource
With respect to these points, this document assumes that #1 (proof of injury)

exists for all of the resources addressed. It is assumed that the necessary proofs are being
compiled and will be presented elsewhere. The "injury statements" given in this
document for each resource represent independent assumptions about injuries that could
reasonably be expected from the spill (and in some cases preliminary information from
discussions with NRDA principal investigators), and are presented only for the purposes
of preparation for negotiation. These injury statements should not be referenced outside
of that context.

Similarly, #2 (natural recovery is inadequate) is assumed to be the case lor the
resource addressed. The primary justification for this assumption relates to the overall
"ecosystem approach" to this restoration proposal. Different ecosystem components
(individuals, populations, communities, and the ecosystem as a whole) will exhibit
different rates of natural recovery. For example, it is to be eXPected that barnacles will be
among the most resilient intertidal organisms in terms of recolonization rates. However,
other intertidal species (including certain crustaceans .and molluscs) will be much slower
to recover to pre-spill conditions. The time necessary for "full recovery" of intertidal
communities will in turn be dictated by the recovery rates of the slowest sPecies in that
community. At the same time, recovery of higher trophic level species that use intertidal
areas as habitat - such as those that feed extensively in the intertidal zone (e.g., sea otters,
oystercatchers, some sea ducks) - will be linked to the recovery rates of the sPecies on
which they feed (not necessarily the fastest recolonizers). Therefore, this document takes
the approach that restoration of the ecosystem as a whole is inextricably tied to the

2
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recovery of all its major components. In this sense, relatively rapid recovery of
individual species or habitats is "iftadequate" ulltil-all tnQ OthQf USQS of tnose-~ J
1l.abitats have also beenI~. dH.f- ""f C!?+hf-".-f{,-~ ru{}f,"-"'I' V

Burdens 3,4, and 6 are evaluated directly for each resource.
Burden #5 ("grossly disproportionate" test> is not evaluated for the resources

addressed in this document. First, we have no information at this time about the degree
of injury that OOJ will present (for negotiating purposes or otherwise). Therefore, the
application of this test is currently outside the scope of this document. In addition, the
Ohio case (State of Ohio v. Department of the Interior; July 14, 1989) is vague about what
could be considered as "grossly disproportionate," and it would be inappropriate for this
document to make any independent assumption in this regard. Finally, consistent with
the philosophy of supporting negotiations by maximizing the absolute size of the
proposed settlement, it is suggested that the "grossly disproportionate" test be applied to
the recommended settlement package (i.e., the mix of ultimately recommended
restoration measures) rather that to each of the potential restoration options outlined.
This is also consistent with the overall "ecosystem" approach, where resources (such as
intertidal habitats, discussed above) are recognized as having ecological values (uses)
beyond their individual values.

In addition to the considerations described above this document makes
numerous other assumptions, particularly with respect to estimating costs. For example,
although it is recognized that some resources may require longer periods of attention
while others may require less, 10 years is routinely used for calculating operating costs,
monitoring periods, etc. The pertinent resource-specific assumptions are presented along
with the discussions for the individual resources.

2. DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROJECTS

2.1 COASTAL HABITATS

This category includes those areas directly injured by the oil spill and subsequent
clean-up activities. Virtually all of the oil that did not evaporate or was not quickly
recovered ended up in these habitats. These areas include the "supratidal" (splash zone
and immediately adjacent uplands including beach ryegrass zones), intertidal, and
nearshore subtidal areas. These areas represent important and in some cases critical
habitats for a variety of plant, vertebrate, and invertebrate species that were also directly
injured by the spill. Supratidal are key interface areas for upland species, incl. mammals
and birds. Intertidal and shallow subtidal areas, including estuarine salt marshes and
eelgrass beds (which comprise a small % of spill area, but are disproportionately important
habitats) are critical for many feeding and rearing bird, fish, and marine mammal species.

Some direct restoration measures are available to address some of the injuries to
coastal habitats. However, for most species feasible techniques do not exist to accelerate
natural recovery. Another major consideration in identifying restoration projects that
would benefit coastal habitats is the fact that all Alaska tidelands (intertidal) and

3
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submerged lands - a-' ady in public ownership. Therefore, direct acquisition of unoiled
tidelands and submerg lands to replace damaged areas is not possible. However, changes
in management practic fuse restrictions on public lands, and enhanced protection of
adjacent upland and marine areas (through acquisition or other means) can benefit both
the coastal habitats themselves and the species they support, by reducing cumulative
effects on stressed populations/habitats.

Injury Statement
[CALL DAVE G.! Consider ryegrass, high fringing salt marshes, erosion, debris,

connection to archaeological injuries, habitat values for birds, mammals,carbon source for
aquatics, connection to recreational uses and subsistence gathering, etc.] [NEED handle on
potential amt of coastline needing attention - absent, can assume ryegrass exists along 25
30% of injured coastline, and was 10-25% (?) injured there; marshes occur along 1% of
injured coastline with about 50% of them being injured to a degree; etc ...]

Options
- BEACH RYEGRASS RESTORATION: Feasibility: Techniques proven in

Alaska, rapid coverage, high success rate. Benefit: To erosion, cultural resource site
stabilization, recreational resource aspects incl. aesthetics, habitat values for associated
species. Cost: [CALL Stoney W. to get idea of unit cost, incl. logistics support, etc.] Cost
effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; addresses
multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly
disproportionate" test).

- ESTUARINE SALT MARSH RESTORATION: Feasibility: Techniques proven
elsewhere (fertilization and transplanting), moderate success rates, may require re-work
depending on degree of remnant oiling. Benefit: To feeding birds and fish, terrestrial
mammals, local water quality, erosion in sheltered embayments. Cost: $10 million
[$500,OOO/acre full restoration (adjusted for Alaska based on $300,000/acre N.J. experience)
for 10 acres plus $5 million total for less intensive restoration work (limited replanting,
fertilization, and reapplication, plus monitoring for up to 10 years) on up to 100 acres].
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; addresses
multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly
disprOpOrtionate" test).

- EELGRASS RESTORATION/ENHANCEMENT: Feasibility: Techniques
established elsewhere, moderate success rates, may require some re-work. Benefit: To
feeding and rearing fish and shellfish including juvenile salmonids, crabs, and shrimp; to
feeding shorebirds and diving ducks; to ecosystem functions such as nutrient cycling and

. stabilization from erosion; and to other (mostly non-targeted) resources. Cost: $_
Lacres, estimated $_/acre transplanting, monitoring, and re-planting). Cost
effectiveness: Direct, in-kind, on- or off-site measure using established technology;
addresses multiple species/resources; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing
"grossly disproportionate" test).

- EQUIVALENT RESOURCES: Enhanced protection of supratidal and intertidal
areas can be achieved through management changes on and/or direct acquisition of
upland and marine areas immediately adjacent to the shoreline. To be most directly
beneficial, lands threatened by potential timber harvest, subsurface (mineral)
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development, or other disturbance-creating activities (such as ledges) targeted.
(Note that many of these options have benefits to other than coastal ha 1 at resources,
Other sections of this document will refer to these options where appropriate to avoid
multiple accounting.>

ACQUISITIONS:
Potential acquisitions are presented below in no particular order. Acquisition

options are prioritized in the ''Recommendations'' section. (It is assumed that all
acquisitions would be made on a willing buyer-willing seller basis. Eminent domain is
assumed not to be an option.)

- Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (direct
purchase: 77,450 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $77.5 million);1

- Other non-federal lands within Kenai Fjords, excluding mining claims (direct
purchase, 20,125 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $20 million);

- Mining claims within Kenai Fjords (estimated 800 acres, estimated
value/acquisition cost $_ million);

- Native inholdings, allotments, and applications within Katmai National Park
(53,706 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $54 million);

- Other non-federal lands within Katmai (128,379 acres, estimated value/acquisition
cost $128 million);

- Inholdings and subsurface interests within Aniakchak National Monument and
Preserve (197,817 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $198 million);

- Inholdings in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface
and subsurface rights to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $262 million);2

- Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000
acres, estimated acquisition cost $30 million);3

:::' Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights
to 111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $111 million);4

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, 9,100 acres,
estimated acquisition cost $82 million);5~

1 Figures for lands associated with National P ks/Monuments based on average cost of
$1,000 per acre, which reflects higher assumed v e for these lands than have been paid
in recent agreements for purchasing lands & d opment rights (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist) i!!. ~!~~a. (lncI. the Kijiik agreement that
paid approximately $4oo/acre for s:-rftc-guvMQ"'s~e t=iglHs, and the USAF's
"Backscatter" radar project which purchased title to Interior lands at $450/acre,)
2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive Settlement of
Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill" ("Proposal") dated July 4, 1990.
Costs adjusted upward from average of Proposal by approximately 50% (to $1,000 per acre) to
include an estimate for acquisition of subsurface right as well as timber harvest rights, and
to include operating (management) costs for a period of 10 years.
3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million, adjusted upward by 50% as in footnote 2,
above.
4 See footnote 2, above.
S Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimate based on 5 major parcels
valued at from $8,000 - $lO,OOO/acre each.
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- Non-federal lands within the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge (surface and
subsurface rights to 400,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost .$200 million)6

- Native timber lands rights on Afognak Island (surface {and subsurface?} rights to
211,664 acres, appraised value $210 million)

- Non-federal lands within the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge
(purchase of 260 acres {two islands}, estimated cost $0.3 million)

Feasibility: Feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods 
i.e., 10 years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the
Native corporations. (Can be addressed for individual acquisitions, as well.) Benefit:
Addresses multiple species, habitats, and uses. Reduction of cumulative effects will
provide for enhanced recovery of eagles, peregrine falcons, sea ducks, some Alcids,
oystercatchers and other shorebirds, sea otters, sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial
mammals, intertidal organisms, salmonids and other fish, cultural resources, and
recreational resources. Acquisition options also provide the only direct benefit for
resources not specifically targeted in NRDA studies (including fish and wildlife species that
receive limited commercial, recreational. or subsistence use). Cost: Up to $_ million
(total detailed above). Note that additional opportunities are available, but would have
less direct benefits than the options listed. Cost-effectiveness: Addresses many
species/resources, including resources and ecosystem components not targeted in NRDA
studies; for several resources, methods do not exist to undertake direct restoration
measures. Therefore reducing cumulative effects through acquisition of equivalent
resources is one of the only means of enhancing natural recovery. Assumed extremely
cost-effective overall (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES:
- ESTABLISH NATIONAL MARINE SANCTIJARIES within the spill area,

adjacent to federally-managed uplands. Combined with protections afforded to upland
habitats and uses by National Parks, Monuments, and Wildlife Refuges, this approach
would allow better regulation of (reduction/minimization of impacts from) developments /
and disturbance-producing activities that could inju e ~ - tal habitats. Without this type
of status, federal land managers have little real l\i to r te activities occurring just '. /'
offshore, even if the activities adversely affect t e~ esjl: ~of the URIan areas V
(e.g., recreational activities,fish harvest methods eve s). Feasibility:. several"sanctuaries
already exist (none in Alaska), flexible regulatory aspects (can establish purposes/regulate
uses specifically to benefit injured or recovering marine resources), extensive public and
legislative involvement required to establish. Benefit: to fish, shellfish, aquatic birds,
marine mammals, recreation, and to scientific study of the sanctuaries' ecosystem. Cost:
$45 million (for three sanctuaries).7 Cost-effectiveness: Addresses multiple species and
uses, addresses gap in uplands acquisition programs by complementing and

6 Potentially less threatened lands. $500/acre average assumed, as paid in the recent
Kijiik agreement for purchasing development rights in Alaska (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist - approximately $400/acre for surface and
subsurface rights).
7 Based on existing sanctuaries: includes $2 million each for the public establishment
process (EIS, hearings, etc.), $1 million per year each operating expenses for 10 years, and
$3 million each capital costs for boats capable of administering/conducting research in all
seasons.
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supplementing abilities to protect aquatic resources injured by the oil spill. Assumed
highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH STATE MARINE PARKS adjacent to state-managed uplands.
Feasibility and Benefits: similar to those listed for national marine sanctuaries, but
potentially with less certainty about effectiveness of restrictions. Cost: (Not yet available;
expected to be substantially less expensive than national marine sanctuaries.) Cost
effectiveness: assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH COLLEGE FJORD/NELLIE JUAN WILDERNESS AREA(s) within
Prince William Sound. Feasibility: Existing Wilderness Study Area(s), extensive
public/legislative participation required to establish. Benefits: Similar to coastal habitats
benefits of upland habitat acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple

j species/habitats/resources. More protective of natural resources and more restrictive of
uses. Particular benefit to recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost: (Not yet available;
expected to be relatively small.) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABUSH PRINCE WILUAM SOUND NATIONAL RECREATION AREA
\3" from major portion of the existing Chugach National Forest. Feasibility: Feasible to

\.f~ establish; potentially extensive public and legislative participation required, but expected to
tI' be considerably less that for marine sanctuaries, wilderness areas, etc. Benefits: Similar to

,'" coastal habitats benefits of upland habitat acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple
\\~ species/habitats/resources. Particular benefit to recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost:

(Not yet available; expected to be relatively small.) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly
cost-effective.

- [ADD: other (more minor) measures, incl. intertidal debris pick-up programs,
public education programs, IIAdopt-a-shoreline" type programs, etc.] Feasibility:

Benefit: Cost: Cost-benefit:
- [ADD: NO ACTION ("natural recovery") ALTERNATIVE] Feasibility:
Benefit: Cost: Cost-benefit:

2.2 FISH AND SHELLFISH
(Same Format)
- Category intro: specific assumptions, etc.
- Species-specific presentations:

- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options

[INCL: commercial and recreational fishing area/time restrictions; establishment of
limited entry-type programs for injured species not yet so regulated, hatcheries for salmon,
spawning enhancements for wild salmon stocks (egg boxes, habitat rehab, etc.), buy-back of
limited entry permits (with or without redistribution to Natives/locals), temporary buy
back of permits during a "recoveiy" period, support for development of "new" fisheries,
rehabilitation or substitution of subsistence shellfish harvest areas, expansion of
monitoring facilities for contaminants in seafoods (particularly with access by locals),
public education program (for commercial, recreational, and subsistence harvesters),
artificial habitat structures for both fish and shellfish, etc.]

(for each, list):
- Feasibility statement,
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- Environmental benefit statement,
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion.

- Other (non-targeted by NRDA) resources (discussion)
[- Resource list for Fish and Shellfish (tentative):

- Sport fish harvest and effort
- Salmon spawning areas
- Egg/pre-emergent fry
- Early marine, salmon
- Adult salmon returns (coded-wire tags)
- Sockeye overescapement
- Dolly Varden
- Herring
- Larval fish
- Rockfish
- Groundfish (trawl survey)
- Clams
- Spot shrimp
- Crabs
- Sea urchins
- Other fish and shellfish resources (not t

2.3 BIRDS
(Same Format) / ~fF1

[INCL: introduced predator (fox) removal from isl nd nesting colonies, nesting and
roosting habitat protection/acquisition within the ~pill area, forage base enhancements
(incl. fishing restrictions), reduction/elimination of mortalities due to high seas drift net
fisheries, management changes to minimize disturbance of rookeries, nesting habitat
enhancement ('TIucks Unlimited" type) projects, acquisition/protection of San Juan
Islands winter loon habitat, Willamette National Wildlife Refuge expansio~, etc.]

[- Resource list for Birds (tentative):
- Bald eagles
- Peregrines
- Sea Ducks (Harlequins, etc.)
- Passerines
- Seabird colonies
- Loons
- Common Murres
- Marbled Murrelets
- Pigeon Guillemots
- Other Alcids
- Black-legged Kittiwakes
- Glaucous-winged Gulls
- Oystercatchers
- Cormorants
- Mergansers
- Other bird species (not targeted by NRDA)]
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2.4 MAMMALS;
(Same Format)

[INCL: rookery/haulout habitat acquisitions, forage base enhancements (incl. fishing
restrictions), management changes/actions to minimize disturbance, public education
programs, limited reintroductions, etc.]

[- Resource list for Mammals (tentative):
- Humpback whales
- Orcas
- Sea lions
- Harbor seals
- Sea otters
- Black-tail deer
- Black bear
- Brown bear
- River otter and mink
- Small mammals]

2.5 RECREATIONAL USES AND INTRINSIC VALUES
(To Be Same Format)

[- Resource list for Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values (tentative):
- Kayaks and canoes
- Other pleasure boats
- Charters, tour boats, etc.
- Marine sport fishing
- Freshwater sport fishing
- Shellfishing
- Trapping
- Hunting, terrestrial mammals
- Hunting, waterfowl
- Public-use cabins/sites
- Low-impact camping
- Hiking and climbing
- Berry picking, picnicking, etc.
- Photography
- Nature study
- Other recreation uses
- Aesthetic values
- "In-absentia" values (including option, existence, and bequest values)]

Intro and Assumptions:
Human use of ecological resources for recreation is an important category of services

which must be addressed by the restoration process. Biological and physical restoration of
ecological resources is fundamental to the restoration of recreational uses; however, such
biophysical restoration is not sufficient to address certain wilderness values, aesthetic values,
and other "in-absentia" values such as option, existence, and bequest values. To the extent
that restoration of recreational uses is partially accomplished by biophysical restoration, it is
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assumed that those actions are discussed under the appropriate biological resource. This
section includes recreation-specific restoration actions.

All recreational uses are not equal; to the extent possible, the same type and quality
of recreational experience must be restored. Injury to recreational resources must be
evaluated in terms of changes in both actual use and perceptions. (Perception is at least as
important as reality.) Measures of simple use levels are inadequate because they do not
capture important changes in the type and quality of experience. Similarly, increased use
numbers are not necessarily desirable. Impacts may be higher to some recreational uses than
to others. For example, beach-dependent activities (e.g., kayak camps) will be more impacted
than off-shore activities (e.g., cruise ship tourism).
Injury Statement (tentative):

Little injury assessment information is available; some use level data is available for
Kenai Fjords National Park, but necessary data on quality of experience and user perceptions is
lacking. Data available for Kenai Fjords National Park follows:

- Approximately 30 percent of the 400 miles of coastline within Kenai Fjords National
Park received some degree of oiling: 50 miles experienced very light impact, 50 miles
light impact, 5 miles moderate impact, and 0.31 miles heavy impact.
Visitation of park has increased approximately 10-13% per year since establishment in
1980.
Between 1988 and 1989 overall visitation increased 30% from 59,000 to 77,000 visitors.
Note that a decrease in some types of recreational use requiring early reservations (such
as cruise ship packages) would not be expected to suffer a decline in visitation
immediately following a spill. A decrease in Kenai Fjords National Park visitation by
other groups (kayakers and anglers) was observed in 1989.

Resource-specific Presentations:
[REITERATE: importance of overall ecosystem restoration. INCL: Establishment of
National Recreation Area, wildernes~arine sanctuaries/parks, acquisition of
development rights in important recr:ation areas, establishment of additional public-use
recreational facilities/'l!§e5/species in the spill area or at alternate locations, sea-going
vessels for Katmai Nptand other management units, etc.] .

Include: No action / natural recovery.

2.6 CULTURAL AND SUBSISTENCE RESOURCES
(SAME FORMAT)

[EMPHASIZE.: Idea that archeological/historic resources are unique with respect to
restoration in that they have no capacity for self-regeneration). INCL: site
stabilization/rehabilitation work; intensive archeological surveys on spill area; search,
catalog, and/or repatriation of artifacts; "site watch" type programs (local invlovement);
increased enforcement; public education programs; museum/exhibit
establishment/support; etc.]

[- Resource list for Cultural and Subsistence Resources (tentative):
- Archaeological/historical sites and artifacts
- Subsistence lifestyle and values
- Subsistence hunting

10
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- Subsistence fishing
- Public trust (in subsistence resources and in government)
- Other]

2.7 MONITORING
- Approach (incl. MOA)
- Basis (Puget Sound, Chesapeake)

2.8 RESEARCH
- Approach/Basis (inc!. MOA)
- Additional restoration benefit (connection to cultural/social restoration, etc.)

3. SYNTHESIS DISCUSSION

- Ecosystem as a whole benefitted by acquisitions, inc!.:
avoidance often = surest
addresses non-targeted resources, as well
addresses cultural/social/political aspects of restoration, as well

- Justifications for combining restoration options common to multiple resources
- Ability to reduce (negotiated) magnitude of acquisition while retaining overall
benefits
- Application of cost-effectiveness/"grossly disproportionate" tests to combined
options
- Brief discussion of restoration projects not recommended
- (Note relation to Coastal Coalition proposal vis-a-vis acceptability)

4. RECOMMENDED RESTORATION PACKAGE AND COST

- Reminders re: degree-of-injury assumptions, and that we can't address "grossly d."
- Ust suggested restoration package (prioritized plan elements/projects)
- Note injured resources addressed by each
- Total cost presented for recommended restoration package: $_

Coastal Habitats restoration cost: $_
Fish and Shellfish restoration cost: $_
Birds restoration cost: $_
Mammals restoration cost: $_
Recreational Resources restoration cost: $_
Cultural Resources restoration cost: $_
Other Ecosystem Components restoration cost: $_

1 1
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development, or other disturbance-creating activities (such as lodges) should be targeted.
(Note that many of these options have benefits to other than coastal habitat resources.
Other sections of this document will refer to these options where appropriate to avoid
multiple accounting.>
ACQUISITIQNS: Potential acquisitions are presented below in no particular order.
Acquisition options are prioritized in the ''Recommendations'' section. (It is assumed that
all acquisitions would be made on a willing buyer-willing seller basis. Eminent domain is
assumed not to be an option.)

- Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (direct
purchase: 77,450 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $77.5 million);1

- Other non-federal lands within Kenai Fjords, excluding mining claims (direct
purchase, 20,125 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $20 million);

- Mining claims within Kenai Fjords (estimated BOO acres, estimated
value/acquisition cost $_ million);

- Native inholdings, allotments, and applications within Katmai National Park
(53,706 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $54 million);

- Other non-federal lands within Katmai (128,379 acres, estimated value/acquisition
cost $128 million);

- Inholdings and subsurface interests within Aniakchak National Monument arid
Preserve (197,817 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $198 million);

- Inholdings in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface
and subsurface rights to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $262 million);2

- Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000
acres, estimated acauisition cost $30 million);3. &

- Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights
to 111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $111 million);4

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, 9,100 acres,
estimated acquisition cost $82 million);5

1 Figures for lands associated with National Parks/Monuments based on average cost of
$1.000 per acre. which reflects higher assumed value for these lands than have been paid
in recent agreements for purchasing lands & development rights (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist) in Alaska. (Inc!. the Kijiik agreement that
paid approximately $400/acre for surface and subsurface rights. and the USAF's
"Backscatter" radar project which purchased title to Interior lands at $450/acre.)
2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive Settlement of
Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill" ("Proposal") dated July 4. 1990.
Costs adjusted upward from average of Proposal by approximately 50% (to $1.000 per acre) to
include an estimate for acquisition of subsurface right as well as timber harvest rights. and
to include operating (management) costs for a period of 10 years.
3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million. adjusted upward by 50% as in footnote 2.
above.
4 See footnote 2. above.
5 Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimate based on 5 major parcels
valued at from $8.000 - $1O.000/acre each.
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- Non-federal lands within the Kodiak National Wildlife Refuge (surface and
subsurface rights to 400,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $200 million)6

- Native timber lands rights on Afognak Island (surface {and subsurface?} rights to
211,664 acres, appraised value $210 million)

- Non-federal lands within the Alaska Maritime National Wildlife Refuge
(purchase of 260 acres {two islands}, estimated cost $0.3 million)

Feasibility: Feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods 
Le., 10 years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the
Native corporations. (Can be addressed for individual acquisitions, as well.) Benefit:
Addresses multiple species, habitats, and uses. Reduction of cumulative effects will
provide for enhanced recovery of eagles, peregrine fakons, sea ducks, some Alcids,
oystercatchers and other shorebirds, sea otters, sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial
mammals, intertidal organisms, salmonids and other fish, cultural resources, and
recreational resources. Acquisition options also provide the only direct benefit for
resources not specifically targeted in NRDA studies (including fish and wildlife species that
receive limited commercial, recreational. or subsistence use). Cost: Up to $_ million
(total detailed above). Note that additional opportunities are available, but would have
less direct benefits than the options listed. Cost-effectiveness: Addresses many
species/resources, including resources and ecosystem components not targeted in NRDA
studies; for several resources, methods do not exist to undertake direct restoration
measures. Therefore reducing cumulative effects through acquisition of equivalent
resources is one of the only means of enhancing natural recovery. Assumed extremely
cost-effective overall (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES:
- ESTABLISH NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARIES within the spill area,

adjacent to federally-managed uplands. Combined with protections afforded to upland
habitats and uses by National Parks, Monuments, and Wildlife Refuges, this approach
would allow better regulation of (reduction/minimization of impacts from) developments
and disturbance-producing activities that could injure coastal habitats. Without this type
of status, federal land managers have little real ability to regulate activities occurring just
offshore, even if the activities adversely affect the purposes and uses of the upland areas
(e.g., recreational activities,fish harvest methods/levels). Feasibility: several sanctuaries
already exist (none in Alaska), flexible regulatory aspects (can establish purposes/regulate
uses specifically to benefit injured or recovering marine resources), extensive public and
legislative involvement required to establish. Benefit: to fish, shellfish, aquatic birds,
marine mammals, recreation, and to scientific study of the sanctuaries' ecosystem. Cost:
$45 million (for three sanctuaries)} Cost-effectiveness: Addresses multiple species and

,
6 Potentially less threatened lands. $500/acre average assumed, as paid in the recent
Kijiik agreement for purchasing development rights in Alaska (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist - approximately $400/acre for surface and
subsurface rights).
7 Based on existing sanctuaries: includes $2 million each for the public establishment
process (EIS, hearings, etc.), $1 million per year each operating expenses for 10 years, and
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uses, addresses gap in uplands acquisition programs by complementing and
supplementing abilities to protect aquatic resources injured by the oil spill. Assumed
highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH STATE MARINE PARKS adjacent to state-managed uplands.
Feasibility and Benefits: similar to those listed for national marine sanctuaries, but
potentially with less certainty about effectiveness of restrictions. Cost: (Not yet available;
expected to be substantially less expensive than national marine sanctuaries.) Cost
effectiveness: assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABLISH COLLEGE FJORD/NELLIE JUAN WILDERNESS AREA(s) within
Prince William Sound. Feasibility: Existing Wilderness Study Area(s), extensive
public/legislative participation required to establish. Benefits: Similar to coastal habitats
benefits of upland habitat acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple
species/habitats/resources. More protective of natural resources and more restrictive of
uses. Particular benefit to recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost: (Not yet available;
expected to be relatively small.) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly cost-effective.

- ESTABliSH PRINCE WILLIAM SOUND NATIONAL RECREATION AREA
from major portion of the existing Chugach National Forest. Feasibility: Feasible to
establish; potentially extensive public and legislative participation required, but expected to
be considerably less that for marine sanctuaries, wilderness areas, etc. Benefits: Similar to
coastal habitats benefits of upland habitat acquisitions, above. Benefits multiple
species/habitats/resources. Particular benefit to recreational uses of coastal habitats. Cost:
(Not yet available; expected to be relatively small.) Cost-effectiveness: Assumed highly
cost-effective.

- [ADD: other (more minor) measures, incl. intertidal debris pick-up programs,
public education programs, IIAdopt-a-shoreline" type programs, etc.] Feasibility:

Benefit: Cost: Cost-benefit:
- [ADD: NO ACTION ("natural recovery") ALTERNATIVE] Feasibility:
Benefit: Cost: Cost-benefit:

2.2 FISH AND SHELLFISH
- Category intro: specific assumptions, etc.
- Species-specific presentations:

- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options

[INCL: commercial and recreational fishing area/time restrictions; establishment of
limited entry-type programs for injured species not yet so regulated, hatcheries for salmon,
spawning enhancements for wild salmon stocks (egg boxes, habitat rehab, etc.), buy-back of
limited entry permits (with or without redistribution to Natives/locals), temporary buy
back of permits during a "recovery' period, support for development of "new" fisheries,
rehabilitation or substitution of subsistence shellfish harvest areas, expansion of
monitoring facilities for contaminants in seafoods (particularly with access by locals),
public education program (for commercial, recreational, and subsistence harvesters),
artificial habitat structures for both fish and shellfish, etc.]

(for each, list):

$3 million each capital costs for boats capable of administering/conducting research in all
seasons.
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- Feasibility statement
- Environmental benefit statement
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion

- Other (non-targeted by NRDA) resources (discussion)
[- Resource list for Fish and Shellfish (tentative):

- Sport fish harvest and effort
- Salmon spawning areas
- Egg/pre-emergent fry
- Early marine, salmon
- Adult salmon returns (coded-wire tags)
- Sockeye overescapement
- Dolly Varden
- Herring
- Larval fish
- Rockfish
- Groundfish (trawl survey)
- Clams
- Spot shrimp
- Crabs
- Sea urchins]

2.3 BIRDS
(SAME FORMAT)

[INCL: introduced predator (fox) removal from island nesting colonies, nesting and
roosting habitat protection/acquisition within the spill area, forage base enhancements
(ind. fishing restrictions), reduction/elimination of mortalities due to high seas drift net
fisheries, management changes to minimize disturbance of rookeries, nesting habitat
enhancement ("Ducks Unlimited" type) projects, acquisition/protection of San Juan
Islands winter loon habitat, Willamette National Wildlife Refuge expansion, etc.]

- Resource list for Birds (tentative):
- Bald eagles
- Peregrines
- Sea Ducks (Harlequins, etc.)
- Passerines
- Seabird colonies
- Loons
- Common Murres
- Marbled Murrelets
- Pigeon Guillemots
- Other Alcids
- Black-legged Kittiwakes
- Glaucous-winged Gulls
- Oystercatchers
- Cormorants
- Mergansers
- Other bird species
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2.4 MAMMALS;
(SAME FORMAT)

[INCL: rookery/haulout habitat acquisitions, forage-base--enhancements (incl. fishing
restrictions), management changes/actions to minimize disturbance, public education
programs, limited reintroductions, etc.]

- Resource list for Mammals (tentative):
- Humpback whales
- Orcas
- Sea lions
- Harbor seals
- Sea otters
- Black-tail deer
- Black bear
- Brown bear
- River otter and mink
- Small mammals

,

2.5 RECREATIONAL USES AND INTRINSIC VALUES
(TO BE SAME FORMAT)
[INCL: importance of overall ecosystem restoration, establishment of National

Recreation Area, wilderness, marine sanctuaries/parks, acquisition of development rights
in important recreation areas, establishment of additional public-use recreational
facilities/uses/ species in the spill area or at alternate locations, sea-going vessels for
Katmai NP and other management units, etc.]

Human use of ecological resources--for recreation is an important category of services which
must be addressed by the restoration process.

Intro and Assumptions

Biological and physical restoration of ecological resources is fundamental to the restoration of
recreational uses; however, such biophysical restoration is not sufficient to address certain
wilderness values, aesthetic values, and other "in-absentia" values such as option, existence,
and bequest values.

To the extent that restoration of recreational uses is partially accomplished by biophysical
restoration, it is assumed that those actions are discussed under the appropriate biological
resource. This section includes recreation-specific restoration actions.

All recreational uses are not equal; to the extent possible, the same type and quality of
recreational experience must be restored.

Injury to recreational resources must be evaluated in terms of changes in both actual use and
perceptions. (Perception is at least as important as reality.)

9
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- Subsistence hunting
- Subsistence fishing
- Public trust (in subsistence resources and in government)
- Other

2.7 MONITORING
- Approach (incl. MOA)
- Basis (Puget Sound, Chesapeake)

2.8 RESEARCH
- Approach/Basis (incl. MOA)

- Additional restoration benefit (connection to cultural/social restoration, etc.)

3. SYNTHESIS DISCUSSION

Re. acquisitions:
- Ecosystem benefitted acquisitions, incl.:

- avoidance often = surest
- addresses non-targeted resources, as well
- addresses cultural/social/political aspects of restoration, as well

- Justifications for combining restoration options common to multiple resources
- Ability to reduce (negotiated) magnitude of acquisition while retaining overall
benefits
- Application of cost-effectiveness/"grossly disproportionate" tests to combined
options
- Brief discussion of restoration projects not recommended
- (Note relation to Coastal Coalition proposal vis a' vis acceptability)

4. RECOMMENDED RESTORATION PACKAGE AND COST

- Reminders re: degree-of-injury assumptions, and that we can't address "grossly d."
- List suggested restoration package (prioritized plan elements/projects)
- Note injured resources addressed by each
- Total cost presented for recommended restoration package: $_

Coastal Habitats restoration cost: $_
Fish and Shellfish restoration cost: $_
Birds restoration cost: $_
Mammals restoration cost: $_
Recreational Resources restoration cost: $_
Cultural Resources restoration cost: $_"_
Other Ecosystem Components restoration cost: $_
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'MUSEUM OF NORTHERN ARIZONAr .-~ .- .'

The Honerable John Hccain
United States Senate
210 Hart Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator McCaih:

7 Juoo 1990

Thank yo~ for ~~e opportunity to speak before ~~e Senate Select
Sl.lbcorrmittee on looian Affairs. It was a most interesting experience
for me and, I hope, helpful for t..'l.e comnittee as well.

I have reviewed th~ data nec&s~ary to arrive at some answers to the
questions you asked of me and the following are my best-effort reSponllll!S
bas~ on those data..

I. The MuselJlll of NCJtthern Arizona has 1,194 physical re~ins in its
collections. The le<3al ownarship is varied, but it is interesting
to note that or-.J.y 13%, or 158 of the 1,194, Ii belong 'I to the rJlu.seum.
The remain1n9 8n (1,036 retr.ains) "belongll to the Federal
government directly or indirectly. [see attached Agency summary.]

II. Any exact estimate of the cost n@oessary to affect a proper
L~ventory ~uffic1ent for identification pUrposes is inexact at best
at t.l,.is time. I can only offer ~stiInates. These are as follows
foe the Museum of Nort.'1ern Arizonat

A.

2.

.........

Physical Ra~ina - Some will be easily defined but others will
r~lire e~P6rt consultants and much data-gathering.

1,194 remains @$600/ea e ~716,400

Catalogu~ Anthtopology Collections - Our current, established
rate for a per-item . ventory is $30 per spec~~en.

200,000 catalogued epec~~ns @$30/ea m $6,000,000

Sulk Storage t Uncatctlogued - Ther~ are 30,000 cubic feet. cf
bulk an~~ropological coll~ctions. These collections would
require much mora time since they are not ourrently catalogued.
Cuuent esti'1late is for four hours per cubic foot, which would
result in approximately 30,000 new catalogue entries as well.

30,000 cu it x 4 hrs @$15!hr ~ $l,BOO,OOO
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6027791527 MUSEUM NO. AZ.

20: 14 ~703 524 1453__ WADE MILLER ASSO
234 F'03

f4! 0(:13
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D. C....e[hl;;l;i.~ - ·The Museum' ~ National Sc;ltil1ce F'our1d~tion (NS"
ov~r~ead rate is 32%. This covers utilities, equipment,
adllinJ.stration, finance office, and contingencies.

~e,5l6f400 (direct c05tS) x 32% m $2,725,249

TOtal- ~11,24l,648

As you can !l@8, thi.s is a substantial n\.UT'.bez: t It at¥ars to me
that: I was correct when I sat:l in testimony that tequlr lng museu.rns to
accomplish a~ inventory without providing Federal funding ~~uld indeed
bani\rupt rnZtny of L1~. Certainly it \'!Ou.l.o be the case for the Museum of
North~rn Arizona.

There is one bit of good neW8 1n t.I&i.s, howa'Jer-, M'-'! that is tliat
the r'iuseum ot Northerl'l A.riiCna has one ot the largest holdings in these
areas in .·'.e country 56 t.'1is will not likely be an average cost for eaCh
institution. Additionally 1 t.~ere is Cll\4a'li the option of providi~

fut~ir~ over a multi-y~ar petiod - five years?

Finally I I would b~ tern1ss 1f I did not point out that our
Anthropology coll~ction - like the human remains - are to a significant.
degree own~ by the Federal gCl!~rr.me:nt (MNA is an awrovad Federal
rep.1Sit6r"y) • conssquently, a last resort option might be for us to
simply return the collections to the gO'IJerntnent. We 'dould hate to dO
this for a n~t of reasons~ (l) the Federal ag~ncies are not leaders
in thi3 field arrl dO not have the physical facilities to assume these
co l~ct.ion~, (:l) ~Qc!lcr~l hold in9~ wo\.\l~ ter,d l.i.J \';~ll LL.l;lll:c:;~ L:ulle<;t,l,QnS
a.way frcm their od.ginal localities thus maldn;J access arid ce!;}earch more
difficultJ (3) this would de~ast~te tl1e holdings of rnsny museums for
research, education, ~"".d exhibition~

I hope this is helpful to you and the comnittee irl your
deliberations on this very important subject. 1 know that I
muaeurn cot!lllunity YJOul~ be happy to help r(;!$olve this :rn.,tter.
me know if there is anyt.~ing else that can be done.

Attachment

cc:
BenHtor n. Inouy&
E. Eberhard
S. Jienl P.y
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CONFIDENTIAL: ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED
9/6/90 Version

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This preliminary draft document has been prepared at the request of the U.S.
Department of Justice to help support its preparation for potential negotiations regarding
settlement of damages caused by the Exxon-Valdez oil spill. This document is meant only
to support potential out-of-court negotiations, where rigorous proofs are not at issue, and
should not be used or referenced outside of that narrow context. Also, this document.
does not present an overall Natural Resource Damage Assessment CNRDA) settlement
proposal. Nor does it address uses for additional funds (beyond those necessary for the
restoration projects discussed herein) that may become available based on direct injuries
and lost use values. Rather, this document supports only one portion of a potential
settlement: restoration. It is assumed that direct injuries and use values are being
compiled and evaluated separately, and that restoration needs/costs will be integrated
with those efforts. Information contained in this document will be updated as results
from ongoing NRDA studies become available.

GENERAL APPROACH

The overall philosophy of this document is to help achieve a negotiated settlement
of the maximum possible amount. Consistent with its purpose to support negotiations,
restoration projects are included that may be in excess of injuries that can be reasonably
proven with presently available NRDA data. Therefore, potential restoration measures
are evaluated individually so that adjustments to the recommended restoration
"package" can be made easily as may be appropriate to the negotiations. At the same time
the overall benefits described for the recommended restoration package would still be
realized, albeit to a lesser degree.

The recommended measures reflect an ecosystem approach to restoration (with
resource-specific components). In particular, where alternatives exist for restoring and
injured resource, restoration measures that benefit multiple resources are given
preference over actions that would benefit individual species. This not only helps to
address ecosystem components not directly targeted by NRDA studies, but in most cases
also advances the goal of maximizing the (requested) settlement amount in that pooling
many slightly injured resources can help justify larger "equivalent resource" acquisitions
than could be the case if smaller-scale direct restoration measures were proposed. In
addition, this approach reflects the realization that few direct restoration measures will
even remain viable if negotiations (or litigation) were to become protracted.

Potential restoration measures have been identified with both technical and public
input obtained by the Restoration Planning Work Group, as documented in its three
reports..u..a./ All options are based on the definition of "restoration" contained in the
draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Trustee agencies and EPA:
[QUOTE MOA]. The MOA definition itself is based on the definition in the Department
of the Interior (DOl) NRDA regulations [cite].

1
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SPECIFIC APPROACH/ASSUMPTIONS

Each potential restoration project is evaluated in terms of the "6 Burdens" that are
expected to be relevant should the NRDA settlement go to litigation, as outlined by the
Department of Justice. (This document does not attempt to satisfy these burdens to the
degree that would be required for litigation.) The "6 Burdens" are:

1. Relationship to (proof of) injury
2. Natural recovery is "inadequate"
3. Restoration measure is technically feasible
4. Restoration measure would have a net environmental benefit
S. Cost of implementing the restoration measure would not be "grossly

disproportionate" to the values of the resource
6. Restoration measure is cost-effective relative to alternative methods for

resatoring the resource
With respect to these points, this document assumes that #1 (proof of injury> exists

for all of the resources addressed. It is assumed that the necessary proofs are being
compiled and will be presented elsewhere. The "injury statements" given in this
document for each resource represent independent assumptions about injuries that could
reasonably be expected from the spill (and in some cases preliminary information from
discussions with NRDA principal investigators), and are presented only for the purposes
of preparation for negotiation. These injury statements should not be referenced outside
of that context.

Similarly, #2 (natural recovery is inadequate> is assumed to be the case for the
resource addressed. The primary justification for this assumption relates to the overall
"ecosystem approach" to this restoration proposal. Different ecosystem components
(individuals, populations, communities, and the ecosystem as a whole) will exhibit
different rates of natural recovery. For example, it is to be expected that barnacles will be
among the most resilient intertidal organisms in terms of recolonization rates. However,
other intertidal species (including certain crustaceans and molluscs) will be much slower
to recover to pre-spill conditions. The time necessary for "full recovery" of intertidal
communities will in turn be dictated by the recovery rates of the slowest species in that
community. At the same time, recovery of higher trophic level species that use intertidal
areas as habitat - such as those that feed extensively in the intertidal zone (e.g., sea otters,
oystercatchers, some sea ducks) - will be linked to the recovery rates of the species on
which they feed (not necessarily the fastest recolonizers). Therefore, this document takes
the approach that restoration of the ecosystem as a whole is inextricably tied to the
recovery of all its major components. In this sense, relatively rapid recovery of
individual species or habitats is "inadequate" until all the other uses of those species or
habitats have also been restored.

Burdens 3, 4, and 6 are evaluated directly for each resource.
Burden #5 ("grossly disproportionate" test> is not evaluated for the resources

addressed in this document. First, we have no information at this time about the degree
of injury that DOJ will present (for negotiating purposes or otherwise). Therefore, the
application of this test is currently outside the scope of this document. In addition, the
Ohio case [CITE] is vague about what could be considered as "grossly disproportionate,"
and it would be inappropriate for this document to make any independent assumption in
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this regard. Finally, consistent with the philosophy of supporting negotiations by
maximizing the absolute size of the proposed settlement, it is suggested that the "grossly
disproportionate" test be applied to the recommended settlement package (Le., the mix of
ultimately recommended restoration measures) rather that to each of the potential
restoration options outlined. This is also consistent with the overall "ecosystem"
approach, where resources (such as intertidal habitats, discussed above) are recognized as
having ecological values (uses) beyond their individual values.

In addition to the considerations described above this document makes numerous
other assumptions, particularly with respect to estimating costs. For example, although it
is recognized that some resources may require longer periods of attention while others
may require less, 10 years is routinely used for calculating operating costs, monitoring
periods, etc. The pertinent resource-specific assumptions are presented along with the
discussions for the individual resources.

DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROTECTS

COASTAL HABITATS

This category includes those areas most directly injured by the oil spill and
subsequent clean-up activities. Virtually all of the oil that did not evaporate or was not
quickly recovered ended up in these habitats. These areas include the "supratidal" (splash
zone and immediately adjacent uplands including beach ryegrass zones), intertidal, and
nearshore subtidal areas. These areas represent important and in some cases critical
habitats for a variety of plant, vertebrate, and invertebrate species that were also directly
injured by the spill.

Some direct restoration measures are available to address some of the injuries to
coastal habitats. However, for most species feasible techniques do not exist to accelerate
natural recovery. Another major consideration in identifyfng restoration projects that
would benefit coastal habitats is the fact that all Alaska tidelands (intertidal) and
submerged lands are already in public ownership. Therefore, direct acquisition of unoiled
tidelands and submerged lands to replace damaged areas is not possible. However, changes
in management practices/use restrictions on public lands, and enhanced protection of
adjacent upland and marine areas (through acquisition or other means) can benefit both
the coastal habitats themselves and the species they support, by reducing cumulative
effects on stressed populations/habitats.

Supratidal
(Key interface area for upland species, incl. mammals and birds. Estuarine/salt marshes
spanning supratidal to intertidal comprise small % of spill area, but are important habitats
for feeding birds, fish)

Injury Statement. [CALL DAVE G.! Consider ryegrass, high fringing salt marshes,
erosion, debris, connection to archaeological injuries, habitat values for birds,
mammals,carbon source for aquatics, connection to recreational uses and subsistence
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gathering, etc.] [NEED handle on potential amt of coastline needing attention - absent, can
assume ryegrass exists along 25-30% of injured coastline, and was 10-25% (?) injured there;
marshes occur along 1% of injured coastline with about 50% of them being injured to a
degree; etc .••]

Restoration options
- BEACH RYEGRASS RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques proven in Alaska,

rapid coverage, high success rate. Benefit: to erosion, cultural res. site stabilization,
recreational res. aspects incl. aesthetics, habitat values for associated species [WHICH?].
Cost: [CALL Stoney W. to get idea of unit cost, inc!. logistics support, etc. Come up with a
total!]
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; assumed
highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

- ESTUARINE SALT MARSH RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques proven
elsewhere (fertilization and transplanting), moderate success rates, may require re-work
depending on degree of remnant oiling. Benefit: to feeding birds and fish, terrestrial
mammals, local water quality, erosion in sheltered embayments. Cost: $10 million
[$SOO,OOO/acre full restoration (adjusted for Alaska based on $300,000/acreN.J. experience)
for 10 acres plus $5 million total for less intensive restoration work (limited replanting,
fertilization, and reapplication, plus monitoring for up to 10 years) on up to 100 acres].
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; assumed
highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

- EQUIVALENT RESOURCES: Enhanced protection of supratidal and intertidal
areas can be achieved through management changes on and/or direct acquisition of
upland and marine areas immediately adjacent to the shoreline. To be most directly
beneficial, lands threatened by potential timber harvest, subsurface (mineral)
development, or other disturbance-creating activities (such as lodges) should be targeted.
ACQUISmONS: Potential acquisitions include (see attached map):

- Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (direct
purchase: 77,450 acres, estimated value/acquisition .cost $77.5 million);!

- Other non-federal lands within Kenai Fjords, excluding minimg claims (direct
purchase, 20,125 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $20 million);

- Mining claims witin Kenai Fjords (estimated 800 acres, estimated
value/acquisition cost $_ million);

- Native inholdings, allotments, and applications within Katmai National Park
(53,706 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $54 million);

- Other non-federal lands within Katmai (128,379 acres, estimated value/acquisition
cost $128 million);

- Inholdings and subsurface interests within Aniakchak National Monument and
Preserve (197,817 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $198 million);

1 Figures for lands associated with National Parks/Monuments based on average cost of
$1,000 per acre, which reflects higher assumed value for these lands than have been paid
in recent agreements for purchasing lands & development rights (where little
timber/mineral potential was thought to exist) in Alaska. (Incl. the Kijiik agreement that
paid approximately $400/acre for surface and subsurface rights, and the USAF's
"backscatter" radar project which purchased title to Interior lands at $450/acre.)
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- Inholdings in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface
and subsurface rights to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $262 million);2

- Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000
acres, estimated acquisition cost $30 million);3

- Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights
to 111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $111 million);4

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, 9,300 acres,
estimated acquisition cost $82 million);5

- [ADD: INHOLDINGS IN NWRs (limited acres)
Feasibility: feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods 
Le., 10 years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the
Native corporations. Benefit: reduction of cumulative effects will provide for enhanced
recovery of eagles, peregrine falcons, sea ducks, some Alcids, oystercatchers and other
shorebirds, sea otters, sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial mammals, intertidal organisms,
salmonids and other fish, cultural resources, and recreational resources. Cost: up to
$TOTAL (detailed above). Cost-benefit: for many species, methods do not exist to
undertake direct restoration measures; therefore reducing cumulative effects through
acquisition of equivalent resources is the only means of enhancing natural recovery.
MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES:

- {ADD: MARINE SANCTUARIES, STATE MARINE PARKS, WILDERNESS
AREAS, NRA STATUS?, ETC.]

Feasibility:
Benefit:
Cosh
Cost-benefih

- [ADD: No Action ("natural recovery")]
Feasibility:
Benefit:
Cosh
Cost-benefih

2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive Settlement of
Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill" ("Proposal") dated July 4, 1990.
Costs adjusted upward from average of Proposal by approximately 50% (to $1,000 per acre) to
include an estimate for acquisition of subsurface right as well as timber harvest rights, and
to include operating (management) costs for a period of 10 years.
3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million, adjusted upward by 50% as in footnote 2,
above.
4 See footnote 2, above.
5 Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimated from
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE

This preliminary draft document has been prepared at the request of the U.S.
Department of Justice to help support its preparation for potential negotiations regarding
settlement of damages caused by the Exxon-Valdez oil spill. This document is meant only
to support potential out-of-court ne£,otiations, where ri£,orous proofs are not at issue, and
should not be used or referenced outside of that narrow context. Also, this document
does not present an overall Natural Resource Dama£,e Assessment (NRDA) settlement
proposal. Nor does it address uses for additional funds (beyond those necessary for the
restoration projects discussed herein) that may become available based on direct injuries
and lost use values. Rather, this document supports only one portion of a potential
settlement: restoration. It is assumed that direct injuries and use values are being
compiled and evaluated separately, and that restoration needs/costs will be integrated
with those efforts. Information contained in this document will be updated as results
from ongoing NRDA studies become available.

GENERAL APPROACH

The overall philosophy of this document is to help achieve a negotiated settlement
of the maximum possible amount. Consistent with its purpose to support negotiations,
restoration projects are included that may be in excess of injuries that can be reasonably
proven with presently available NRDA data. Therefore, potential restoration measures
are evaluated individually so that adjustments to the recommended restoration
"package" can be made easily as may be appropriate to the negotiations. At the same time
the overall benefits described for the recommended restoration package would still be
realized, albeit to a lesser degree.@n other words, the recommended package is not a ",f
"house of cards" but would retain its validity and benefits even if not fully implemented.~k-t ['.1~

The recommended measures reflect an ecosystem approach to restoration (with f,.--
resource-specific components). In particular, where alternatives exist for restoring and
injured resource, restoration measures that benefit multiple resources are given
preference over actions that would benefit individual species. This not only helps to
address ecosystem components not directly targeted by NRDA studies, but in most cases
also advances the goal of maximizing the (requested) settlement amount in that pooling
many slightly injured fPS-ources can help justify larger "equivalent resource" acquisitions
than could be the case'!;maller-scale direct restoration measures were proposed. In
addition, this approach reflects the realization that few direct restoration measures will
even remain viable if negotiations (or litigation) were to become protracted.

Potential restoration measures have been identified with both technical and public
input obtained by the Restoration Planning Work Group, as documented in its three
reports. L2r3 / All options are based on the definition of "restoration" contained in the
draft Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Trustee agencies and EPA:

1
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[QUOTE MOA]. The MOA definition itself is based on the definition in the Department
of the Interior (DOl) NRDA regulations [regs. cite].

SPECIfIC APPROACII!ASSUMPTIONS
'$/J{/J)tJ1 S.

"- Each potential restoration project is evaluated in terms of the "6 Burdens" that are
expected to be relevant should the NRDA settlement go to litigation, as outlined by the
Department of Justice. (This document does not attempt to satisfy these burdens to the
degree that would be required for litigation.) The "6 Burdens" are:

1. Relationship to (proof of) injury
2. Natural recovery is "inadequate" fMIe. I'tf!w'tteel ~
3. Restoration measure is technically feasible
4. Restoration measure would have a net environmental benefit
5. Cost of implementing the restoration measure would not be "grossly

disproportionate" to the values of the resource 1#~YIL.f; IkIs 1tYt'~

6. Restoration measure is cost-effective relative to other P6WiUi~oP1lOns{or
A5t.I"..Pr",,)S the resource

to... With respect to these points, this document assumes that #1 (proof of injury) exists
for all of the resources addressed. It is assumed that the necessary proofs are being
compiled and will be presented elsewhere. The "injury statements" given in this
document for each resource represent independent assumptions about injuries that could
reasonably be4~xpected from the spill (and in some cases preliminary information from
GllilCY:6SioflS wIITe NRDA principal inV€!liltigators), and 'if€! prB6~mted in the absenc€! of more
detailed NRDA Ie5t:lltlil only for the purposes of preparation Em negotiation. These injury
statements should not be referenced outside.Rf that context.

Similarly, #2 (natural recoverY~~~(.I~;de'q~te) is assumed to be the case for the ~
resource addressed. The primary justification for thi ~

"eco~stem approach" to this restoration proposal. Different species and habitats will /'~ff,..
~v., . o,.u; PUI"ib' 'Gt·".e".. .. , . - /' '

C*fl.l. It~lfferent Fates natural FBcov@ry. F~example,~t IS to ve expected that certam _
intertiel-al mganisffis such as barnacles wil( e among the most resilient populations in A 1-1-
terms of recolonization rates. However, other intertidal species (including certain /~~(- '\
crustaceans and molluscs) will be much slower to recover to pre-spill conditions. tThe .'
time necessary for "full recovery" of ¥ari O';l~S intertidal communities will in turn be'"
dictated by the recovery rates of the slowest species in that community. At the same time,
recovery of higher trophic level species that use intertidal areas as habitat - such as those
that feed extensively in the intertidal zone (e.g., sea otters, oystercatchers, some sea ducks)
- will be linked to the recovery rates of the species on which they feed (not necessarily the
fastest recolonizers). Therefore, this document takes the approach that restoration of the
ecosystem as a whole is inextricably tied to the recovery of all its major components. In
this sense, relatively rapid recovery of individual species or habitats is "inadequate" ttnti±-
all the other ases of those species or habitats have also been restored. \~

Burdens 3,4, and 6 are evaluated directly for each resource.

2
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Burden #5 ("grossly disproportionate" test> is not evaluated for the resources
addressed in this document. First, we have no information at this time about the degree
of injury that DOJ will present (for negotiating purposes or otherwise). Therefore, the
application of this test is currently outside the scope of this document. In addition, the
Ohio case [CITE] is vague about what could be considered as "grossly disproportionate,"
and it would be inappropriate for this document to make any independent assumption in
this regard. Finally, consistent with the philosophy of supporting negotiations by
maximizing the absolute size of the proposed settlement, it is suggested that the "grossly
disproportionate" test be applied to the recommended settlement package (Le., the mix of
ultimately recommended restoration measures) rather that to each of the potential
restoration options outlined. This is also consistent with the overall "ecosystem"
approach, where resources (such as intertidal habitats, discussed above) are recognized
as having ecological values (uses) beyond their individual values.

In addition to the considerations described above this document makes numerous
other assumptions, particularly with respect to estimating costs. For example, although it
is recognized that some resources may require longer periods of attention while others
may require less, 10 years is routinely used for calculating operating costs, monitoring
periods, etc. The pertinent resource-specific assumptions are presented along with the
discussions for the individual resources.

DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROTECTS

COASTAL HABITATS

This category includes those areas most directly injured by the oil spill and subsequent
clean-up activities. Virtually all of the oil that did not evaporate or was not quickly recovered
ended up in these habitats. These areas include the "supratidal" (splash zone and immediately
adjacent uplands including beach ryegrass zones), intertidal, and nearshore subtidal areas. Thes
areas represent important and in some cases critical habitats for a variety of plant, vertebrate, an
invertebrate species that were also directly injured by the spill.

Some direct restoration measures are available to address some of the injuries to coastal
habitats. However, for most species feasible techniques do not exist to accelerate natural recovel
Another major considerailen in identifying restoration projects that Nould: benefit coastal
habitats. is the fact that ..ia Alaska, 'iiii tidelands (intertidal) and submerged lands are already in
public ownership. Therefore, direct acquisition of unoiled tidel~nds and submerged lands to

I d d · ·bl H h . frlll"e" . Lv~ . .rep ace amage areas IS not POSSI e. owever, c anges InAmanagement practIces "restnctIons,
and enhanced protection of adjacent upland and marine areas (through acquisition or other
means) can benefit both the coastal habitats themselves and the species they support, by reducin
cumulative effects on stressed populations/habitats.

Supratidal

3
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(Key interface area for upland species, inc!. mammals and birds. Estuarine/salt marshes
spanning supratidal to intertidal comprise small % of spill area, but are important habitats for
feeding birds, fish)

Injury Statement. [CALL DAVE G.! Consider ryegrass, high fringing salt marshes, erosio
debris, connection to archaeological injuries, habitat values for birds, mammals,carbon source fl
aquatics, connection to recreational uses and subsistence gathering, etc.] [NEED handle on
potential amt of coastline needing attention - absent, can assume ryegrass exists along 25-30% of
injured coastline, and was 10-25% (?) injured there; marshes occur along 1% of injured coastlinl
with about 50% of them being injured to a degree; etc ...]

Restoration options
- BEACH RYEGRASS RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques proven in Alaska, rapid

coverage, high success rate. Benefit: to erosion, cultural res. site stabilization, recreational res.
aspects inc!. aesthetics, habitat values for associated species [WHICH?]. Cost: [CALL Stoney W. t
get idea of unit cost, inc!. logistics support, etc. Come up with a tota!!]
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; assumed high]
cost-effective (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

- ESTUARINE SALT MARSH RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques proven elsewhel
(fertilization and transplanting), moderate success rates, may require re-work depending on
degree of remnant oiling. Benefit: to feeding birds and fish, terrestrial mammals, local water
quality, erosion in sheltered embayments. Cost: $10 million [$500,000/ acre full restoration
(adjusted for Alaska based on $300,OOO/acre N.J. experience) for 10 acres plus $5 million total for
less intensive restoration work (limited replanting, fertilization, and reapplication, plus
monitoring for up to 10 years) on up to 100 acres]. Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind
measure using established technology; assumed highly cost-effective (without addressing "gros~

disproportionate" test).
- ACQUISITION OF EQUIVALENT RESOURCES: Enhanced protection of supratidal anc

intertidal areas can be achieved through management changes on and/or direct acquisition of
upland and marine areas immediately adjacent to the shoreline. To be most directly beneficial,
lands threatened by potential timber harvest, subsurface (mineral) development, or other
disturbance-creating activities (such as lodges) should be targeted. Potential acquisitions includE
(see attached map):

- Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (direct purcha~
77,000 acres, estimated value/ acquisition cost $_million);l 1<11/11'4 rlf.,fJ, ,4,;ltAtMI; /J1'/~'jJ.

- Inholding in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface and
S~b~?l'ts to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $255.5 million);2

d6f!J1U tz..,

- " I 1)/.I1v"h~.,. &~/tHj. tl.JIt~ .
1 Cost estimate from National Park Service.
2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive Settlement of
Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill" ("Proposal") dated July 4, 1990.
Costs adjusted upward from those in Proposal by 50% to include an estimate for acquisition
of subsurface right as well as timber harvest rights, and to include operating
(management) costs for a period of 10 years.
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- Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000 acres,
estimated acquisition cost $30 million);3

- Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights to
111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $108 million);4 . K~ .

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, _acres, estimate~/""
acquisition cost $_);5 . . ~ ~

- [ADD: MARThJE SANCTUARIES, STATE MARINE PARKS;W~~~~JRA _"iJ
STATUS?, ETC.]
- [ADD: No Action ("natural recovery")] . I
Feasibility: feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods - Le., 10 t
years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the Native
corporations. Benefit: reduction of cumulative effects will provide for enhanced recovery of
eagles, peregrine falcons, sea ducks, some Alcids, oystercatchers and other shorebirds, sea otters,
sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial mammals, intertidal organisms, salmonids and other fish,
cultural resources, and recreational resources. Cost: up to $TOTAL (detailed above). Cost-
benefit: for many species, methods do not exist to undertake direct restoration measures;
therefore reducing cumulative effects through acquisition of equivalent resources is the only
means of enhancing natural recovery.

3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million, adjusted upward by 50% as in footnote 2,
above.
4 See footnote 2, above.
5 Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimated from
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REPORT OUTLINE

1. INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Document:
- Support to maximize size of claim/negotiating position
- Supporting portion of claim, for restoration to pre-spill conditions only
- Not addressing how to spend additional $$ for direct injuries, L.U.V., or C-V

General Approach:
- Definition of Restoration (MOA)
- Ecosystem emphasis (w/ resource-x-resource components)
- Designed to provide beneficial plan at various (negotiated) levels

Specific Approach:
- Based on "6 Burdens"

Assumption relating to each "Burden" (esp. degree of injury)
Qualifications to/assumptions of approach:

- "Adequacy" of natural recovery (overall, incl. # years to assume costs,
etc.)

- "Grossly disproportionate" test
- Application of cost-effectiveness test

II. DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROTECTS (by category)

Overview:
- what's in this section (by resource and ecosystem, plus monitoring)
- what if a listed resource was not injured
- why individual costs are not totalled here, etc.

Coastal Habitats:
- Category intro: any specific assumptions, etc.

Resource-specific presentations:
- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options (for each, list):

- Feasibility statement
- Environmental benefit statement
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion

Other (non-NRDA-targeted) resources (discussion)

1
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Coastal Habitats, cont.
-Resource list for Coastal Habitats (tentative):

- Shoreline communities/populations
Supratidal
Intertidal
Estuarine/Salt Marshes
Subtidal
Eelgrass and Kelp
Air and Water
Connection to shoreline uses (human, and by individual species)

Fish and Shellfish:
- Category intro: any specific assumptions, etc.

Species-specific presentations:
- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options (for each, list):

- Feasibility statement
- Environmental benefit statement
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion

Other (non-NRDA-targeted) resources (discussion)
Resource list for Fish and Shellfish (tentative):

- Sport fish harvest and effort
- Salmon spawning areas
- Egg/preemergent fry
- Early marine, salmon
- Adult salmon returns (coded-wire tags)
- Sockeye overescapement
- Dolly Varden
- Herring
- Larval fish
- Rockfish
- Groundfish (trawl survey)
- Clams
- Spot shrimp
- Crabs
- Sea urchins

Birds:
(SAME FORMAT)
- Resource list for Birds (tentative):

- Bald eagles
- Peregrines
- Sea Ducks (Harlequins, etc.)

2
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Birds, cont.
- Passerines
- Seabird colonies
- Loons
- Common Murres
- Marbled Murrelets
- Pigeon Guillemots
- Other Alcids
- Black-legged Kittiwakes
- Glaucous-winged Gulls
- Oystercatchers
- Cormorants
- Mergansers
- Other bird species

Mammals:
(SAME FORMAT)

Resource list for Mammals (tentative):
- Humpback whales
- Orcas
- Sea lions
- Harbor seals
- Sea otters
- Black-tail deer
- Black bear
- Brown bear
- River otter and mink
- Small mammals

Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values:
(SAME FORMAT)

Resource list for Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values (tentative):
- Kayaks and canoes

Other pleasure boats
Charters, tour boats, etc.
Marine sport fishing
Freshwater sport fishing
Shellfishing
Trapping
Hunting, terrestrial mammals
Hunting, waterfowl
Public-use cabins/sites
Low-impact camping
Hiking and climbing
Berry picking, picnicking, etc.
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Recreation, cont.
- Photography
- Nature study
- Other recreation uses
- Aesthetic values
- "In-absentia" values (including option, existence, and bequest values)

Cultural and Subsistence Resources:
(SAME FORMAT)

Resource list for Cultural and Subsistence Resources (tentative):
- Archaeological/historical sites and artifacts

Subsistence lifestyle and values
Subsistence hunting
Subsistence fishing
Public trust (in subsistence resources and in government)
Other

Monitoring:
- Approach (incl. MOA)
- Basis (Puget Sound, Chesapeake)

Research:
- Approach/Basis (incl. MOA)
- Additional restoration benefit (connection to cultural/social restoration,
etc.)

Outline continues ...
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SYNTHESIS DISCUSSION

Re. acquisitions:
- Ecosystem benefitted acquisitions, inc!.:

- avoidance often = surest
- addresses non-targeted resources, as well
- addresses cultural/social/political aspects of restoration, as well

- Justifications for combining restoration options common to multiple
resources
- Ability to reduce (negotiated) magnitude of acquisition while retaining
overall benefits
- Application of cost-effectiveness/"grossly disproportionate" tests to
combined options
- Brief discussion of restoration projects not recommended
- (Note relation to Coastal Coalition proposal vis a' vis acceptability)

RECOMMENDED RESTORATION PROTECTS

- List suggested restoration plan elements (projects), direct and indirect
- Note injured resources addressed by each
- Reminder reo degree-of-injury assumptions
- Reminder that we can't address "grossly d."
- Total cost presented for recommended restoration projects
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DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROJECTS

COASTAL HABITATS

This category includes those areas most directly injured by the oil spill and
subsequent clean-up activities. Virtually all of the oil that did not evaporate or was not
quickly recovered ended up in these habitats. These areas include the "supratidal" (splash
zone and immediately adjacent uplands including beach ryegrass zones), intertidal, and
nearshore subtidal areas. These areas represent important and in some cases critical
habitats for a variety of plant, vertebrate, and invertebrate species that were also directly
injured by the spill.

Some direct restoration measures are available to address some of the injuries to
coastal habitats. However, for most species feasible techniques do not exist to accelerate
natural recovery. Another major consideration in identifying restoration projects that
would benefit coastal habitats is the fact that in Alaska, all tidelands (intertidal) and
submerged lands are already in public ownership. Therefore, direct acquisition of unoiled
tidelands and submerged lands to replace damaged areas is not possible. However, changes
in management practices/restrictions, and enhanced protection of adjacent upland and
marine areas (through acquisition or other means) can benefit both the coastal habitats
themselves and the species they support, by reducing cumulative effects on stressed
populations/ habitats.

Supratidal
(Key interface area for upland species, incl. mammals and birds. Estuarine/salt marshes
spanning supratidal to intertidal comprise small % of spill area, but are important habitats
for feeding birds, fish)

Injury Statement. [CALL DAVE G.! Consider ryegrass, high fringing salt marshes,
erosion, debris, connection to archaeological injuries, habitat values for birds,
mammals,carbon source for aquatics, connection to recreational uses and subsistence
gathering, etc.] [NEED handle on potential amt of coastline needing attention - absent, can
assume ryegrass exists along 25-30% of injured coastline, and was 10-25% (?) injured there;
marshes occur along 1% of injured coastline with about 50% of them being injured to a
degree; etc ...]

Restoration options
- BEACH RYEGRASS RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques proven in

Alaska, rapid coverage, high success rate. Benefit: to erosion, cultural res. site stabilization,
recreational res. aspects incl. aesthetics, habitat values for associated species [WHICH?].
Cost: [CALL Stoney W. to get idea of unit cost, inc!. logistics support, etc. Come up with a
total!]
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; assumed
highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

- ESTUARINE SALT MARSH RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques
proven elsewhere (fertilization and transplanting), moderate success rates, may require re-
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work depending on degree of remnant oiling. Benefit: to feeding birds and fish, terrestrial
mammals, local water quality, erosion in sheltered embayments. Cost: $10 million
[$500,OOO/acre full restoration (adjusted for Alaska based on $300,OOO/acre N.J. experience)
for 10 acres plus $5 million total for less intensive restoration work (limited replanting,
fertilization, and reapplication, plus monitoring for up to 10 years) on up to 100 acres].
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; assumed
highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

- ACQUISITION OF EQUIVALENT RESOURCES: Enhanced protection of
supratidal and intertidal areas can be achieved through management changes on and/or
direct acquisition of upland and marine areas immediately adjacent to the shoreline. To be
most directly beneficial, lands threatened by potential timber harvest, subsurface (mineral)
development, or other disturbance-creating activities (such as lodges) should be targeted.
Potential acquisitions include (see attached map):

- Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (direct
purchase: 77,000 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $_million);l

- Inholding in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface
and subsurface rights to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $255.5 million);2

- Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000
acres, estimated acquisition cost $30 million);3

- Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights
to 111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $108 million);4

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, _acres,
estimated acquisition cost $_);5

- [ADD: MARINE SANCTUARIES, STATE MARINE PARKS, WILDERNESS AREAS,
NRA STATUS?, ETC.]
- [ADD: No Action ("natural recovery")]
Feasibility: feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods 
i.e., 10 years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the
Native corporations. Benefit: reduction of cumulative effects will provide for enhanced
recovery of eagles, peregrine falcons, sea ducks, some Alcids, oystercatchers and other
shorebirds, sea otters, sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial mammals, intertidal organisms,
salmonids and other fish, cultural resources, and recreational resources. Cost: up to
$TOTAL (detailed above). Cost-benefit: for many species, methods do not exist to
undertake direct restoration measures; therefore reducing cumulative effects through
acquisition of equivalent resources is the only means of enhancing natural recovery.

1 Cost estimate from National Park Service.
2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive
Settlement of Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill"
("Proposal") dated July 4, 1990. Costs adjusted upward from those in Proposal by 50%
to include an estimate for acquisition of subsurface right as well as timber harvest
rights, and to include operating (management) costs for a period of 10 years.
3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million, adjusted upward by 50% as in
footnote 2, above.
4 See footnote 2, above.
5 Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimated from
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Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values

Intro and Assumptions

Human use of ecological resources for recreation is an important category
of services which must be addressed by the restoration process.

Biological and physical restoration of ecological resources is fundamenta:
to the restoration of recreational uses; however, such biophysical
restoration is not sufficient to address certain wilderness values,
aesthetic values, and other "in-absentia" values such as option,
existence, and bequest values.

To the extent that restoration of recreational uses is partially
accomplished by biophysical restoration, it is assumed that those actions
are discussed under the appropriate biological resource. This section
includes recreation-specific restoration actions.

All recreational uses are not equal; to the extent possible, the same typE
and quality of recreational experience must be restored.

Injury to recreational resources must be evaluated in terms of changes in
both actual use and perceptions. (Perception is at least as important as
reality. )

Measures of use levels are inadequate because they do not capture
important changes in the type and quality of experience.

Increased use numbers are not necessarily desirable.

Impacts may be higher on some groups than on others. For example, beach
dependent activities (e.g., kayak camps) will be more impacted than off
shore activities (e.g., cruise ship tourism).

Given the large acreage of public lands in Alaska, providing relatively
small public access sites will restore more value than acquisition or
designation of additional wilderness acreage.

Little injury assessment information is available; some use level data is
available for Kenai Fjords National Park, but necessary data on quality 0:
experience~and user perceptions is lacking. Data available for Kenai
Fjords National Park follows:

- Approximately 30 percent of the 400 miles of coastline within Kenai
Fjords National Park received some degree of oiling: 50 miles
experienced very light impact, 50 miles light impact, 5 miles
moderate impact, and 0.31 miles heavy impact.

- Visitation of park has increased approximately 10-13% per year since
establishment in 1980.
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- Between 1988 and 1989 overall visitation increased 30% from 59,000 t<
77,000 visitors. Note that a decrease in some types of recreational
use requiring early reservations (such as cruise ship packages) woul<
not be expected to suffer a decline in visitation immediately
following a spill. A decrease in Kenai Fjords National Park
visitation by other groups (kayakers and anglers) was observed in
1989.

Resource-specific Presentations

Public-use cabins/sites:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Provide alternative destinations.
• Minimize further cumulative impacts.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• No action / natural recovery.

Low-impact camping:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Provide alternative destinations.
• No action / natural recovery.

Kayaks and canoes:

Injury statement - Kenai Fjords National Park experienced a decline
in kayaker use in 1989. Kayakers and canoeists are strongly impacte<
by visible oiling of beach sediments at sites where they camp or
rest. In most areas, solitude is an important component of the
paddling experience; therefore, these users have been and will
continue to be impacted by clean-up activities, monitoring and
research activities, development activities visible (or audible) fro!
the water and adjacent shoreline, and by increased tourism which may
result from increased public awareness of the oil-impacted area.

Adequacy of natural recovery - How long will surface and shallow
subsurface oil rub off on tent bottoms? How long will stain last on
protected beaches?

Restoration Strategies
• Restore prime shoreline use sites.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.
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F

Charter, tour boats, etc.:
Injury statement - The NRDA process does not address losses to
commercial charter and tour boat operators; however, it should
address and restore injuries to the visitor's experience due to
natural resource injury. Many of these impacts will be perceptual
and can be addressed through education or interpretation.

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Other pleasure boats:

Injury statement - Other pleasure boats includes sailboats,
inflatables, skiffs, etc. These users will be affected perceptually
in the manner similar to that of passengers on charters and tour
boats. In addition, to the extent that they use shorelines and
beaches, they will suffer direct use impacts similar to those
affecting kayakers and canoeists.

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Restore prime shoreline use sites.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Marine sport fishing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Freshwater sport fishing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.
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Shellfishing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Hunting, terrestrial mammals:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Hunting, waterfowl:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Trapping:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Hiking and climbing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Berry picking, picnicking, etc.:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategie~

• No action / natural recovery.

Nature study:
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Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Photography:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Aesthetic values:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Acquire equivalent resources.
• Minimize further development.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

"In-absentia" values (including option, existence, and bequest values) :
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Acquire equivalent resources.
• Minimize further development.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

other Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values

Restoration Options

Strategy: Restore prime shoreline use sites.

• Additional cleanup of prime shoreline use sites.
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit: On a site-by-site basis, additional

cleaning of prime shoreline use sites may be justifiable even
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if it sets back natural, biological recovery.
restoration measures (e.g., transplanting) may
to address some of these impacts on biological

Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Provide alternative destinations.

Additional
be considered
resources.

• Provide alternative destinations for shoreline use where
previous sites have been irreversibly damaged.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Manage changes in recreational use patterns.

• Add field personnel and/or revise regulations in response to
increased awareness of recreational opportunities following oil
spill publicity and clean up.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Discourage use of new sites as well as continued use of oiled
sites where such use would slow natural recovery.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Minimize further cumulative impacts.

• Revise public-lands management plans to minimize further
degradation of recreational resources.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Minimize further development.

• Purchase private inholdings within public lands .
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Minimize development through tax incentives for not logging or
developing private lands and by obtaining development rights,
easements, etc. (less-than-fee-simple title) on private lands.

Feasibility:
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Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Acquire equivalent resources.

• Acquire key public access sites within privately-owned lands an<
along coasts and rivers.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Designate Prince William Sound as a national recreation area or
national monument.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Establish new parks, refuges, and other protected areas.
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Acquire or otherwise protect "threatened" wilderness or
recreation areas within and outside of Alaska

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Education / interpretation.

• Publish brochure to educate recreational boaters about
environmental protection.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Develop unified agency-private tourism and public information
program

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Construct and/or maintain public interpretive facilities in oil
spill communities, perhaps associated with state or federal
conservation units

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:
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Strategy: No action / natural recovery.
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REPORT OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION

~6
F

Purpose of Document:
- Support to maximize size of claim/negotiating position
- Supporting portion of claim, for restoration to pre-spill conditions only
- Not addressing how to spend additional $$ for direct injuries, L.U.V., or C-V

General Approach:
- Definition of Restoration (MOA)
- Ecosystem emphasis (w/ resource-x-resource components)
~Designed to provide beneficial plan at various (negotiated) levels

Specific Approach:
- Based on "6 Burdens"

Assumption relating to each "Burden" (esp. degree of injury)
Qualifications to/ assumptions of approach:

- "Adequacy" of natural recovery (overall, incl. # years to assume costs,
etc.)

- "Grossly disproportionate" test
- Application of cost-effectiveness test

DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROTECTS (by category)

Overview:
- what's in this section (by resource and ecosystem, plus monitoring)
- what if a listed resource was not injured
- why individual costs are not totalled here, etc.

Coastal Habitats:~~/~
- Category intro: any specific assumptions, etc.
- Resource-specific presentations:

- Injury statement (or assumption) -""
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options (for each, list):

- Feasibility statement
- Environmental benefit statement
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion

- Other (non-NRDA-targeted) resources (discussion)

1
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Coastal Habitats, cont. /
-Resource list for Coastal Habitats:

- Shoreline communities/ populations
- Supratidal
- Intertidal
- Estuarine/ Salt Marshes
- Subtidal
- Eelgrass and Kelp
- Air and Water
- Connection to shoreline uses (human, and by individual species)

Fish and Shellfish~c4u( /J1 .
- Category intro: any specific assumptions, etc.
- Species-specific presentations:

- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on adequacy of natural recovery
- Restoration Options (for each, list):

- Feasibility statement
- Environmental benefit statement
- Cost, and cost-effectiveness discussion

- Other (non-NRDA-targeted) resources (discussion)
- Resource list for Fish and Shellfish:

- Sport fish harvest and effort
- Salmon spawning areas
- Egg/preemergent fry
- Early marine, salmon
- Adult salmon returns (coded-wire tags)
- Sockeye overescapement
- Dolly Varden
- Herring
- Larval fish
- Rockfish
- Groundfish (trawl survey)
- Clams
- Spot shrimp
- Crabs
- Sea urchins

Birds: fu*' ~~1#
(SAME FORMAT)
- Resource list for Birds:

- Bald eagles
- Peregrines
- Sea Ducks (Harlequins)

2
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- Passerines
- Seabird colonies
- Loons
- Common Murres
- Marbled Murrelets
- Pigeon Guillemots
- Other Alcids
- Black-legged Kittiwakes
- Glaucous-winged Gulls
- Oystercatchers
- Cormorants
- Mergansers
- Other bird species

Mammals: (;ff~).
(SAME FORMA\.{)
- Resource list for Mammals:

- Humpback whales
- Orcas
- Sea lions
- Harbor seals
- Sea otters
- Black-tail deer
- Black bear ,-
- Brown bear -
- River otter and mink ---
- Small mammals --

Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values: -4~
(SAME FORMAT) ~ V

Resource list for Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values:
- Kayaks and canoes

Other pleasure boats
Charters, tour boats, etc.
Marine sport fishing
Freshwater sport fishing
Shellfishing
Trapping
Hunting, terrestrial mammals
Hunting, waterfowl
Public-use cabins/sites
Low-impact camping
Hiking and climbing
Berry picking, picnicking, etc.
Photography

3
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- Nature study
- Other recreation uses
- Aesthetic values
- "In-absentia" values (including option, existence, and bequest values)

Cultural and Subsistence Resources: -- ~+-~
(SAME FORMAT)
- Resource list for Cultural and Subsistence Resources:

- Archaeological/historical sites and artifacts
- Subsistence lifestyle and values
- Subsistence hunting
- Subsistence fishing
- Public trust (in subsistence resources and in government)
- Other

Monitoring:
- Approach (inc!. MOA)
- Basis (Puget Sound, Chesapeake)

'-~Research:
- Approach/Basis (inc!. MOA)
- Additional restoration benefit (connection to cultural!social restoration,
etc.)

4
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SYNTHESIS DISCUSSION

Re. acquisitions:
- Ecosystem benefitted acquisitions, inc!.:

- avoidance often = surest
- addresses non-targeted resources, as well
- addresses cultural/social/political aspects of restoration, as well

- Justifications for combining restoration options common to multiple
resources
- Ability to reduce (negotiated) magnitude of acquisition while retaining
overall benefits
- Application of cost-effectiveness I "grossly disproportionate" tests to
combined options
- Brief discussion of restoration projects not recommended
- (Note relation to Coastal Coalition proposal w Ir It I acceptability)

RECOMMENDED RESTORATION PROTECTS

- List suggested restoration plan elements (projects), direct and indirect
- Note injured resources addressed by each
- Reminder reo degree-of-injury assumptions
- Reminder that we can't address "grossly d."
- Total cost presented for recommended restoration projects

5



DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROTECTS

COASTAL HABITATS

This category includes those areas most directly injured by the oil spill and
subsequent clean-up activities. Virtually all of the oil that did not evaporate or was not
quickly recovered ended up in these habitats. These areas include the "supratidal" (splash
zone and immediately adjacent uplands including beach ryegrass zones), intertidal, and
nearshore subtidal areas. These areas represent important and in some cases critical
habitats for a variety of plant, vertebrate, and invertebrate species that were also directly
injured by the spill.

Some direct restoration measures are available to address some of the injuries to
coastal habitats. However, for most species feasible techniques do not exist to accelerate
natural recovery. Another major consideration in identifying restoration projects that
would benefit coastal habitats is the fact that in Alaska, all tidelands (intertidal) and
submerged lands are already in public ownership. Therefore, direct acquisition of unoiled
tidelands and submerged lands to replace damaged areas is not possible. However, changes
in management practices/restrictions, and enhanced protection of adjacent upland and
marine areas (through acquisition or other means) can benefit both the coastal habitats
themselves and the species they support, by reducing cumulative effects on stressed
populations/habitats.

Supratidal
(Key interface area for upland species, incl. mammals and birds. Estuarine/salt marshes
spanning supratidal to intertidal comprise small % of spill area, but are important habitats
fo feeding birds, fish) ~ ~-r~I;P~

~
c-

Injury Statement. [CALL DAVE G.! Consider ryegrass, high fringing salt marshes,

~
L\ erosion, debris, connection to archaeological injuries, habitat values for birds,

f1 mammals,carbon source for aquatics, connection to recreational uses and subsistence
.J) gathering, etc.] [NEED handle on potential amt of coastline needing attention - absent, can

assume ryegrass exists along 25-30% of injured coastline, and was 10-25% (?) injured there;
marshes occur along 1% of injured coastline with about 50% of them being injured to a
degree; etc ...]

Restoration options
- BEACH RYEGRASS RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques proven in

Alaska, rapid coverage, high success rate. Benefit: to erosion, cultural res. site stabilization,
recreational res. aspects incl. aesthetics, habitat values for associated species [WHICH?].
Cost: [CALL Stoney W. to get idea of unit cost, incl.logistics support, etc. Come up with a
tota!!]
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; assumed
highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

- ESTUARINE SALT MARSH RESTORATION: Feasibility: techniques
proven elsewhere (fertilization and transplanting), moderate success rates, may require re
work depending on degree of remnant oiling. Benefit: to feeding birds and fish, terrestrial
mammals, local water quality, erosion in sheltered embayments. Cost: $10 million



[$500,000/acre full restoration (adjusted for Alaska based on $300,000/acre N.J. experience)
for 10 acres plus $5 million total for less intensive restoration work (limited replanting,
fertilization, and reapplication, plus monitoring for up to 10 years) on up to 100 acres].
Cost-effectiveness: Direct, on-site in-kind measure using established technology; assumed
highly cost-effective (without addressing "grossly disproportionate" test).

- ACQUISITION OF EQUIVALENT RESOURCES: Enhanced protection of
supratidal and intertidal areas can be achieved through management changes on and/or
direct acquisition of upland and marine areas immediately adjacent to the shoreline. To be
most directly beneficial, lands threatened by potential timber harvest, subsurface (mineral)
development, or other disturbance-creating activities (such as lodges) should be targeted.
Potential acquisitions include (see attached map):iiIb. '1 - Native-selected lands along the shoreline of Kenai Fjords National Park (dire~t__ ;11/~

/tyJJ ;-J/t'A purchase: 77,000 acres, estimated value/acquisition cost $_million);1 f f-~/"? (~ $)
y;JJ4 1:'']- Inholding in the Chugach National Forest within Prince William Sound (surface i

!L . and subsurface rights to 262,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $255.5 million);2
rr P\ ~ - Inholdings in Kachemak Bay State Park (surface and subsurface rights to 23,000
~ acres, estimated acquisition cost $30 million);3

- Lands on the southwest tip of the Kenai Peninsula (surface and subsurface rights
to 111,000 acres, estimated acquisition cost $108 million);4

- Kenai River corridor wetlands/riparian zone (development rights, _acres,
estimated acquisition cost $->;5

- [ADD: MARINE SANCTUARIES, STATE MARINE PARKS, WILDERNESS AREAS,
NRA STATUS?, ETC.] I ~~f. TO )
- [ADD: No Action ("natural recovery")] l{ 1I)c.)_~,mQltJ lTe1tIPGJ

Feasibility: feasible to acquire development rights (in perpetuity or for specific periods 
i.e., 10 years) in such a manner that title and subsistence use rights are retained by the
Native corporations. Benefit: reduction of cumulative effects will provide for enhanced
recovery of eagles, peregrine falcons, sea ducks, some Alcids, oystercatchers and other
shorebirds, sea otters, sea lions and harbor seals, terrestrial mammals, intertidal organisms,
salmonids and other fish, cultural resources, and recreational resources. Cost: up to
$TOTAL (detailed above). Cost-benefit: for many species, methods do not exist to
undertake direct restoration measures; therefore reducing cumulative effects through
acquisition of equivalent resources is the only means of enhancing natural recovery.

1 Cost estimate from National Park Service.
2 Acreage from the Coastal Coalition "Draft Proposal for a Comprehensive
Settlement of Natural Resource Damages from the 'Exxon-Valdez' Oil Spill"
("Proposal") dated July 4, 1990. Costs adjusted upward from those in Proposal by 50%
to include an estimate for acquisition of subsurface right as well as timber harvest
rights, and to include operating (management) costs for a period of 10 years.
3 Legislative purchase proposal of $20 million, adjusted upward by 50% as in
footnote 2, above.
4 See footnote 2, above.
5 Acreage from Kenai River Management Plan. Cost estimated from __'
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Anderson; R..C. (19631

Economic perspectives on 0,1 ;pll/ damage d:\st'ument

Am. Pet. Inst., WA, USA

Oil Petrochem. "ollul, Vol. 1, No.2. pp. 7')·61

Part 3, Biologital measures. in: Hazardous Mat:eriiii$ Spills H~ndbook

/
/

-,------_.._----,----~. -~~._--~----

~~~~ttochemical spills frequently result io dar.nage _to pUbli~-owned natura~, resources s~'h a~ bi~ds:
tI h d L~: nre:>entiv over half of th~ ,"'mencan ~t3tes ana ...~e Feder~1 Government ha\le provIsions
liS, an ~aCi1~. r '1 I Th bj. f
in law that permit reo:fvery from the pol~uter fOf such. damages ~ n,3tura teso~re.es. e 0 ectlVes~ 0

,
t:h~ 5tatutes are rwo--fold: (1) to provi(Se compensation to the vlet!m!l for theIr 1~1 and (2) to p,ovlde

intenrives for greatef care on the part of thClS~ wh~ ~fansport petroleum. products. ~ne measure~ent of
natural resource damages in economic terr~~s IS a dlfflcult.and cootroyer~lai task.. ThiS paper proVides
insi hts into th~ strength$ and Hm:tations oc several techmques of valuation that ha.ve been.p:o~ or are
CUi~ent!y being used. Additionally, the ~~per prOYi~es several re5earch .sugg~tIOns to specialists In tne
biological and physical science commUnltles regardlng,where thelf further efforts are most lJkel~ _t_o -'~ _
helpful In Ofloglng .Ill;;: 0""" ,I ......_ .. G ....t .~ ,,~~..l""""'O: ~ ...,... r~r", :"<:.iM:<m>l>"t<: of natural rE!SOult..1: U<llll"~=

fe!ultlng (rom oil ,pills.

McCraw-Hill Book Co., NY

SpiN cI~anup

Dept. Civil Eng., Univ. Texas. Austin, TX, USA

Armstrong, N.l. (1982)

A85TRACT
Coam;l habitat loss must be reduced eIther through conservation o. mitjg;at!V~ effo~. ImplememtatJon of
mitigation depends largely on ~<::curate cos[~assessrnent of the projects that are involved. The authors
center our dl~u»ivlI h""le .;.on _"!5r~ u~n3pl ..ntin5 = on excmpbry mitig:&iivo tool. Tho tCllehnology of
rt!Storing s.aagras! eommu1'litles has received increasing attention in r-ec.t'nt years. However, the method$
used have had varying degr~ of suo:.eu, a largely unknown factor being the cost of the technique that is
u~. In this ~per /$ presen[i!'d a universal format that includes considef~(ic.n of the ~'.iSe;;ti~1 hld:ors lrl-Uin

COSNmalysi$, such as planning. planting, and monitoring aetlvU:les, geographic !(;)oGIdon, tidal influence, iabor,
and maum.. l:; (wu. ~pe:nd..ble and non-e><:pendl:lblc). Co~t ,:.er (~I,.I~eauf~lly _t:lbli~hed) ~heoc or £~ Of

(ruit Is recCimmended as the best indietiwr of eost effectiveness for i! given technique. loeOffX'ration and
presentation of this jnform:.tion is urged in fUf.ure projecrs to motivate wider applic.a.tion of reagrass and
Qtho:;r ~"\!iAI p.b...t:.com,...,-,ni~' ...:w.'''''!>rl .....n

Environ. Canserv., Vol. 9, No.3, pp. 237-242.

NatJ. oceanic AUTIO'S. Admin., Nat!. Mar. fish. serv., Southeast Ash. Cent., Beaufort lab., Beaufort, NC

28516. USA

," «»t~vii/tJa£ion tt!'Chniqur! for r~tOfatiO:1 of seagrass and orh~r plam communities

funsKa. M.S.; Ke~worthy, W. p Phillips, R.C. \1982)

ABSTRACT
The National all dnd Hazardous Substances Po!iurion Contingency Plan (40 CFR 1510) delineates fi ...·e
d';&'<;:,f; ",,:f ::Odic,.....h"t rnm!",fio;... tnp plp~p~t;;. rJ !:pill l::Ontrol. Tnp. ..rtlon~ :U;lo Ph:lu> l.rlj~J"t:\,,<[>,)' ::lll'\d

nOtlf,CdUOO; phase II-evaluation and Initiation 01 iictlon; Phase lII&contalnment and Countermeasures' Phase
IV-cleanup, mitigation" and disposal; Phase V-documentarian ~nd cost recovery. The time to imple~em
ar'ly of these ph3S~ Will dl!pend on the IOC3tion of the spill, the material spilled the magnitude o( th ·1'

d f
·tel f'" . I ,.eSpl I,

an so ore', >;mp oyment 0, a. oiologlca countermeasure imposes $r-ial constraini-s on tho act' .. ;
Ph Ii d 1

\ / '. l.. r---.... - IYI£If?S .n
_ ases. I an . .,. ana. requl~es {f ,;H Its ~se be carefully considered in Pha~ II. To understand these 5 ial
...onstramts, the reqUlll~mems of a gene,al l.'::ountermeasure and the Information n~d~.J. - . d thO pee

'b'I' f b- I ' I . .. ..., t:U to juge e5Ulta I ltv 0 a !ooglca countermea$ure must be discussed.
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A Cost Ef(~$.t Apprw..:h to Of/ spiIJ Re:Jpome

A!r;tJ!!(:., In~, MO

Presented at EPA/API/USCe 1981 Oil Spill Confj AtI;mt3, Mar 2·5, 81, P49S (6). The Otiginllil document is
4l"t&J1_lIl", fr....... 9~·k....

A8$TRACT
Although large ~um$ of money are s~nt or, responding to oil spills, It is often difficult to assess the
eff~nt!'SS at the spHl r~pon~ effort. A portion of an af'\Cllysiz perfOtMed by epa tn3t evaluates thl!
response effort in terms of the (;hC\n~ of spill impact and the cost of producing this ehange is $ummcll'ized.
Using :his method of <1rlalysis, it is demonwated that in a typie.al Inland spill situation the minimum
acceptable Ie-.·el of response may be the most Ct)Sf. effeaNe, and an intensive effort to recover the last
traces of oil may ha-.'e .an adverse environmental impact.. (2 graphs, 1 reference, , table)

/
/

~ S. Pet~, Oil Spill: An fcological .and Soc~mje Study of rHKts

ABSTAACT /
A tum from the Swedish water and air pollution r~arch laboratory was auigned to; 2S$eSS the d.mage I

aused by an oil spill in the mangrove swamps in colombia; advise on ~ible reclamation; and /
fe<;ammend action in similar c.a5eS in the future. Biological studies of the oil-contaminatl!d mangroves;,
showed that organisms had returned in abundance and ~i.tes that mialde cont.;minated areas
indistinguishable from unaffected localities, This suggests that the mechanism (or recovery is migration from
vnaffeaed parts of the mangrove rather than through multiplication at surviving individuals. Sev~te though
short-term prim21ry effeas on marini! fauna resulted in oil sharp reduction of income fOf persons engaged in
f~hjog or fi$h marketIng.,

Majumdar, s.K.; MUlef, f.W. (ed.) ('964)

H t.h<xJ• .t d SocioeConomic CQ(1$id~rat.ions
USA Solid~ tiquid W.uces Man.age'm~flt /Y1!' ) n

. -J th a..n.....Avania Academv of Science, Ea~ton, PA, USA. XXIll+-412 pp.
Publicatton QI e r~ '''1'" ,

Dept Biology, laf4lyette Coil., f&ton, PA 180"2

IIIUS. MAPS.

Repon Number: ISBN ~960661o-3·2. 0 {OJ, COD£N; 19408

...-.~--------------~---~

J

J

J

J

ABSTRACT . I d'n authorities in the fjeld of ~l!d and liquid w",te
this teJ(t is comp~ of papers wrttten by ~a I g. Sect.i~n 1 discUMeS the sources ilnd management

Th t~ is divided intO S m.lIn ~ons. • d h dl' 'nmanagement. e .. d . of solid and liquid wastes, soii waste an Ing I.
ofW~ types, including classification ~n ,proped'rtIes

Th
j d seaion di$Cu$Se5 treatment teChnology and

I d h a agement cl wilStt!:S m In la. e - n ih ~ d
hospita $, an t! ~ ITt n . obial destrue:tion and solid waste land treatment systems. ,e ...r
indudes w~atef ~eatment, mlc~ h Ith· pactS including organic: compounds in the terrestTlal .
section is on me' e~Vlfonmental an ea I 1m. 'nd oil lIution in the ocean. The next section mcludes
environment, ~dmium arid ~er tJa~@ ~~~~;:~~ndudinPO section discu~ laws, regulation:\. and .
di$~I, r~hng and en~fgy recACItI!!.y, d' oii add rain ~eseafch i! reprinted from the EPRI Journal.

• socioeconol'mc comlderatlons. n appen IX . I • . .

MiPS; tables, graphs .ilnd an index $upplernent thIs text.
~~~- --------........._,-_._._._~_.

T jernelov, A. (1976) -,~~._.,-~-.............,.~~._~-,......,,__

.~-----~
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/$ fuJi Coo''Jpens.tioo Possible for ~ Damages Resulting from the Exxon Valdez OU Spill?

Env Law Re,port~t, ,"ug 89, V19, NS, Pl0338(H). Tile original document Is available (;orn Bowker.

A8STR4cl
The ~rch 1989 Exxon Valdez oil $plll in Prince Wiiliam Sound, AI<, ex~ the deficiencies in the am~y
d f~i!r<ll and stare laws ma( e5tabli:;h liability for environmental and economic damages alused by oU
~lIs. This spill i.s u~ as ." ~t.an'lpje in analyzing whether full compensation (or all parnes damaged by
tanker oillipilb is available under the existing mtutory scheme. The potential for full compef'l5oation Is

/ eJf,arnlned OIt the varloU$ ~g~ of r~PJflSo"e to such .a splll, Including m:andarory relief to toree cleanup,
ret:~ d governm'!nt r@!ponse com; and compensation for nawnal resource damages and eamot-nie !O$$,

The availability of full compeNatlon Is unclear•. WMe full compen$;ltion is potentially available for
. fl"Sponsc, resource, and economic ros.t:>. the: federal ,«tor! ablllly to force oil companies to eondua: a
proper cleanup may bi! l!mlted. (131 references)
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Nulty, Po n969)

1"he future of Big oil

fortune, May 8,89, V119, Nl0, P~4). The original document is availabl~ from Bowker.

ABSTRACT
The Valdez.AI~kar E:ocofl oil tAnker spill of 1989 Is notable not just for its extensive damage to Alouka's
pristine cOOidioe, but also (or the pclitiGal and economic impact It could have. Congress postponed action
on :I bill te open up the Arctic Nati Wlldlir~ R.efuge to oil exploration 3.$ a result of the Valdez $pill. If
American 011 raources .Ht! withheld, reliance on foreign :;our~ could soar. HOW'eVt!!I', acwal effect of the
Valdel spl!l coyle! be minirrtill and toxic e4feeu flushe:d out in two yeats.. AlalOkans lntervie;,ved still support
U-.. pr>iHhOr--~ rJ ",.1' .....ni"'f"lt'"l..flll"i_OOi........·h~;7"'h ru.v..l.vl".,l ..... A'i:~ .....J t-h"... <.-t'9 J , f~'!5rnU~_ "n.¥ "'l,..Y~IrIWH~ all. ~'dcz .may
ensure better prepariltlon {or future spill d~mJps, (3 graphs; 1 map, .. photosl

___ ..u ..__ •~~. ~_~_._~~_~~~_ ........._ ........~...~__..........._;. ................ _ ...,~_._
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ABSTRAct
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Spill DAI'n3~ Restoration
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f
Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values

Intro and Assumptions

Human use of ecological resources for recreation is an
important category of services provided by those resources
which must be addressed by the restoration process.

Biological and physical restoration of ecological resources
is fundamental to the restoration of recreational uses;
however, such biophysical restoration is not sufficient to
address certain wilderness values, aesthetic values, and
other "in-absentia" values such as option, existence, and
bequest values.

To the extent that restoration of recreational uses is
partially accomplished by biophysical restoration, it is
assumed that those actions are discussed under the
appropriate biological resource. This section includes
recreation-specific restoration actions.

All recreational uses are not equal; to the extent possible,
the same type and quality of recreational experience must be
restored.

Injury to recreational resources must be evaluated in terms
of changes in both actual use and perceptions. (Perception
is at least as important as reality.)

Measures of use levels are inadequate because they do not
capture important changes in the type and quality of
experience.

Increased use numbers are not necessarily desirable.

Impacts may be higher on some groups than on others. For
example, beach~dependent activities (e.g., kayak camps) will
be more impacted than off-shore activities (e.g., cruise ship
tourism) .

Given the large acreage of public lands in Alaska, providing
relatively small public access sites will restore more value
than acquisition or designation of additional wilderness
acreage.

Little injury assessment information is available; some use
level data is available for Kenai Fjords National Park, but
necessary data on quality of experience and user perceptions
is lacking. Data available for Kenai Fjords National Park
follows:

- Approximately 30 percent of the 400 miles of coastline
within Kenai Fjords National Park received some degree
of oiling: 50 miles experienced very light impact, 50



miles light impact, 5 miles moderate impact, and 0.31
miles heavy impact.

- Visitation of park has increased approximately 10-13%
per year since establishment in 1980.

- Between 1988 and 1989 overall visitation increased 30%
from 59,000 to 77,000 visitors. Note that a decrease in
some types of recreational use requiring early
reservations (such as cruise ship packages) would not be
expected to suffer a decline in visitation immediately
following a spill. A decrease in Kenai Fjords National
Park visitation by other groups (kayakers and anglers)
was observed in 1989.

Resource-specific Presentations

Public-use cabins/sites:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Provide alternative destinations.
• Minimize further cumulative impacts.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• No action / natural recovery.

Low-impact camping:
Injury statement -

Adeguacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Provide alternative destinations.
• No action / natural recovery.

Kayaks and canoes:

Injury statement - Kenai Fjords National Park
experienced a decline in kayaker use in 1989. Kayakers
and canoeists are strongly impacted by visible oiling of
beach sediments at sites where they camp or rest. In
most areas, solitude is an important component of the
paddling experience; therefore, these users have been
and will continue to be impacted by clean-up activities,
monitoring and research activities, development
activities visible (or audible) from the water and
adjacent shoreline, and by increased tourism which may
result from increased public awareness of the oil
impacted area.



AdeQuacy of natural recovery - How long will surface and
shallow subsurface oil rub off on tent bottoms? How
lon~will ~tain last on protected beaches?

Restoration Strategies
• Restore prime shoreline use sites.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Charter, tour boats, etc.:
Injury statement - The NRDA process does not address
losses to commercial charter and tour boat operators;
however, it should address and restore injuries to the
visitor's experience due to natural resource injury.
Many of these impacts will be perceptual and can be
addressed through education or interpretation.

Adequacy of,natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Other pleasure boats:

Injury statement - Other pleasure boats includes
sailboats, inflatables, skiffs, etc. These users will
be affected perceptually in the manner similar to that
of passengers on charters and tour boats. In addition,
to the extent that they use shorelines and beaches, they
will suffer direct use impacts similar to those
affecting kayakers and canoeists.

AdeQuacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Restore prime shoreline use sites.
• Manage changes in recreational use patterns.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Marine sport fishing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.



Freshwater sport fishing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action I natural recovery.

Shellfishing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action I natural recovery.

Hunting, terrestrial mammals:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action I natural recovery.

Hunting, waterfowl:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action I natural recovery.

Trapping:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action I natural recovery.

Hiking and climbing:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action I natural recovery.

Berry picking, picnicking, etc.:
Injury statement -



Ade~lacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Nature study:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Photography:
Injury statement -

AdeQuacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• No action / natural recovery.

Aesthetic values:
Injury statement -

Adequacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Acquire equivalent resources.
• Minimize further development.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

"In-absentia" values (including option, existence, and
bequest values):

Injury statement -

AdeQuacy of natural recovery -

Restoration Strategies
• Acquire equivalent resources.
• Minimize further development.
• Education / interpretation.
• No action / natural recovery.

Other Recreational Uses and Intrinsic Values

Restoration Options



Strategy: Restore prime shoreline use sites.

• Additional cleanup of prime shoreline use sites.
Feasibility:
Environmental benefit: On a site-by-site basis,

additional cleaning of prime shoreline use sites
may be justifiable even if it sets back natural,
biological recovery. Additional restoration
measures (e.g., transplanting) may be considered
to address some of these impacts on biological
resources.

Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Provide alternative destinations.

• Provide alternative destinations for shoreline use
where previous sites have been irreversibly damaged.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Manage changes in recreational use patterns.

• Add field personnel and/or revise regulations in
response to increased awareness of recreational
opportunities following oil spill publicity and clean
up.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Discourage use of new sites as well as continued
use of oiled sites where such use would slow natural
recovery.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Minimize further cumulative impacts.

• Revise public-lands management plans to minimize
further degradation of recreational resources.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Minimize further development.

• Purchase private inholdings within public lands.



Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Minimize development through tax incentives for not
logging or developing private lands and by obtaining
development rights, easements, etc. (less-than-fee
simple title) on private lands.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Acquire equivalent resources.

• Acquire key public access sites within privately
owned lands and along coasts and rivers.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Designate Prince William Sound as a national
recreation area or national monument.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Establish new parks, refuges, and other protected
areas.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Acquire or otherwise protect "threatened"
wilderness or recreation areas within and outside of
Alaska

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: Education / interpretation.

• Publish brochure to educate recreational boaters
about environmental protection.

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

• Develop unified agency-private tourism and public
information program

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:



Cost and cost-effectiveness:

e·,Construct and/or maintain public interpretive
facilities in oil-spill communities, perhaps
associated with state or federal conservation units

Feasibility:
Environmental benefit:
Cost and cost-effectiveness:

Strategy: No action / natural recovery.



CONFIDENTIAl: ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED
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REPORT OUTLINE

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Document:
- Support to maximize size of claim/negotia.ting position
- Supporting portion of claim, for :restoration to p:re-spill conditions only
- Not add:ressing hovv to spend additional $$ for direct injuries, LoU,V 'J or C-V

General A proach:
....~J,ulJ.tion of Restoration (MOA)

- Ecosystem emphasis (w/ :resource-x-:resource components)
- Designed to provide beneficial plan at various (negotiated) levels

Specific ApF1r08.ch:
- Based on "0 Burdens"
- Assumption :relating to each "Burden" (esp. degree of injuzy)
- Qualifications to/assumptions of approach:

- "Adequa.cy" of natural :reco':Jery (o':Jerall, incl, :# years to assume costs, etc,)
- "Grossly disproportionate" test
- Applica.tion of cost-effuctiveness test

DESCRIPTION OF RESTORATION PROJECTS (by category)

Ovel"1Jiew:
- what's in this section (by :resource and ecosystem, plus monitoring)
- what if a listed :resource was not inju:red
- why individual costs a:re not totalled he:re, etc,

Coastal Habitats:
- Category intro: any specific assur!lptions, etc,
- Resource-specific presentations:

- Injur~l statement (or assumption)
- Sta.tement on adequacy of natural :recovery
- Restoration Options (for each, list):

- Feasibility statement
-' Environnlental benefit sta.tement
- Cost, a.nd cost-effuctiveness discussion

- Other (non-NRDA-targeted) :resources (discussion)

1



CONfIDEJ!jTIAl- ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGED
August 30.. 1990 Version

Fish and Shellfish:
- Category intro: any specific a.sS'u.mptions, etc.
- Species-specific presentations:

- Injury statement (or assumption)
- Statement on a.dequacy of natural recovery
- Restora.tion Options (for each, list):

- Feasibility statement
- EnTJ'ironmental benefit statement
- Cost and cost-effectiveness discussion

- Other (non-NRDA-targeted) resources (discussion)

Birds:
(SAME FORMAT)

Mammals:
(SAME FORMAT)

Recreationa.l Resources:
(SAME FORMAT)

Cultural Resources:
(SAME FORMAT)

Monitoring:
- Approach (ind. MOA)
- Basis (Puget Sound, Chesapeake)

Research:
- Approach/Basis (ind. MOA)
- Additional restoration benefit (connection to cultural/social restoration, etc.)

SYNTHESIS DISCUSSION

Re. acquisitions:
- Ecosystem benefitted acquisitions, inc!.:

- avoidance often = surest
- addresses non-ta.rgeted resources, as well
- addresses cultural/social/political aspects of restoration, as well

2



CONfIDENTIAL: ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVilEGED
August 30} 1990 Versi on

- Justifications fur combining restoration options common to multiple resources
- Ability to reduce (negotiated) magnitude of acquisition ~1hile retaining oT.;rerall

benefits
- Application of cost-effectivenessl"grossly disproportionate" tests to combined options
- Brief discussion of restoration projects not recommended
- (Note relation to Coasts.! Coalition propoos.l w/r/tl acceptability)

RECOMMENDED RESTORATION PROJECTS

- List suggested restoration plan elements (projects" direct and indirect
- Note injured resources addressed by each
- Reminder reo degree-of-injury assumptions
- Reminder that we can't address "grosslyd."
- Tots.l cost presented fur :recommended restoration projects

:3



."s-n::::vi! COWPER
GOVERNOR

STATE OF ALASKA
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

JUNEAU

May 31, 1990

Mr. John C. Dillo~, III
9308 Cherry Hill Road, 706
College Park, MD 20740

Dear Mr. Dillow:

Thank you for your May 1 letter and your replenishing plan
for Prince William Sound, "A Proposal for a Mariculture
System in Alaska."

I have forwarded a copy of your letter and proposal to
Commissioner Don Collinsworth, Department of Fish and Game,
for his information.

Again, thanks for sharing your plan with me.

Sincerely,

.;/s Steve Cowper
Steve Cowper
Governor

celene: Commissioner Don Collinsworth
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by
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John C. Dillow III
9308 Cherry Hill Rd. 706

College Park , Maryland 20740

t1ay 1 l

Steve Cowper , Governor of Alaska
Office of the Governor
State Capitol
Juneau , Alaska 99811-0101

Dear Governor:

1990

I/m sure over the past year you have been hounded about the
prob1 ems that were created after the Exxon Val dez sp ilL I
feel that it is time to look for a pos.iti'Je solution to
the problems that have arisen since then.

I have spent the last three months researching and construct
ing a plan that would replenish the environment, the
economy and the confidence of the people in the oil industry.

Just as with any proposal there is a cost to this plan, but
the benefits that will come from this far out weigh the
costs. After a review of this plan I/m sure that you will
see that it is something that is not out of the reach of the
governmen t.

Some type of plan needs to be initiated for the recovery of
the PI" i nce Wi 11 i am Sound before there is noth i nQ 1eft for
I.JS to salvage. I hope t'hat you gilJe this propos~l s.c.me
serious consideration and pass the idea on to your
coIl eagues..

Respectfu11y,

C\Q~GD~)~
~hn C. Dillow I I I

Marine Biology Student
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ABSTRACT

After the oi 1 sp ill in the Pr i nee Wi 11 i am Sound the Worl d
started to real ize the actual environmental devastation
that had occurred. Through research that I have conducted
I have not seen a plan that has approached the question of
replenishing the environment. It is not too early to start
thinKing about this issue, even though the cleanup efforts
are not finished.

The cost analysis associated with this project calls for an
initial investment of $1.2 million. This is not an absurd
figure for the rewards that will benefit the investor. They
wi 1 I receive monetary rewards from crop production, the en
vironment will be replenished and there will be research
conducted simultaneously without any further cost to the
investor.

This. proposal lays out all the parts needed to s.tart such a
system. I t has a mu 1 t i purpose func tiona 1 i ty tha t can not be
compared to any other ecosystem of its Kind.

iv
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INTRODUCTION

Subject and Purpose
After the recent oi 1 :.p ill in the Pr i nce ~.Ji II i am Sound

the community and the world were faced with a devastated
ecological system. The system appeared to have a bleaK
fu ture. The proposa 1 tha tis be i ng introduced p 1a'ns to
recreate the ecosystem that was lost and also to rejuvenate
the economy.

Statement of Problem
Since the sp ill the Pr i nce Will i am Sound area has been

depleted of marine 1 ife and surrounding wi 1d1 ife. There is
now a real need for some type of replenishing plan.

The people of the Sound who once had depended upon its
resources for their 1 ive1 ihood are now going to have to do
without unless something is done.

The Federal and State governments in past have been to
slow to act, because they do not Know where the resposibil
i ty 1 ies. In a congressional brief prepared by Martin R.
Lee on 1 iabil ity and compensation legislation, he referred
to the current conventions as "hodgepodge" (CRS2-3). This
needs to change so that replenishing programs can get
started with no delay.

Now that the marine resources have been depleted and
the fisherman could lose sizeable amounts of revenue a
maricu1ture system is possible solution.

This system will allow the avenues to be opened for
research programs on marine 1 ife that has been infected by
a major oi 1 spill. This Kind of research is not easily
accessible and any opportunity for such studies to be
performed should not go to waste.

Scope
The plan that will be proposed comprises:

1. location of the mariculture system which discusses the
role of cleanup
the steps that will be needed to achieve a mariculture
system as a functioning plant
a detai 1ed cost sheet wi I 1 be presented for the
construction and setup of the plant

4. a looK into the per:.onnel that will be needed to
maintain this plant and where they may come from
.a n e x am ina t i CI n CI f the f e as i b i 1 i t y by means CI f a co:· t /

1



PROPOSED PLAI\I

This Plan was designed to replenish the resources that
were lost, regenerate money into the fishing industry and
to give the possibil i ties of long-term research in a recov
ering environment.

Methods
The mariculture system that was proposed can be estab

ished by the following steps:

Cleanup and Liabi Ii ty
In this proposal we are going to assume that a proper

plan for the cleanup has already been put into effect.
Liability appears to be a burning question in all of

us right now. However if we refer to the Trans-Alaska Pipe
1 i ne Au thor i za t i on Ac t (TAPAA) it sta tes tha t the owner or
operator is responsible for the first $14 mill ion and the
Trans-Alaska Pipe1 ine Liabil ity Fund (TAPLF) is to cover
the remaining amounts up to a total expenditure of $100
mill ion (Exxon Valdez Brief CRS-4). This seems to show that
it is a cooperative cost/effort between the Exxon co. and
the Federal government.

Location of System
The first item to look at is what type of toxins are

still present in the water column or you can just ask
yourself "How clean is this area?". The toxicity of the
water must be the first and foremost thought when searching
the site out.

Another part to consider during the search for the
appropriate site is the presence of wind and/or wave
.:.-ct i on. Th isis an important as.pect for two reasons: (1) It
you have winds and/or waves that are too forceful they ma>-
prove to be destructive to the physical structures (2)if
there is no wind and/or wave action there will be no
horizontal circulation of the seas~

surface and the water will become stagnant.
A small but not necessarily typical characteristic to

look for are naturally occurring flotation devices. These
could appear as islands, peninsulas and natural atolls
which are just sl ight1y submerged islands. The presences of
these could help in cutting down the cost of construction
of the plant.

Estab1 i shmen t of a Pol YCU I ture System
~'~utrients

The necessity and avai1abi 1 i ty of nutrients is
extremely important to the survival of the system. The
nutrient requirements that wi 11 be demanded wil I change
from species to species and it also depends on the

2



developmental stage of the species.
However a technique Known as upwell ing is found to be

very successfu 1. Upwe 11 i ng can be either na tura 1 or it can
be forced. This is when the nutrient rich waters of the
deep (approx. 1000m) are pumped up to the surface.

Some direct feeding will probably be needed, but an
excessive diet direct feeding is not good for any species.
Direct feeding tends to place limitations on the species.

Selection of Species
When deciding on what should be cultured the first

point of interest should be its marKet 'Ja1ue (e. i.- Salmon>.
The species chosen should have a high marKet value. That
way when it is produced there will be an existing marKet
for your product.

Avai 1abil ity of juveniles is another characteristic
that needs to be considered. Juveniles need to be available
at e<.ny time so that it wi 11 insure annual production of the
species. They also need to be available in large quantities
which is necessary for a good yield

It is also helpful and less expensive if the species
is a native to the area. A good example of this is the
Giant Kelps (Macrocystis pyrifera) of the AlasKan Bay. This
species is an excellent choose for the system for several
reasons: • it produces food and shelter

• it can be used to produce potash, Acetone and
Algin

• it is very easily transplanted

Construction
Actual construction of buildings, tanKs, holding nets,

etc. can be performed by professional carpenters, but all
of thi~ worK should be closely monitored by several
Biologist and experts on the species that have been
selected for culturing. This will help to prevent some of
the risKs that may hinder the species growth.

Cautions
In choosing the proper species an analysis of that

species specific sensitivi ty should be done. For instance,
in the case of some bivalves they do not filter out the
hydrocarbons that are present in waters that have been
contaminated from an oi 1 spi 11. This could possibly lead to
destruction of the species and contamination of any
products made from these bivalves.

Projected Costs
+ the survey for an appropriate si te should be

considered as part of the cleanup costs

3



Construction of 3 buildings for worKing space &
storage

* labor included in hourly figure
3-bldgs. 50~x 100~<5000 sq.ft.>
15000 sq.ft. x $42/sq.ft. = $ 630,000.00

Construction of 2 Spawning TanKs
4"x4~x4~x20~; sol i d concrete
19 yds. con.x $40/yd. =
Pumps: 4 x $1240 =

$
$
$

760 .00
4960.00
5720.00

$ 48.00

$ 96.00

$ 14,600.00

$ 13,585.00
$ 248.00

28,577.00
x 3

85,731.00

Construction of 3 Floating !'lets (see fig. 10.1)
• Flotation devices, anchors and anchor 1 ines

provided by Exxon
* itemized for 1 net <25~x25~x12~>

300 ~ 0 f 2 " x 4 II X $. 16/ft. =
6 shts. of .75"X4/X8~ marine plywood

6 x $16/ sheet =
1825 sq.ft. of predator net

1825 x $8/sq.ft. =
1045 sq.ft. of fine mesh net

1045 x $13/sq.ft. =
Pumps: 2 x $124 =

144.00

288.00

$

$

=

=

Construction of 4 bivalve cloisters <4~x40~x6~>

( se e fig. 10.5)
* these are optional due to the sensitivity of

bivalves available .
• flotation devices provided by Exxon
180 0 ~ 0 f 2 " x 4 II X $. 16/f t.
9 shts. of .75"x4~x8~ marine plywood

9 x $16/ sheet
$ 432.00

x 4
$ 1 ,728.00

Transplant of Kelp <100 hours>
WorK Boats(4): 100 hrs. x $600/hr.
Divers (5): 100 hrs. x $375/hr.

$
$

60,000.00
37,500.00

$ 97,500.00

Equipment <Cole-Parmer Instrument Co.>
Turbidimeter & acessories
Water Test Kits

5) Chlorine Kits
5) Dissolved Oxygen ki ts
5) pH (wide range) kits
5) Amonnia, Ni trogen

$

$
$
$
$

584.50

243.75
243.75
217.50
243.75

4



Labor
Tanks:
Nets:

40 hours x $80/hr.
20 hours x $30/hr.
Crane $3000/day

Cloisters: 40 hrs. x $40/hr.

=
=
=
=

$

1 ,533.25

3,200.00
600.00

3,000.00
1 ,600 .00
8,400.00

Budget for purchases of species =
*this is possible to change due to
affability of the species

$ 150,000.00

Subtotal
Overrun costs <20% of subtotal>

TOTAL
* these figures may vary due to

supp1 ies to AlasKa.

= $ 980,612.25
= $ 196,122.45
= $1,176,734.70
transport of

Personnel
The personnel will come from the surroundings areas.

The worK boats needed for construction purposes and
harvesting can come from the unemployed fisherman whose
boats have been used for cleanup vessels. Other general
personnel can come from the Alaskans of the Sound.

Feasi bi 1 i ty
The feasibil ity of this proposal can not be expressed

on the basis of the initial investment alone. The benefits
that will come from this must also be examined.

It is not at all incomprehensible for the Federal
government and the Exxon co. to produce a sum of money
approximately equal to $1.2 mi 11 ion. This is only a small
price to pay to try to put something back into the envi
ronment.

Systems such as these have already produced profitable
returns for the Chinese, Koreans and Japanese. A
mariculture system in the U.S. needs to happen. It is an
expanding field that has many things yet to be discovered.

CCNCLUSICI'J

This system would give bacK to the investors more they
could ever put in. They will replenish the environment,
create revenue and produce much needed data for simi lar
crisis that may occur.

This is a better investment than our present day agri
culture that are society is so accustom to. Maricu1 ture
cost per unit drops as the time progresses whereas
agriculture increases (see fig. 2.1). There is no reason
why this system can not succeed without the proper
attention and investment.
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APPENDIX

1,

----------Time •
FIGURE 2.1 Postulated dynamics of agriculture andmariculture costs. It is
suggested that the costs offood derived from agriculture will continue to rise
as land available for agriculture decreases with expanding populations and
increasing industrialization, and as fossil-fuel power becomes more precious.
If population levels off, costs of agriculturally derived food will still rise as a
result of approaching fossil-fuel exhaustion and the accompanying necessity
to convert to other, less economica~ energy sources, sources of fertilizers, and
means of pest controL It is also suggested that because of the arable space
available mariculture costs, by comparison, can decline markedly if capital is
directed toward developing the necessary technology-particularly with re
spect to utilization of conservative energy sources and waste recycling.
Mariculture costs might rise subsequently with general inflation. But they
might also continue to decline with technological refineme~ts. The expanding
width of the curves, of course, represents increasing uncertainty with time.
Note that this graph is conceptual rather than quantitative and that its spatial
relationships have been selected to illustrate the concept rather than to
predict quantitative relationships. .
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FIGURE 10.1 Double-layer net cage for unprotected waters. (Adapted from
Milne [4J.)
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FIGURE 10.5 Conceptual drawing ofan open sea oyster cloister.
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John Ce Dillow III
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Apartment 706
College ParK~ Maryland 20740

(301) 474-0699
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Chi ChiFs Restaurante, Cook, Greenbelt, Maryland
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1984-1985
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Certified Diver- Openwater I and Openwater II

NAUI Certification Experienced WrecK
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___";'Jhe ,Coastal,Coalitlon' -:---_...._.-~-.----..;.''- _
Box 2424. Cordova. Alaska 99574
907-424-5509 FAX 907-424-5246

Dear Friends, July 4, 1990

Enclosed is a ~Draf~Proposal for a Comprehensive Settlement
of Natural'Resource Damages from the'Exx6n-Valdez! Oil Spill"
and an ~t~acheddiscussion paper.on the "Acquisition of Timber
HarvestinqRiqhts·" for Restoration".

This document was developed in ,response to requests from com
m~rci~l fishermen, Alaska Natives, environmental groups, tour
operators, recreationalists, and biologists'that we now join
together to formulate a constructive resolution to this disaster~
It is intended to serve as a catalyst for settling natural

:,resourcedamages "in,a'fair,'l1Ildexpeditious manner:" As s'Uch,
,;itis '~in9' circulated'for;review: to the,privateand,public

,,'plaintiffs and>.:~the,deferigants in the case • ",

It is hoped that a consensus will emerge among the parties
involved to proceed in negotiating and finalizing such a set
tlement this year.

".
'·;'·;:'·.'-.i,::' .. '

" ,-'j"

'::'i.. : . ,.

The c:oastal Coalit.ion is an informal network,of,concerned.ci'tizens
tliatformed in response to the spill. in order::'toP.r9Yid~ ,-
a constructive ,focus for citizen input.. Presently, our 90al
is to help formulate a comprehensive settlement'for natural
resource damages -that. is.agreeabletoall parties. - ,Such a
,s.~~~lemen~:'f9~ldsid~"';I31:ep _year'srofcostly litigati~n,/'prQYide_:::,:;:;

~ ' ...•
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DRAFr PROPOSAL.·

(or a

COMPREHENSIVE SEITLEMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGES
FROM THE "EXXON';VALDEZ" OIL SPILL

TO: State/Fedc:ral TrusteeS for Natural Resources Damages

FROM: TIm COASTAL COALrnON
July 1990

It has become evident that all parties, both plaintiffs and defendants, involved in litigation
for naroraI. resource damages arising from the Exxon-Valdez oil spill would be best served
by reaching a comprehensive settlement as soon as possible. This realization is predicated
upon several considerations.

Frrst, even after years ofexhaustive impact assessment research, it would remain difficult
to arrive at any consensus concerning how to quantify the extent ofdamage or how to value
the damaged. resources (i.e., how much to collect in damages).

Secondly, research should be driven by fundamental scientific interest in the behavior and
response of this ecosystem to such a penurbation-not by the need to collect evidence for
litigation.

Thirdly, restoration of the impacted environment can and should commence immediately.
In addition to di:rect restoration efforts, there is an jmmediate opportunity to proteCt,
tiLTQugh acquisition, threatened habitat within the region.

And, finally, expensive, drawn-out litigation would only prolong and exacerbate the degree
ofpsychological, social, and political impact of the spill. A settlementwill provide a sense
ofresolution and relief from an otherwise quite protracted and tense process.

In light of such considerations,·it is proposed that the Natural.Resource Trustees seek
immediate settlement ofall narural resource damages. Such settlement should extinguish all
criminal liability (ie., the Federal indictments) and all civil liability for natural resource
damages. This settlement should be caxefully struen1red so as not to intluence the case for
compensatory damages.

We respectful1y suggest that a comprehensive disposition of this case should collect
R billion to endow an Alaska Restoration Fund.

The Alaska Restoration Fund should be managed by a non-profit corporation governed by
a court-appIoved Board ofDirectors, so that people from the impacted region can be
directly involved. in the management ofthe Fund, and thus their own future.



The Fund should support the following principle elements: .

1. Direct Restoration

The Fund should be used to support~ on-site efforts to restore or replace
damaged resources to their pre-spill condition. This would include such things
as supplementing injured salmon runs., reinnocuIating areas with hening,
breeding and release programs for damaged bird populations, reestablishing
plants in injured salt marshes, and improving or protecting the habitat ofother
spill-impacted species.

2. Acquisition ofEQ,llivalent Resources

The Fund should purchase or otherwise protect resources that are similar or
related to the injured resource in tenns ofecological value, functions, or
services provided. Priority should be given to the acquisition of certain
development rights (e.g., timber, minerals, oil, etc.) in order to protect
threatened habitat. An example of such acquisitions is presented in more detail
in the attaehed discussion paper.

3. Research

The Fund should support a broad array of scientific research projects that
address critical resource issues and fundamental scientific pursuits within the
region. A comprehensive program of baseline and monitoring smdiesshould
be initiated with which to more precisely understand the effects of future such
events on this ecosystem.

4. Education

A variety of natural resource education initiatives should be supported by the
Fund. Particularly, a scholarship Fund should be established to support the
education ofresidents from the region in nawral resource science, management,
economics, and conservation.

s. Sustainable Economic Develwrnent

The final goal of the Fund should be to design and implement economic
development projectS within the region that are compatible with the natural and
cultural environment, and that are sustainable over the long-term. Inherent in
this is a larger economic theme-that Restoration should, in some sense, assist
the region in attaining long-tenn economic stability through sustainability. An
important component ofthis should be the establishment ofan Alaska Native
Employment Fund.

:



Valuing the'Case

It will always be difficult to establish the value ofnamral resoun:e damages with precision
in cases such as this. We suggest that the amount of$2 billion would repn:sent a fair and.
equitable disposition ofnatmal n:source daIn;ages in this case for several reasons.. .

FiIst, this amount represents a workable approximation ofwhat damages would come to if
ca1cu1a:tcd as the average ofdamages derived by tfm:e principle economic valuation
methodologies-Contingent Valuatio~ value ofcbarismatic speci~ and public use value.

Secondly, $2 billion is approximately the amount ofmoney that W'Jl be needed to
accomplish the various objectives of the Fund. It is envisioned that ofthe total amount
collected. a portion would be expended immediately for acquisitions. The remajDing
balance would be maintained as a permanent endowment whose inflation-proofed interest
income would SUPPOIt the other elementS of the Fund.. Such an endowment, providing
substantial annual interest dividends, would provide stable support'in perpetIIity for these
otherI'CStOIario~ rcse:m:;h., education, and sustainable economic development initiatives.

Thirdly, the severity of impact adds considerable suPPOIt for a settlement of this
magnimde. For instance, it is theoretically possible that this ecosystem will neverretum to
irs pre-spill condition. Even small pertUrbations in na.t1lI'31 systems are known to produce
large, unpredictable and long-lasting consequences. It is possible that the impacted system
will stabilize at an entirely different equilibrium than that existing before the spill.
Additionally, it is probable that the population strl.1CtUI'e ofcc:rtain long-lived, less fecund
species will take several decades to return to pre-spill conditions.

And lastly, this amount ofmoney is entirely propOItionate to the value that could be
assigned to the permanent loss of the pristine quality of this ecosystem. That the area is an
aesthetic resource ofglobal significance is atteSted to by the extraordinary amount ofpublic
attention paid to this spill throughout the world. In the same way that a rape victim can
not be ffun_rap~ " the lost pristine character of this region~ unfortunately, iIIcplaceable.

Thus, this settlement will afford the impacted environment a sufficient amount ofcare and
protection; it will give science a better undeIstanding ofecosystem dynamics; and it will
provide the impacted communities more economic and educational opportnnity as well as a
sense ofcertainty in looking toward the future. It~ quite simply, the right thing to do.
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ACQUISITION OF TIMBER HARVESTING RIGHTS FOR RESTORATION

- A Prerequisite for Recovery -

I. Introduction

II. Biological Characteristics of the Forest within the Region

ill. Justifications for Acquisition

A. Biological
B. Economic
C. Psychological
D. Socia-Political

IV. TlIIlber Ownership

A. Prince William Sound
B. Lower Kenai Peninsula

V. Additional Considerations

by
Rick Steiner

THE COASTAL COAUIlON

P.O. Box 2424
Cordova, Alaska 99574
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1. lNTRODUCIlON

As the clean-up of the Exxon-Valdez oil spill progresses toward completion, we must now
decide what more can be done to aid the recovery ofthe impacted environment.

In the conteXt of the Oean WaterAct and the more extensive damage provisions of the
Comprehensive Environmental~ Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA),
commonly know as the Superfun~ Federa1law clearly directs that funds be collected. from
responsible parties to be used "to restore, replace, or acquire equivalent resouzces...

In the case of the Exxon-Valdez, in addition to what can be done in the way of direct
restoration and replacement ofdamaged resomces, the most practicable mechanism to
compensate for natural reSOUICe damages is to offset this loss with a substantial
"acquisition of equivalent reSOUICes." This entails pUIChasing or otherwise protecting
resources that are simjlar or related to the injured resource in terms ofecological value,
functions, or services provided.

The several hundred thousand acres ofold growth forest along the coastline of the spill
impacted region, having been scheduled before the spill for logging, now represent an ideal
opponunity to exercise this Restoration option. The following is an overview of the
concept ofacquisition and retirement of timber harvesting rights to proteet the impacted
ecosystem from any further deterioration. This discussion is meant to provide a basis for
further development of the idea, and to serve as an example of how other such acquisitions
might work.

Conceptually. before trying to treat anything that has been injured, we must first protect it
from any further injury. In the spill-impacted zone, marine. freshwater. and terrestrial
systems are tightly connected through biogeochemical cycles into a functionally
interlocking ecosystem. Perturbations (i.e. injuries) in one component usually produce
significant secondary effects in the others. What's more. compound injuries often operate
synergistically-that is, their combinedeffect is much more than the sum of the two injuries
occuning independently. And regardless ofhowcarefu1ly it is can:ied out, the planned
removal of old-growth forestS ti'om several hundred thousand acres of the region's
coastline cannot help but to have a profound effect on the ecosystem as a whole. The
clea:rcuttingproposed for the region would represent an ecological alteration lmmatched
since the glacial retreat at the end of the Pleistocene. It is widely felt that the scars from
logging will be even more persistent than those ofthe oil spill. This S01t'ofmassive
perturbation, superlmposedupon the deleterious effects of the spill, is likely to produce
significant biological, economic. psychological, andsocio-political effects far beyond what
either one might have caused alone. A consensus is now emerging among many .
fishennen. biologists. tour operators and other local residents that, while this ecosystem
might have been able to recover from either one of these rather large impacts in isolation,
their combination could so seriously weaken the health and integntyof the system that its
ability to recover would be sevcrclycompromiSC"A.

CLEARLY.mE FIRST STEP TOWARD FULL RESTORATION AND RECOVERY IS
TO PROTECfnm ENTIRE SYS'I'EMAS COMPLETELY AS POSSmLE FROM ANY
FURTHER SIGNIFICANT HUMAN-lNDUCEDDISTIJRBANCE. And, aside from the
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threat ofadditional oiI.spills in the~ the most immediate threat to the integrity of this
ecosystem appears to be the planned removal ofover one billion board feet ofold':'growth
timber throughout the coming decade. The acquisition of timber to protect undamaged but
threatened wildlife habitat in the impacted region is consider;ed by many to be the single
highest priority for Restoration.

Biologically, timber acquisition would protect the terrestrial, freshwater, intertidal, and
nearshore habitat ofmany populations impacted by the spill (e.g., sea otters. diving birds,
salmon, hen:ing, eagles, bear, deer, etc.). It would also prevent the diminution of the
hydrocarbon metabolizing marine bacterial flora that depends upon natural hydrocarbons
washing into nearshore waters from coastal forests. Economically, timber acquisition
would maximize profits and minimize risk for, timber owners, protect existing commercial
and'subsistence economies, protect the future of tourism and recreation in the region, and
preserve other in-absentia values of the region. The acquisitions would also go a long way
toward relieving an overwhelming sense ofdespair in the region's residents. and would
clearly help mitigate other socio-political impacts of the spill.

It should be emphasized that before the spill, timber development represented a legitimate
economic opportunity for the region. However. we must now reassess all prior
development plans in terms of what is in the best interest of the impacted ecosystem.

Restoration without full protection would be as futile as applying band-aids on a victim
with one hand while continuing to inflict serious wounds with the other. And, in a larger
sense, Prince William Sound has come to symbolize a violated relationship between
humanity and nature. The only way to regain this relationship is to protect the area as
completely as possible. This is the least, and perhaps the most that we can now do.
Without such protection, full recovery-biological. economic, psychological, and socio
political-will be impossible.

IT. BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OFTHE FORESTS WITHIN THE REGION

These old-growth forests are stable biological communities that have developed. over
several centuries essentially free from catastrophic (mcluding human) disturbance. They
support a rich diversity of highly specialized and adapted organisms such as cavity nesting
birds, canopy-<iwelling animals. understory saprophytic plants. and epiphytic lichens.
These undisturbed forests suppon two or three generations ofdominant tree species,
forming a highly partitioned, broJ.cen, multi-layered canopy. ,They are highly retentive of
nutrients, both in living and dead organic matter, giving rise to significant detritus-based
food webs. For example, small to medium sized streams depend almost entirely upon
decaying forest litter as an energy base. '

In addition to live spruce and hemlock, these forests are characterized by standing dead
snags, and fallen logs on land and in streams. As such, they form a rather unique habitat
for a large number ofbird, mamma), fish and invertebrate species. With SO much
production high in their canopy, they provide ideal habitat for flying and climbing
consumers. such as foliage-consuming insects, and insectivorous birds. Large snags are
valuable as habitat for a variety ofvertebrates (e.g. bald eagles) and invertebrates. Logs
and baric slabs on the forest floor are important for small mammals that disperse seeds and

. fungi, for nitrogen-fixingbaeterla, and as seed beds for tn:es and shrubs.
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Fallen logs are also critical to the maintenance ofthe physical and biological stabiijty of
headwater streams. Debris dams, for instance, create stepped stream profiles that·
effectively dissipate energy that would otherwise go into ti'ansporting sediment,
downcutting of stream channels and washouts. The associated pools and gravel beds
provide a range ofhabitat requirements-temperature, shad~' cover, ClIIreIlt velocity, and
oxygen - for a wide array of aquatic organisms.

The forests in the spill-impacted region are genenilly confined by steep mountain slopes to
a relatively nan:ow band along shorelines. Three primary forest plant associations are
found in the region:

1. The Sitka spruce seri~--occupies beachfront ter.raees and alluvial bottomJands.
Common understory plants are blueberry, devil's club, skunk cabbage, lady
fern, oak fem, and shield fem. Alder are dominant along st:reams.

2. The mountain hemlock series-found on lowland rolling hills, raised knolls in
muskeg, and steep side slopes. Principal understory species on lowland hills
are blueberry and devil's club; on raised knolls are copperbush, crowberry, bog
blueberry, and deer cabbage; and on steep sideslopes are marten's cassiope,
luetkea, shield fern, lady fem.

3. The western hemlock series--occupies some beachfront teII'3Ces and lowland
rolling hills. It's understory consists of blueberry, rusty menziesii, deviI's
club, bunchberry, five-leaf bramble, and twisted stalk.

7

It is important to remember that the coastal forests of south central Alaska are rich, complex
systems that produce more than just wood. They are important habitat for about one
.hundred species of birds, over 30 species of mammals, and several hundred species of
invenebrates and plants.

ill. . JUSTIFICATIONS FOR ACQUISmON

A. Biological

There are seven principle biological arguments for using Restoration funds to retire
timber harvesting rights in the region:

1. Protection offorest habitat for several spill-irrlpaeted species

Several of the bird and mammal species that depend to some extent on the
old-growth forests in the region are known to have been impacted by the oil
spill; (e.g. eagles, loons, murrelets, deer, bear, etc.). Removal of large
tracts of this habitat through logging will only make it more difficult for
these species to recover. (See #3 below)

2. Hydrological characteristics ofwatersheds

Regardless ofhow well buffer requirements are adhered to, the c1eaIcutting
planned for many steep sideslopes in the area would seriously alter the
erosion, runoff, and sedimentat,ion characteristics ofentire watersheds.
Watersheds disturbed by logging have dramatically altered hydrological
characteristics. The removal ofsuch large amounts ofplant biomass, and
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compaction of soils causes a dramatic reduction in the water-holding
capacity of the area. This can affect the size and even timing ofpCak flows
in nearby streams. This is evident where recent logging in Two Moon Bay
has increased the frequency and magnitude of flooding. mudslides. soil
erosion, and sediment loading in nearshore waters. Again, regardless of
adhexence to buffer requirements, percolation can still increase storm flow
in streams, and the loss of forest shading will accelerate both the magnitude
and timing of spring meltwater runoff. High storm flow can have
dcvastaring effects on salmon eggs and fry in streambed gravel

Increased scrlirnentation of the intertidal and nearshore environments can be
expected ifupland forests arc clearcut. These nearshore areas are critical
habitat for outmigrant salmon smolts, herring spawning. clam and mussel
production, and sea otter and bird feeding-all ofwhich were impacted by
the spill. Increased sedimentation of this environment could seriously
reduce its biological productivity and habitability. Herring eggs and larvae,
for instance. are very susceptible to reduced oxygen availability causcrl by
increased sedimentation. Like~ salmon fry migration and feeding can
be affected by increased turbidity of nearshore waters. Also, any reduction
in clam. mussei or other invertebrate populations due to increased
sedimentation from logging could have significant negative consequences
for the recovery of sea otters, especially weanlings, and diving birds from
oil spill impacts.

3. Habitat fraW1entatioo

Logging causes a significant reduction in the most accessible, highest
density timber stands, and as such, increases the fragmentation of oId
growth habitat. Such habitat fragmentation is known to be a significant
cause ofreduced genetic variability within individual species. The theory of
island biogeography substantiates the concern for reduced biodiversity
caused by such habitat fragmentation. Because of their isolation from each
other and resultant intemlption in gene flow, habitat islands have been
found to decline both in number of species present and genetic diversity. A
reduction in genetic variability within certain populations ofmammals, bird,
and plant species would reduce the stability of that particular population,
and the ecosystem as a whole. This means that the system would be much
less capable ofrecovering from other pertUrbations such as insect pests,
disease, earthquakes, etc.

It's important to realize that habitat fragmentation is a D1JJCh more significant
threat to the ecological stability ofold-growth forests in this particular
region because here, these forests constimte a smaller. patChier component
of the entire ecosystem than do the forests in the Tongass, British
Columbia, and the Pacific Northwest. Additionally. the high noise levels
generated by logging operations expand the edge ofhabitat impacts far
beyond the boundaries of the clearcut. Many mammals and birds will
atteIJ:1pt to avoid such acoustic disturbance. and in so doing, be pushed
further away from their preferred ranges and confined to progressively
smaller tdUgia. Seveml forest species, such as deer. find it difficult to
aoss clearcuts. particularlyduring periods of heavy snow.
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4. R=nei-ation

Because these forests arc at the nonhc:rn.t:DOst edge of their range,
regeneration ofcritical habitat Struen1re, composition, and functions in
second growth forests is extremely slow. Such slow regeneration rates arc
due to sholt growing seasons, low solar irradiance, and soils with low
fertility and poor structure due to comparatively recent glaciation. Soil
fertility is further reduced by leaching of nutrients after logging.~
although there are a few isolated examples ofcleaICUtS in the Sound that
have regrown relatively densely within 50 years or so, these dense second
growth stands have been found to provide unsuitable habitat for many of the
original bird, mammal, and plant species that inhabited the area before
logging. Wuh no snags, fallen logs, large live trees, or canopy hetero
geneity for habitat, these second-growth areas are generally poor in species
diversity.

5. Global simficance

The forests in this region arc unique globally in that they constitute the
highest latitude temperate rain forests anywhere in the world. Temperate
rain forests worldwide arc rare and severely threatened ecosystems. In their
original extent, they were distributed in 10 regions in the world covering an
area of approximately 70 million acres; only 2-3% of the area of tropical rain
forests. Four of the original areas in which they existed historically
western Scotland, Ireland., a small area in the French Alps, and the

. southwest coast of Norway have been eliminated entirely.

In addition to the forest system extending from Kodiak to central Oregon,
the only other significant stands left arc found along the coasts of southern
Chile, southern Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, and Japan. It has been
estimated that 60-80% of temperate rainforests worldwide have been logged
in recent history.

For this reason alon~ the forest in the spill zone should be conserved as a
precious representative ofdisappearing temperate rainforest ecosystems
worldwide.

6. The forestlmarine bacteria/oil-spill COMection

Oceanographers now believe that the large populations ofhydrocarlx>n
metabolizing bacteria that have been so important in degrading oil from
man-made sources in the region (e.g., the Exxon-Valdez spill and the
effluent from the ballast water treatment facility at the Alyeska Terminal)
flourish precisely because of the continuous input ofbiogenic hydrocarbons
from the coastal forest. Measurements of the hydrocarbon terpene
dissolved in the canopy drip from spruce trees and in nearshore warcrs
suggests that this is the primary energy source for naturally occuning
hydrocarbon-oxidizing marine bacteria in the region. In this sense, the
coniferous forest actually "immunizes" or prepares this marine system for
oil spills. Removal of large tracts of these forests would, theoretically,
reduce terpene input and thus the bacterial populations depending upon this
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I.

input. Causing the waters in the region to become less capable ofsCIf
cleansing or bioremediation.

7. Cumulative impact

And finally, all these biological effects need to be understood in the broader
long-term ecosystem context. Many local residents and biologists have
observed a gradual but continuous reduction of certain wildlife populations
associated with increased human use of the region over the past 30 years.
Superimposed upon this gradual deterioration in the environment ofPWS,
the Exxon-Valdez oil spill in 1989 threw the system into a profound state of
disequilibrium. Shocking the system with yet one more massive human
induced perttn'bation-the destructi9n ofvast areas ofold-growth forest
habitat-would likely produce such a destabilizing effect that the resiliency
of the entire ecosystem will be depressed for many decades. Also, it must
be remembered that despite how well we think we might understand a
particular biological system, even small perturbations can have large and
unpredictable consequences (i.e. Chaos Theory). Beyond any doubt, the
health and vitality of this coastal ecosystem would be best served by
preserving its existing flora and fauna intact, in full interaction.

B. Economic

The economic advantages of the acquisition of timber for Restoration purposes
are quite straightforward:

1. fmfu Maximization

The timber owners would simply make more money by selling their trees
for Restoration purposes than by harvesting them. By having money from
such a sale up front, the corporations and shareholders could enjoy perhaps
50% more profit over 10 years from reinvestment income. To begin
realizing significant dividends from logging, they would probably have to
wait several years. Such a windfall ofprofits would open up many other
personal and corporate economic development options. Also, the owners
would not incur the expense and risk ofopen¢on, and Native Corporations
would not have to begin paying taxes on these tracts as developed lands.

2. Market risk minimization

TlDlber niar.kets are extremely volatile. Though they are now telatively
strong, they are subject to at least the SatDe magnitude ofreduction that they
experienced in the mid 19805. Purchasing this timber now will allow timber
owners to avoid the substantial risk of softening markets in the future.

3. Protection ofexistini economy

Any potentially negative effect that logging might have on either commercial
fisheries or on local subsistence economies would be avoided.
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4. Recreation and tomism deyeIo,ament

It is widely agreed that the development ofreCrearlonal and tourism
economic opportunities in this region would be seriously impeded by timber
harvesting. The scenic/aesthetic value of the area would be reduced in
proportion to the number ofvistas containing at least one noticeable
clearcut. And, because areas planned for logging are IClatively steep,
virtually all can be seen from afar. It is widely felt _ in addition to
commercial fishing, the recreation and tourism industry offers the
PWSIKenai Peninsula area its best oppormnity for sustainable economic
development that is compatible with the local environment. What is already
a multi-million dollar industry probably~ in the absence of timber
development, the potential to triple in size over the next decade. Recreation
and tourism would also provide more~ jobs on a sustainable basis than
would a shon-lived timber industry.

5. Timber price sup,port

Because this acquisition would take a substantial amount of timber off the
market, it is reasonable to expect timber prices elsewhere in the State to be
enhanced somewhat.

6. Noncommercial economic value

And lastly, in the context of current economic theory (i.e., "Contingent
Valuariontt) the actual economic value ofa resource like the old-growth
forests in this region is much more extensive than just its immediate
commercial value. In addition to the commercial value ofon-site recreation
and timber harvesting, these forests offer many off-site, or "in-absentia"
user values, including option, existence, and bequest value. Option value is
essentially what people would pay to insme the availability of the forest
system for future recreational opportUnities. Existence value is the benefit
derived from simply knowing that the forest exists. And bequest value is
the willingness to pay for the economic benefits of saving forest resources
for future generations. Timber harvesting could conflict with aD nootimber
yalues of these forests -subsistence; sport fishing and hunting, commercial
fisheries, recreation, "tourism, option, bequest, and existence value. And
because the Restoration process should satisfy timber owners financially, it
is clear that from a strict economic standpoint, it is in the. highest public
interest to preseIVe"these forests. This acquisition would ensure a
maximum flow ofbenefits to the greatest number ofpeople.

C. Psychological

The psychologicalimpaet of the oil spill, has been, and will continue to be
enormous. The pristine natural environment of the-region comptises a powertUl
aspect of local residents' sense of identity, place, and purpose. Most of the
people who make the region their home live here just because of its natural
bounty, beauty, and wilderness quality. Native culture evolved within the
fabIic of forest andl118rine biological systems in the region. The area~ for
many people, a sacted place.



The oil spill caused this sense ofidentity in local residents to rapidly
disintegrate. Initial studies have clearly documented widespread perceptions of
uncertainty about the fuOIre, deteriorating family ~ons, and Post Traumatic
Stress Disorders in impacted communities. Even now, residents still feel a
great deal of anger, remorse, and loss for what the spill did to their home. We
must now allow these wounds to heal.

The most we can probably do to restore the psychological sense ofwell-being
among local residents is to afford the impacted area as much protection as
possible from funher human insult The psychological impact of clearcutting,
superimposed upon that of the oil spill, would be devastating.

Prince William Sound has, in a very real sense, come to epitomize the plight of
the Global environment. The phenomenal worldwide media attention given the
area during the spill attests to the high degree of sympathetic identification felt
by people throughout the world for such a spectacular pristine natural area
essentially "lost" through corporate and governmental ineptitude. Many people,
locally and elsewhere, express a sense of disbelief, indignation and even
outrage that now, after perhaps the single greatest environmental disaster in our
nation's history, humanity seems poised to inflict yet more environmental

. damage to the very same area through timber extraction, almost as ifnothing
had ever happened.

It is important to acknowledge that these are very real emotions and as such they
must be addressed by the Restoration process. It should be a priority of the
Restoration program to minimize any activity that might detract from an already
damaged sense ofpsychological well-being throughout the region and the
world. Another compelling reason, then, to retire timber harvesting rights in
the region is to help restore the sense of solace and well-being that is so
essential to the quality oflife.

TIris acquisition would allow people to look forward with certainty to the full
recovery of the natural environment, rather than despair over its continued
degradation. TIris acquisition is absolutely essential for psychological
recovery-without it, full recovery will be impossible.

D. Socio-Political

The oil spill has caused an overwhelming loss offaith in the institutions that
manage our society.

The socio-political fallout from the spill has been characterized by bitterness and
divisiveness within and between communities, anger toward the oil industry in
Alaska and elsewhere, lack of confidence in government, and skepticism
regarding economic development in general.

The social challenge for Restoration then, is to restore the cohesiveness within
and between communities. Peoples within the impacted region now need a
sense of solidarityt ofbeing on the same side of an issue and ofbelonging to a
joint enterprise together. It is now imperative to protect residents in the region
from other highly divisive issues, such as logging.
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The political impacts of this spill will undoubtedly reverberate through· the halls
of Juneau and Washington D.C., oil company board rooms, and the minds of
voters for quite some time. Ifsomething powerful and persuasive isn't done to
make amends for this environmental disaster, its dark: shadow will continue to
100m over such major public policy issues as ANWR, offshore oil leasing, and.
other important development proposals.

The public wants a clear sign that industry and government will make every
effort to "right-their-wrongs." A positive outcome with the acquisitions set
forth in this proposal would send a loud and clear message to people
everywhere that corporate and political institutions can and do act responsibly
that they do indeed care about the natunll. environment. The public relations
value of such an initiative would benefit the timber industry, Native
corporations, government, and the oil industry.

It is increasingly evident that these acquisitions would be enormously popular
througIiout the nation, and would renew public confidence in our governmental
and corporate institutions. Underlying such sentiment is the growing body of
public opinion that old-growth rainforests worldwide are a precious, highly-
threatened resource that deserve protection, and a greater sensitivity toward the
environment in general, (e.g., "Earth Day, 1990").

In a very real sense then, this acquisition for Restoration has, for many, become
the "canary in the mine shaft" concerning mankind's commitment to the
environment. It's really quite simple--either we do care, or we don't This will
be the legacy we leave for future generations and should be pursued
accordingly.

IV. TIMBER OWNERSHIP

The primary land owners in the region are the Federal government, Alaska Native
Corporations, and, to a lesser extent, the State ofAlaska. All own valuable tracts of old
growth forest. A decision to not allow timber harvesting on these public lands can be
obtained simply through an administrative decision on the part of the U.S. Forest Service
and the State ofAlaska Department ofNatural Resources. At this time, the Forest Service
has·no plans to sell or harvest any of the timber within the Chugach National Forest. The
ADNR is considering classifying several of its isolated land parcels within the region for
timber harvesting. The Trustees should seek: a Memorandum ofUnderstanding or other
legally binding agreement from these two agencies that, in the interest ofRestoration, they
will not permit any timber harvest on their lands in and around the spill,zone.

The more important challenge for Restoration will be to retire the timber harvesting rights
on the several hundred thousand acres of lands owned by Alaska Native Corporations in
the region. Tnnber on these private lands is considered to be a valuable financial asset and
thus timber owners will have to be sufficiently compensated in exchange for an agreement
to extinguish any and all harvesting rights. The approach here should be to make it
financially advanta~eousfor the timber ownerslland owners to enter into such an .
agreement, by providing them as much money as they would have earned in profits by
harvesting their timber. The two principle areas ofconcern for acquisition purposes are
Prince William Sound and the lowerKenai Peninsula.
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Prince William Sound

The Native Corporations with land holdings in Prince William Sound itself are as
follows:

Eyak Corporation
POBox 340
Cordova AK 99574
Phone: 424-7161

Tatitlek Corporation
POBox6S0
Cordova AK 99574
Phone: 424-3m

64,000 acres (Note: acreages here
are approximate)

65,000 acres

Chenega Corporation
General Delivery
Cordova AK 99574
Phone: 573-5118

Chugach Alaska Corporation
3000 A Street, Suite 400
Anchorage AK 99503
Phone: 563-8866

76,000 acres

57,000
acres in S.W. PWS

Approximate total area proposed for timber acquisition
in Prince William Sound = 262,000 acres

Most of the timber on these lands has been sold, in connection with Net Operating
Loss Sale provisions of federal tax laws, and is now owned by the following
companies:

Sherstone, Inc.
POBox 828
Cordova AK 99574
Phone: (907) 424-5524

Citifor, Inc.
7171 Columbia Center
701 FlfthAve.
SeattleWA 98104-7090
Phone: (206) 622-3770

Owns timber on Eyak lands

Owns Some of the timber
on Tatitlek lands
between FIdalgo &: Gravina

..

Koncor Forest Products, Inc.
3S01Denali
Anchorage AK 99503
Phone: (907) 562-3335

(TImber Trading
Company) owns timber
on Chugach Corp.
lands on Montague &

~~Islands and
on egalands

Tatitlek Corporation stillretains title to some of their timber, and Chugach Alaska
Corporation has purchased timber on Tatitlek lands at FISh Bay in Pt. Fidalgo.
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Lower Kenai Peninsula "

Beyond PWS itself, three village corporations on the Kenai Peninsula have
considerable land holdings with timber that should be considered for acquisition:

23,000 acres within
Kachemak Bay State Park
across from Homer and
423 acres on Island Peninsula

45,000 acres at southern
tip ofKenai Peninsula
and 22,000 acres within
the Kenai Fjords National
Park

66,000 acres at southern
tip of the Kenai and
55,000 acres also within _
the Kenai Fjords National
Park

English Bay COIp.
POBox 8058
English Bay via Homer
Homer AK 99603
Phone: (907) 281-2220

Port Graham CoIp.
PO BoxPGM
Pt. Graham AK 99603
Phone: .(907) 284-2227

Seldovia Native Ass'n.
PO Box 185
Seldovia AK 99663
Phone: (907)234-7625

Approximate total area proposed for timber acquisition on I
Lower Kenai Peninsula = 2.2l,OO) acres

2
These corporations have sold much of their timber, as in Prince William Sound, to
the following companies.

Koncor Forest Products, Inc.
3501 Denali
Anchorage AK 99503
Phone: (907) 562-3335

(Tnnber Trading
Company) owns the
timber on Seldovia
Native Ass'n. land
holdings within
Kachemak: Bay State
Park :

Chugach Alaska Corporation
3000 A Street, Sm. 400
Anchorage AK 99503
Phone: (907) 563-8866

owns the timber at
Wmdy Bay, on Pt.
Graham lands '

Kolon California, Inc.
c/o Cereteeh International
SIS-16th Ave., Sm. 155
Bellevue' WA 98004
Phone: (206) 455-4850

owns the timber on
English Bay lands
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This would also be the appropriate forum to consider purchasing timber and possibly
certain other development rights from Native Corporations with lands along the coastline of
the Kenai Fjords National Park. Together, the Pon Graham and English Bay Village
Corporations have selected approximately 77,000 acres of waterfront land SUITOunded by
the Park. The Chugach Alaska Corporation will receive the subsurface rights. These
selections are yet to be conveyed, pending negotiations with the U.S. Bureau ofLand
Management. The development of timber and minerals on these lands would seriously
con:tl.iet with the quality of the area as a National Park. Thus. it should be a high priority
for Restoration purposes to acquire at least the timber, and perhaps the mineral rights on
these lands.

V. ADDmONAL CONSIDERATIONS

1. Cost of AcQjlisitions

While it is difficult to estimate, the timber acquisitions outlined above would
probably cost on the order of $200-$300 million. An independent timber appraisal
should be conducted to detennine fair market value of timber assets in the region.

2. Umency

TlDlber harvesting has already begun on three parcels within the region: one near
Cordova, at Two Moon Bay near Tatitlek, and at Windy Bay on the lower Kenai.
Several more areas are scheduled to begin cutting within a year.

Additionally, foreign timber buyers, who might be less sympathetic to selling
timber assets for Restoration purposes, are reponedly very interested in purchases
within the region.

If the Trustees decide to pursue timber acquisition, it should be done soon.

3. Shott Term Contracts

The timber owners generally have rights to the timber only over shon-term (10-15
year) contracts. After these contraets expire, the timber rights revert to the land
owners. Thus, in negotiating to retire timber harvesting rights in pexpetuity. the
land owners will also have to enter into any agreement between current timber
owners and the Trustees.

4. Lands selected but not conveyed.

An additional aspect that has to be considered is Native Corporation lands inPrince
William Sound that have been selected but not yet conveyed. Some of these contain
timber that should be purchased in the context ofRestoration.

5 Individual Allotments

Funds should also be made available to Native shareholders with individual land
allotments who might wish to sell their timber assets for Restoration purposes.
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IT IS ESSENTIAL mAT THE TRUSTEES REMAIN
SENSITIVE TO THE DESIRES OF NATIVE SHARE
HOLDERS ON TIllS ISSUE, AND PURSUE
ACQUISmONS ONLY WITHmOSE CORPORATIONS
1HAT SUPPORT THE CONCEPT. .

It should be recognized that, before the spill, timber development plans represented
sincere and genuine commitment on the part ofcorporation managers to provide
economic opponunity for their shareholders. Acquisitions for Restoration should be
presented as a unique oppommity to redirect such development plans in light of the
spill.
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Kenai PenInsUla

GULF OF ALASKA

~ Chugach Alaska COtporation

• Villa98 CorporationS

5 0 5

~

PROPOSED AREAS FOR ACQUISI;rION OF TIMBER ASSETS

1. EYAKISHERSTONE
2. CITIFOR
3. TATITLEK
4. CHUGACH/KONCOR
5. CHENEGAIKONCOR
6. PORT GRAHAM/ENGLISH BAY SELECTIONS
7. ENGLISH BAY/KOlON CALIFORNIA
8. PORT GRAHAM/CHUGACH
9. SELDOVIA NATIVE ASSOCIATION/KONCOR

APPROXIMATE TOTAL AREA PROPOSED - 483.000 ACRES.
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P.O. Box 939

Cordova, Alaska 99574

(907) 424·3447
July 23, 1990

Don Collinsworth, Commissioner
Department of Fish and Game
P.O. Box 20792
Juneau, AI< 99802

Dear Commissioner Collinsworth:

CDPU is an organization with a membership of 500, which consists of Commercial Fisher
men, tendermen, crewmen and supporting businesses.

Prince William Sound has gone through a great deal of devastation after the Exxon Valdez
Oil Spill and Exxon is still cleaning beaches to this day. After all this human disturbance,
we are finally done with everything that man can do. At this point in time PWS needs a
much earned rest to regain its natural beauty and bountiful environment.

We stronsdy urge you to negotiate an immediate settlement of natural resources damages
from the EXxon Valdez Oil Spill, as suggested by the Coastal Coalition proposal. CDFU
believes that it is essential to settle this sooner rather than later.

For now, the exact amount of dollars to resolve these damages should be left aside, and all
parties should agree initially to sit down and begin formulating a settlement.

It is, of course, very important that this Natural Resource settlement not influence the
compensatory claims of our fishermen for loss of income, etc. This should be very easy to
structure into the settlement. .

We also believe strongly that the highest priority use of restoration funds is to protect this
ecosystem as completely as possible from any further damage.

Money should be made available immediately to acquire timber harvesting rights in and
around the entire spill impacted zone. This is essential to protect PWS for not only its
resource users, the commercial fishermen, but for all people that have not yet seen or expe
rienced PWS's beauty and wonders.

Sincerely,
~...A 1\;...;( lnU I"'\~ ('~

~~..,.., t.UJ,l
Gerald McCune, Board President

CC: The Coastal Coalition
Box 2424
Cordova, AK.99574
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Floyd Hutchens, President

FAX (907)424-5837

P.O. Box 458
Cordova, Alaska 99574
(907)424-5777

Ef'''[,1ce ~[ll[am 80unb
8e"[nel"s AS5DC[at:[011

June 12, 1990

Don Collinsworth, Commissioner
Alaska Department on Fish & Game
P.O. Box 3-2000
Juneau,JU< 99802-2000

Dear Commissioner,

The PWSSA represents over 100 commercial fishermen in PWS. As such, we have
a vital interest in the restoration of PWS in the wake of the Exxon Valdez. We are
writing to you today with regard to your position on the Trustees' Council. We
fully support the Coastal Coalition positioI1- that there can be no higher use of
restoration funds for PWS than to purchase back timber rights to private land in
PWS and prevent the wholesale dearCl..!ttiT1g of our shorelines.

Most of our members have spent the last year helping in the cleanup of the oil spill,
in one way or another, and know first-hand the devastation PWS has suffered. We
also know, from experience, the futility of attempting to set right this great wr~>ng.

The best we can do is to make sure that nature be allowed to heal the wound
without further interference. Large scale logging operations will further weaken the
already overstressed ecosystems of PWS. Oearly, the best means we have to restore
PWS is to halt any further destruction of this fragile environment ".
W.e urge you to give the Coastal Coalition your active support in attempting to halt
th~ massive clearcutting of PWS.

cc Oil Spill Restoration P1annin.g Office



SELDOVIA NATIVE ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. DRAWER L

SEl..OOVIA, ALASKA 99663

(907) 234-7625 • 234-7890

July 6, 1990

Rick Stetner
The Coastal Coalition
80x 2424
Cordova, Ak 99574

Dear Rick:

Thank you for your fax this date .It was good to talk to you on the phone
personally.

The Seldovia Native Association is one of the Alaska villages affected by the
Exxon Oil Spill. As is such we are always interested in ideas, that will help
alieviate these damages. I beHeve the concept of the Industry, acquiring
timber and land for public purposes may be one of the better plans that I
have heard of. We do agree that If this happens, the costs of such a plan
should be deducted from any litigation between the Corporation and Exxon.

I will be gone for the next few weeks and plan to be in this office the first
week of August.

Sincerely,

Fr~s. President
SELDOVIA NATIVE ASSOCIATION, INC.

FHE/db
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Timber Trading Company
July 20, 1990

Hr. Rick steiner
The Coastal Coalition
Box 2424
Cordova, Alaska 99574

Dear Mr. steiner:

Timber Trading Company has purchased the private timber on
Montague and Knight Islands. We have secured the needed permits
and are in the process of starting up our harvesting operations.
The actual harvesting is scheduled to begin next year.

Timber Trading Company would be interested in entertaining a bid
to purchase this timber at fair market value. We are currently
involved in negotiations to sell or trade other timber holdings
that are considered by the government to be environmentally
sensitive. These efforts have been very lengthy and frustrating_
The timber has great value now since markets are the best they
have ever been. This has given the timber a high price tag which
they have been reluctant to accept. with the high frustration
level we are currently experiencing with these trades we are less
than enthusiastic about becoming involved in yet another.

I would suggest that When you have a firm offer in hand we set up
a meeting to discuss. Securing an offer would involve the
contracting of a forestry consultant to both cruise and appraise
the timber. We would assist you with the base information the
consultant would need, such as the timber sale boundaries and
harvesting conditions.

I wish you the best in your efforts.

Sincerely,

~~~~t n
Timb.riTra.~ing Company

JLS/je.

Marketing Oiv,: TronSPQCifIc Trade Center, Suite 410
3700.~ciflc Ioflghway East
1Qe<>ma, WOshington·98424
(206ln2-5510 ••.. FAX (2061922-8044

"



STAN~STEPHENS
CHARTERS 6' CRUISES

~P.O DOl 1297
VaJdet. Ate 99686 .
(901) 8.n-473I
/-800-.f78- J297 (In Alaska only J
FAX: (907J 835-3765

Mat'kelll18 Office:
110.0 W. Darnelte 5t
Suite 206
Fairbanks, Ate 99701
(907) ''''6-31.59

. _ ...FAX;(907) <4'2-31'6



Oil Reform
Alliance

To: State/Federal Trustees for Natural Resources Damage

From: Rik1 Ott, President
Oil Reform Alliance

Date: July 27, 1990

Re: Coastal coalition Proposal tor Comprehensive
Settlement of Natural Resource Damages from
the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill

The oil Reform Alliance (ORA) formed after the Exxon Valde
spill as a grassroots coalition of citizens and member
groups (commercial fishing organizations, environmental
organizations, and recreational user groups - membership
attached) who are working towards reforming oil industry
practices and state and federal policies on oil. This
includes policies and precedents for mitigation of spills.

The ORA strongly supports the proposal drafted by Rick
Steiner of the Coastal Coalition for a comprehensive
settlement ot natural resource damages from the Exxon Val
spill.

We wish to emphasize the following three salient points 0
the proposal.

First, we need a settlement as soon as possible. The
settlement would circumvent protracted litigation over ha
to-quantify damage'of natural resources and allow
restoration and protection ot resources in spill-impacted
areas to proceed immediately.

Second, the highest priority .for any restoration funds is 0
protect the ecosystem fro. further' damage. As Mr. st~ine

eloquently pointed out, proposed timber harvests .in the
spill-1.pactedareacouldwell be more devastating to, the
ecosystem than the 011 sp.ill\wh:ile thesynerg:i:stic effect
of .theaetwo insults IlsYJ"ct!ult in irreparable damage to
natural resources and the'co_un1t:1eathat depend on tbem
tor :subsiete"ce.and co••erc:ial inter~ats. W. need adequa e
funds tor ac:qu.~rjng consel:'~~tions ea~~.ents and· t baber .
right8 and aC9:9ilP11ehing th.,.;other proposal objectives.



ORA page 2

Third, we need local input and control over disbursement 0

restoration funds. This is an absolute 'MUST and the
input/control must include citizens. Use of the fund to
expand local, state, and federal bureaucracy must be
minimized.. Citizens have the most ·drive to protect their
own backyard - and lowest 9verhead to accomplish the
objectives! Including citizens in this. process would
enhance awareness at the local levels and, hopefully,
rebuild citizen's trust in corporate and political
institutions' ability and sincerity to protect natural
resources.

/
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IIn summary. the ORA strongly supports the establishment of a

two billion dollar Alaska Restoration Fund to accomplish t e
five principle elements of the Coastal Coalition proposal.




